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ABSTRACT 

The Wilderness Act of 1964 states the purpose of the National Wilderness Preservation 
System is “to secure for the American people of present and future generations the 
benefits of an enduring resource of wilderness.” But, how to accomplish this mandate is a 
complex task. The application of the Ecosystem Services model is ideal for facilitating 
the complex duel goals of securing benefits and preserving wilderness resources. 
Ecosystem Services directly addresses benefits derived from a landscape, even if the 
specifics of the benefits change over time. This dissertation employs Ecosystem Services 
as a framework to provide a more complete understanding of wilderness values. In three 
separate studies conducted in wilderness areas in Southern Arizona, (Assessing Border-
Related Human Impacts at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, Linking Visitor 
Flows and Patterns of Use with General Management Planning in Saguaro National Park 
and Monitoring and Estimating Visitor Use at the Madrona Ranger Station and 
Surrounding Landscape) elements of Cultural Ecosystem Services (CES) are illuminated.  

I found that the more holistic epistemology of Ecosystem Services allowed for the 
inclusion of better scientific data in the management process. The inclusion of 
quantitative, repeatable, defensible studies of user behavior in wildlands allows for 
dynamic management options that are rooted in real conditions (mutable, undesirable or 
unique). Specifically Cultural Ecosystem Services address the value and significance of 
the unique landscape of wilderness. Previous models for wildland management sought 
specific metrics of carrying capacity to limit use and control impact. Ecosystem Services 
combines diverse scientific fields to provide real understanding of the landscape. The 
addition of ES to manager’s decision processes allows for better understanding of real 
conditions. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Introduction 

Wilderness management has been undergoing a steady and inexorable change since 
before it was recognized in any legal sense. This change has been in the form of the 
inevitable realization of wilderness as a diminishing resource. Distinct stages of 
wilderness management coincide with socio cultural movements, technological 
developments, and the values placed on wilderness. Early support for wilderness is often 
linked to pioneer experience and American identity (Nash, 1982). Later, numerous 
arguments supporting wilderness coalesced into; a science-based category (natural 
laboratory), recreation (a holistic, recreation of self) and wilderness for wildlife (both a 
anthropogenic value and otherwise) (Leopold,1949). Much of current popular perception 
of wilderness is focused on recreation. Advances in technology (GPS, Cell phones etc) 
and access (road infrastructure, ATVs, helicopters) have removed many of the barriers 
and hardships for experiencing Wilderness. This evolution, like any in nature, represents 
an adaptation to need, scarcity and conflict.  
 
Research on wilderness management has traditionally focused on visitor density and 
visitor experience: Conflating the two concepts as causal and critical to management 
goals. And, while both concepts are consistent with the Wilderness Act they are not the 
explicit goals. For example, increased demand to maximize recreation opportunities have 
led to conceptualizing management as one of identifying a carrying capacity for 
wilderness. Stankey (2007) describes wilderness management as a complex, high stakes 
problem with growing scrutiny and accountability, dependent on enlightened frameworks 
to avoid unnecessary impacts, duplication, and lost opportunities and to ensure optimal 
benefits. The refining of research in the recreation field has continued to question the 
validity of a relation between visitor density and visitor satisfaction since the inception of 
formal wilderness designation (LaPage 1963). Further, Carrying Capacity is a tool of 
limitation has and continues to result in friction between managers and stakeholders. 
 
The paradigm of relating visitor satisfaction to limits on use necessitates a number of 
assumptions that may not be warranted. When these assumptions are imposed on user 
groups, stakeholders, and the public perception of national resources, some users 
experience a loss of value. When the research supporting the relation between use density 
and satisfaction continues to fail to validate, in a meaningful way, these assumptions are 
unwarranted. Then, there is a failure of managers to facilitate for the user/visitor 
experience. The linchpin of use limits for visitor satisfaction management is due for a 
reevaluation and updating. 

The management of wilderness resources faces numerous challenges, ranging from 
difficulty in defining wilderness character, difficulty in finding suitable metrics to 
measure progress and failure, to entrenched research paradigms limiting innovation. A 
review of the predominant research in wilderness management focuses on the Normative 
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Model and its inherent assumption (that an average exists for visitor satisfaction): The 
role of other research models and ways of conducting wilderness research can support 
approaches that will be capable of making worthwhile contributions and support 
management solutions. 

CES as Framework for Evaluating Wilderness Values. 

Cole, Stewart (2001) and others indicate that norms and carrying capacity evaluations can 
be a tool for wilderness management, at the same time illustrating its limitations and 
advocating for other measures. The seductiveness of having a single number on which to 
base compliance for the stewards of wilderness is obvious, and can be completely wrong. 
The need for another measure, a metric for wilderness value is critical; both because the 
limits of Norms are documented enough to make agencies open to legal challenge, and 
the stresses on wilderness areas for more access are ever increasing. Obviously no simple 
tool already exists for this purpose. A paradigm linking the diverse fields of science and 
human use does exist; wilderness management will fit into the system of Ecosystem 
Services; allowing for diverse inputs into a framework that will support research driven 
management of wilderness areas. As the state of the art and the mandate of flagship 
agencies like National Science Foundation and the United Nations it is more defensible. 

Ecosystem Services is a framework that has been recently developed to explain the 
relationship between place and society. Ecosystem services is an all-encompassing 
framework, including input from all relevant sources. The Millennium Ecosystem 
Assessment (MEA, 2003) defines Cultural Ecosystem Services (CES) as "nonmaterial 
benefits people obtain from ecosystems through spiritual enrichment, cognitive 
development, reflection, recreation, and aesthetic experiences. When ecological systems 
and structures directly or indirectly support human needs and wants, they provide a 
service. Everything from fresh food, to living space and fresh water, fall within 
ecological services. And complex systems, like watersheds can be understood within an 
ES framework by evaluating individual component services like amount of water 
provided, species supported, and purification provided. Much of these services have an 
economic value, but their inclusion in the ES paradigm is based on the contribution to 
human wellbeing. Other ES components are less tangible and harder to monetize but 
often more directly experienced and valued.  

Most importantly and relevant to the previous discussion on wilderness values are 
Cultural Ecosystem Services. CES addresses the benefits most directly linked to social 
perceptions and cultural values. Societal use of ecosystems in a non-extractive, non-
exploitive fashion typically falls into the realm of recreation. However, the value driven 
and experientially explicit nature of recreation has made it difficult to integrate with 
economic or ecological valuation of ecosystems. The framework of ES requires that 
cultural services be addressed in concert with other valuation; for this to be done 
systematically and consistently requires an expectation in the reliability and accuracy of 
research.  

So what does Ecosystem Services have to do with Wilderness Management? Concepts 
and methods that have traditionally been developed independently within the fields of 
ecology and social sciences are not sufficient to address the interrelated and 
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interdependent nature of ecosystem services.  Within the ES community this need for 
better integrated social and ecological science has mostly been framed in terms of 
cooperation between ecologist and economist. But it is clear, especially for cultural 
services,that ecological social interrelationships must be extended to include the broader 
domains of environmental and social sciences. Evidence driven collaboration will enable 
CES evaluation of wilderness management and effectiveness. 

Wilderness has a number of services that fit directly into the ES framework that have 
been evaluated using conventional research methods. Recreation services have a number 
of components used to evaluate (time, location, and economics) that can be linked to 
other resource research. The preservation and conservation component of the wilderness 
act also are easily measured in terms of value for services. The very nature of wilderness 
is however, a rejection of human exploitation and extraction, and so fits more readily into 
Cultural Ecosystem Services. Solitude, primitive recreation and unconfined opportunities 
are an explicit list of services. They are not often measured in terms of Ecosystem 
services; Solitude, for example, has great significance as a service but maximizing it is a 
classic trade-off of a little bit for many or a lot for very few, given constraints of limited 
wilderness lands, time and perception. So a new framework must be applied to the 
cultural services to integrate with other ES. But this will in fact allow for a more 
complete evaluation of how well Wilderness areas are being managed. 

The concept of ecosystem services facilitates a valuation of the multiple services 
provided by ecosystems and landscapes. Organizing documents like the Millennium 
Ecosystem Assessment (MEA, 2003) from the UN define ES as the organizing 
epistemology for integrated knowledge of environmental systems and human use. 
However, the general guiding documents for ES from the UN and NSF focus on the 
integration of provisioning services (water quality, board-feet, AMUs) and the necessity 
of evaluating these uses in conjunction to reach management decisions. Cultural 
Ecosystem Services are included in the evaluation process, but the extent and manner to 
which they can be included is not explicit.  Only 3 of the 10 CES listed in the ME directly 
lend to inclusion in ES: 1. Spiritual and religious values, 2. Aesthetic values, a 
3.Recreation and ecotourism. The other listed services were not assessed to have a direct 
or common metric for comparison to provisioning services: cultural diversity, knowledge 
systems, educational values, inspiration, social relations, sense of place and cultural 
heritage values (MEA, 2003).  

At the most basic level, the process of integrating CES into the ES framework and to 
allow for multi-dimensional evaluation of ecosystems, requires the identification of what 
services are provided. At a superficial level some CES are simple, national parks provide 
recreation opportunity and heritage value. But, to integrate into an ES paradigm the 
specifics of these services need to be evaluated to establish value. Existing methods 
already employed in recreation research (survey, direct observation, stakeholder input) 
can be used to identify services. The study in Saguaro National Park (Sharp et al.) (See 
Appendix E) used all these methods to develop an understanding of what trails and 
destinations were most valued by the public. Value can be linked to the service through 
the use of other established methods (choice models and level of use) to fit the CES 
framework. With an understanding: what CES are present, the level of use and valuation 
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for the service, links to other ecosystem services can be made, completing the ES 
framework. 

Unique landscapes present a complication in all previous frameworks (only one Grand 
Canyon, Mt.McKinley ) and “value” has no significance since behavior does not change 
based on crowding, price or effort. In these cases only the inclusion of diverse input 
(again credible and defensible) helps situational understanding and aids decision 
frameworks. Each of the appended studies includes level of use values and complete 
descriptions of uses, allowing integration with other studies and existing data. Borrowing 
from diverse fields, metrics can be used to measure, at least relatively, the value of 
cultural services in a reproducible and scientifically valid format. Ergo, providing the link 
to provisioning services in the ES paradigm. 

Summary. 

An ES based framework for evaluating Wilderness (indeed any wildland) foremost needs 
to determine what CES are available.  Different services require different physical 
settings. Some landscapes are more conducive to the feeling of remoteness or 
concealment. Expectations can also drive CES availability, lower opportunity for solitude 
in high use areas and seasons, higher expectations of unconfined recreation in areas 
without singular or unique settings (group campfires in little used wilderness areas, camp 
stoves in hi-traffic areas). Some services may conflict and this will limit the amount of 
total CES possible. Expectation of conflict (like in the Organ pipe National Monument) 
may in fact create opportunity (solitude and primitive recreation) that goes un-used, 
having the same result. 

Maximizing CES for visitors would be the primary goal of managers under the ES 
paradigm. Conflict mitigation, management of expectations and maintaining the resource 
for services have comparatively equal value under this setting since the CES is the 
“value” of the resource. Public and community involvement, most frequently used to 
identify preference for settings, would have to be integral in both the CES identification 
process as well as the ongoing understanding of expectations and service obtainment. 
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CHAPTER 2 PRESENT STUDY 

Southern Arizona Wilderness 

The concept of capacity has been applied to the recreational use of parks, forests, 
wilderness, and other public lands and waters. In the context of recreation, the term 
“capacity” has historically been used with several modifiers. While landscape is a finite 
resource, experience, values and experience are mutable. A traditional perspective 
equates capacity to the supply-side metric in recreation demand/supply analysis. 
However, the dynamic nature of experience and value attached to it makes metrics of 
supply and demand outdated. Simple inventory of available resources facilities (e.g., 
number of campgrounds, picnic tables, beds in lodges) does not facilitate planning for 
wilderness managers. Numerous studies show how increasing demand for limited 
opportunity in backcountry, wilderness and primitive areas has done nothing to stem 
increasing use. A dynamic paradigm for managing wilderness resources is needed to 
facilitate user demands as well as understand the demands of fragile landscapes. As 
managers are tasked with the duel demands of facilitation and resource protection a new 
paradigm, Cultural Ecosystem Resources, allows for a more inclusive understanding of 
real conditions while evaluating management options. 

Ecosystem services and cultural ecosystem services in particular would be an optimal 
application and management framework for Wilderness. The ability to integrate 
transdisciplinary strategies and include diverse bodies of knowledge to research in 
wilderness management would facilitate much greater understanding of the systems at 
work in wildlands/human interaction. An expanded ability to collaborate with other 
disciplines would lend credence to wilderness services’ public value. A realistic 
evaluation of cultural services sought and obtained in a credible and defensible format 
will ultimately aid the assessment and tradeoff effects of management actions. The 
following case studies demonstrate how to identify and maximize CES for providing a 
more effective way to identify optimal wilderness opportunities for visitors. 

1. Saguaro National Park is an example of the complexity of evaluating the true cultural 
service provided by specific landscapes. Saguaro represents the northern extreme of a 
number of charismatic species (saguaro cactus, night blooming agave, coati and free-tail 
bats) that draw international and local visitors alike. The value of front-country resources 
is a straightforward calculation of visitor numbers and distribution (methodologically 
simple if not in practice). However, unique areas represent a much more difficult 
evaluation to ensure valid evaluation in decision-making. Madrona Pools is a remote area 
of the park legally accessible to the public only through multi-day backpacking. 
However, the perennial water features make it singular resource for the Sonoran desert.  

My study (Monitoring and Estimating Visitor Use at the Madrona Ranger Station and 
Surrounding Landscape) was to inform decision-making related to new access to the 
Park. The research design started with the application of automated sensors to capture 
both the quantity of use and the type of use for a year. The use of trail monitor sensor 
pads accomplished the goals of accurately and reproducibly capturing the total use of the 
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recreation site. Much use (administrative mostly) took place pre-dawn and during the 
night to facilitate cooler working conditions. These use logs, with time specific records, 
could be compared to staffing schedules: enabling the separation of visitor and 
management use. This accurate count of 24-7 use created a baseline understanding of the 
real use level in the Madrona Pools area, never before accomplished by use of visitor 
encounters conducted by NPS staff. With a record of both total use, patterns of use 
(multiple users or periods of no use) and spatial distribution (sensors were placed to 
capture all access points) a data set was created that could be linked to other records via 
time and location. For this study I developed the research design with onsite pre-study as 
part of the Saguaro National Park PULSE study group, I developed the research design 
with sensor placement, data analysis and meeting with Park staff. I collaborated with Dr. 
Gimblett on funding the study and the literature review writing for the Sonoran Institute. 

In addition to the visitor counters, which recorded a very specific set of variables, 
automated cameras were employed. These cameras were triggered by activity, similar to 
wildlife monitoring units. However, the activity captured by the cameras indicated what 
human visitors were engaging innamely, recreation activity around the pools, rather than 
simple through traffic. This held true for both Park staff and non-staff visitors. Visual 
analysis categorized visitor user type (staff, through hiker, x-9 day hiker) without 
identifying the actual individual. 

The study showed more use than the official records reflected for Madrona pools would 
suggest. A system of sensors and spatial-temporal analysis of use identified a unique 
service not previously addressed. Groups of visitors from the adjacent exclusive housing 
development were intent on viewing storm surges at the water feature, in a predictable 
and quantifiable way. Input from weather station records showed correlation of flood 
events with visitor access. From this study the park planning process was made aware 
that the numerical majority of non-service access (other than fire camp in February and 
March) to the sight was exclusive to storm events.  So, the service provided was not 
simply viewing a unique water feature, but storm events, a short term and hard to plan for 
event that was not available to the majority of park users. This defined a CES of storm 
watching, which conflicted with resource preservation goals. Management proceeded to 
bar access from x-9 and construct the new south trail away from the water features. 

The CES paradigm was facilitated in the project in a number of specific ways. The spatial 
temporal data collection of use through the application of automated sensors and 
statistical validation of the results produced accurate, reproducible data for evaluation. 
Further, the spatial and temporal elements of the data set allowed the results to be 
combined with rainfall logs (from other researcher’s results) to explain variation in the 
use data. Image records showed the variety of services the Madrona Pools area served: a 
cool-down spot for Park staff and fire crews and a destination location for the adjacent 
property owners) Recreation access was already present, a fact that the Saguaro Park 
Management Plan did not recognize. The documentation of both reproducible use data 
and the recognition of existing Cultural Ecosystem Values were in spite of management 
unawareness. 
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2. Organ Pipe National Monument serves much the same ecological role as Saguaro 
National Park except the dominant cactus is the Organ Pipe and serves as a major 
corridor for undocumented travel across the US/Mexico Border.  My analysis (Assessing 
Border-Related Human Impacts at Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument) of satellite 
imagery over a period that included significant remediation efforts by management 
indicated a consistent density pattern. While 75% of the park was off limits to non-
escorted public and staff, that was all the area outside of the travel corridor. Safety 
concerns blocked access to most of the park backcountry and significant landmarks. 
However, trails cut by undocumented migrants and law enforcement personnel 
consistently propagated near the main highway and a historic trail. This supported the 
understanding that the park was used as a major trans-border corridor but also, that use of 
backcountry areas was not detected (See ORPI report, density images).  

The study examined 4 sets of satellite images covering the total park boundary over 8 
years. Due to the vegetation (chaparral, creosote) a consistent pattern of negative spatial 
auto-correlation existed. This created a predictable pattern of vegetation and bare ground 
to document anthropogenic disturbance. I developed the methodology of capturing 
continuous trail sections from the available imagery. I calculated spatial statistics based 
on simple χ2 and cluster analysis. Dr Gimblett assisted me with the writing of 
background and literature review.  

Mapping the totality of the park’s trail propagation was a quantum expansion on the 
previous method of 3 transects of the park to estimate trail propagation. With a total view 
of trail impacts, a number of more powerful analyses could be accomplished. Spatial and 
temporal values for trail propagation could now be examined. The correlation of the 
study results with management regimes confirmed little change in density patterns 
despite monumental efforts (vehicle/ tank barriers, 30ft tall walls and 20-fold increase in 
enforcement patrols). A consistent pattern of access to the primary highway (81), historic 
migration trail (the millennia old hohokam shell trail) and access over the Ajo Mountains 
existed throughout. 

The measure to exclude legitimate visitors from the backcountry was not supported by 
research. The stated goal of the managers “to preserve the landscape and provide 
opportunity to experience the landscape” is obviously not supported by the study. In this 
case travel restrictions removed cultural services (hiking, camping, climbing) without 
documented justification. Or, alternatively the managers lacked documented justification 
to keep areas open in the context of a political culture looking to restrict access to border 
areas. With a credible, defensible and repeatable (it continues with new satellite data 
currently) data supporting park managers more options exist for meeting the service 
needs of the public. The combination of marked impact from UDAs and public interest 
supported access to the Quitobaquito wetland in Organ Pipe National Monument, (with 
law enforcement support) after this study. 

3. In 2004 Saguaro National Park was in the process of beginning a General Management 
Plan (GMP) that was to guide resource and visitor use management for the next 15-20 
years. The park’s operational GMP was 10 years past its intended operational life and 
specific knowledge of user numbers, visitor values and level of conflict were all 
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undocumented. The Linking Visitor Flows and Patterns of Use with General 
Management Planning in Saguaro National Park study was designed to systematically 
document and understand the problems facing management for SNP. 

This study set two ambitious goals in the research design; to document the spatial and 
temporal use in the park, and to develop a method to visualize and interpret the patterns 
of use for managers. Employing a suite of sensors, accurate and reproducible visitor 
counts were logged along with arrival times and, in high use areas, direction of travel. 
Surveys, or trip diaries, were used to record visitor experience, route data (start end and 
duration) and potential conflict. Since SNP is also adjacent to metro Tucson, 
neighborhood surveys were also used to capture local and repeat use behavior. I 
developed the design for sensor application and conducted the field work in installation, 
calibration and maintenance for the sensor systems for this study. I analyzed the 
encounter data and conducted the initial statistical analysis of the sensor data and survey 
results. I collaborated with the rest of the team in interpreting encounter data and 
summarizing the results. I presented the results in the MMVFRP conference in 
Rovaniemi Finland. 

The results of this study were contentious, for a number of reasons, and hugely 
illuminating about the actual patterns of use within the park and the realities of potential 
conflict managers faced. The study was, arguably, contentious because it addressed a 
number of problems facing the park directly: demand for new types of use, like mountain 
bicycles, pack goats, llamas, and baby strollers on trails and increased variety of access 
for the disabled. Further, more homes were being developed on properties that adjoin the 
park boundary, leading to uncontrolled access in areas throughout the park, There was 
also concern that current facilities, such as parking lots, picnic areas and visitor centers 
were not capable of adequately serving current and projected visitation. All these issues 
had been developed by scoping in public meetings, open-ended questions on the 
questioners and general knowledge of managers and researchers. These concerns 
represent CES in a measurable fashion, explicit statements of user’s goals for park use 
and goal interference in recorded conflict areas. Further the template of the old GMP 
made it difficult to show changes in services (from a remote dessert park to the current 
form, which metropolitan Tucson has grown to enclose its boundaries) as positive. The 
primary point of contention was SNP was designated Wilderness and the GMP sought to 
preserve that with visitor encounter limits, limits on services like parking and rest areas. 
At the same time visitor numbers in the front-country areas were supported with an 
expanded scenic drive and interpretive center. The obvious conflicts in the two 
management designs were not demarcated in any functional way.  

The use of simulation software to demonstrate use patterns was explicit in identifying 
services, conflict, and data driven management options. An ecosystem services model in 
effect, if not design, was the result of this study. Patterns of use demonstrated CES 
currently in effect in the park. The survey results identified the significance or relevance 
of many management concerns, defined by the public. Local access to water features 
during rare wet times would explode normal use expectations, weekend use was orders of 
magnitude larger than weekday use even during peak tourist season. This study gave 
managers the tools, reliable and defensible data, to make decisions that preserved the 
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parks CES and also recognized sources of conflict prior to undermining the public’s 
perceptions of SNP. 

Conventional Carrying Capacity models would have difficulty rationalizing the visitor 
use fluctuations of 1000s of visitors a day. CES models take into account not only 
seasonal fluctuations but, by using universal metrics like location or time, can integrate 
short term weather conditions and dynamic social demands like regional festivals or 
economic conditions shifting to “stay-cations”. The total data captured in this study as 
well as the use of computer modeling allows managers to better address serving the 
anticipated services for a nationally significant landmark. And, managers can adapt to 
changes in public desires by having detailed defensible data that can be integrated with 
other research fields based on credible data based spatial and temporal  
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APPENDIX A 

- RECREATION AND SOCIAL USE OF THE MADRONA POOLS 
AREA 

 
Abstract 
Recreation use of the Madrona Ranger Station and Madrona Pools area presents a 
number of challenges in terms of management, access, and impact. Since current 
recreational access is extremely limited, neither solid data nor anecdotal information exist 
at sufficient levels to dictate management prescriptions. The area’s unique setting, 
history, and biological diversity all support the public interest for increased access and 
diversity of recreational opportunities at the site. The current state of the Madrona Pools 
site, with its extremely limited impact from users, will change with any access option. 
An ongoing process of use monitoring linked to site impacts will best inform managers as 
to the effectiveness of management prescriptions. 
 
Introduction 
 
The Madrona pools study area is of recreational interest for some of the same 
reasons that it is of biological significance. Both the biological diversity and the setting 
are of interest for potential recreational users of the site. All water features of the desert 
southwest are preferred destinations for a number of recreation types. Hikers, walkers, 
and picnickers often choose recreation destinations based on the presence of a water 
feature like at Madrona Pools. Recreation users seeking ecological resources, like birders 
and amateur naturalists, also choose destinations based on the presence of water and the 
species abundance experienced in its proximity. 
 
Any recreation use of the Madrona site will change many of its current conditions. 
The significance of these changes depends on the nature of use allowed and level of 
access granted to the site. The impact of increased site use on the biological components 
can be compared to other regional sites. Increased use will also ultimately result in 
changes to the setting, ranging from a highly “hardened” site with paved access 
throughout, to a dispersed use site without recreation facilities but with evidence of use. 
The current state of the Madrona Pools site, with its extremely limited impact from users, 
will change with any access option. An ongoing process of use monitoring linked to site 
impacts will best inform managers as to the effectiveness of management prescriptions. 
 
Methods 
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An assessment of current conditions and use at Madrona Pools was conducted. 
During a five-day period between May19, 2003 and May 23, 2003 the site and 
the surrounding trails area was investigated. The site was visually inspected for 
existing use conditions and its susceptibility to future impacts. Site evaluation 
was based on campsite impact inventory protocols (Cole, ). 
 
The Madrona Pools site was evaluated for potential changes in the site’s current 
conditions. Planning documents pertinent to the Madrona Pools site were reviewed for 
impending changes in the immediate region and community. Potential changes in access, 
population, and facilities were evaluated and discussed. 
 
The Madrona Pools were evaluated for potential impacts from use as a destination 
site. The site was compared to similar regional sites like Tanque Verde Pools and 
Romero Pools. The history of use and impact at the other sites was used to predict the 
impacts on the Madrona Pools Site. 
 
Preliminary recommendation for management and monitoring were made for the 
Madrona Pools site. The evaluation of potential impacts coupled with changes in 
community and access produced basic management recommendations. The potential for 
different access options and development plans also supports some ongoing monitoring 
of use and impacts at the site. 
 
Results 
 
The site consists of the Madrona Ranger Station and the Madrona Pools area. 
Access to the ranger station is by an improved dirt road complex connected to Old 
Spanish Trail through the X-9 ranch road access. Three buildings exist on the site: the 
residence (condemned as uninhabitable), an office (small one room shed like structure), 
and the pack stable (still functioning in a limited role, with stock supplies, power, and 
phone). Additional structures are also present: the blacksmith shop (a structure with two 
walls, a roof, and a cement floor) and a water tank. The site has 2-3 concrete platforms 
previously used for trailers or other removed structures. A graded dirt/ gravel road that 
makes a loop around the main structures with spurs to the water tank and main gate 
connects all facilities. 
 
The pools are a series of connected water catchments along the Chimenea Creek 
extending less than one half mile upstream (north) of the ranger station. The individual 
pools vary greatly between exposed rock, vegetation free, water features and shaded, 
shallow, densely vegetated pools. The remainder of the creek valley consists of steep 
sections of piled boulders, flat or gently sloping sections of slick rock, dense foliage 
covered flatter sections, and a few sandy wash sections. For most of the length of the 
creek the sides of the valley are as steep as the mostly loose rock and desert vegetation 
allow. 
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Trail use/ conditions 
 
There is no established trail along the pools. At the current water level, a single path of 
least resistance for walkers exists connecting the pools. This path showed some impact 
over the study period. A more established, but not improved, trail exists leading from the 
water tank at the top of the ranger station site to the first of the pools. 
 
The Manning Camp Trail originates at the Madrona Ranger Station and parallels 
Chimenea Creek from its western ridge till crossing the creek near its origin. This trail 
shows significant use and impact from pack stock but appears entirely functional at this 
time. A trail sign-in box exists and shows regular use from NPS and research groups 
along with some use that did not indicate affiliation. 
 
The Rincon Creek Trail also originates at the Madrona Ranger Station and parallels the 
creek after contouring along the park/ X-9 boundary for approximately a mile. The trail 
shows similar use to that of Manning Camp Trail, except, without evidence of equestrian 
use. 
 
Access 
 
Since the 1930’s, the public had access through the X-9 Ranch to the Madrona Ranger 
Station within the park boundary. In the1960’s, the X-9 Homeowners association made 
trailhead access through their property off-limits to outside parties (Perger 2003). Current 
access to the Madrona Ranger Station through the X-9 properties is available for National 
Park Service personnel only. The nearest trailhead access to the pools and ranger station 
via trail requires starting at Douglas Springs Trailhead, at the end of speedway boulevard, 
and hiking over Tanque Verde Ridge. This route effectively precludes the use of the site 
as a day-trip destination. The site is further isolated from recreational access by being at 
the end of a trail, with no public trailhead, necessitating a 10 mile round trip from the 
closest campsite (Grass Shack). 
 
A number of access options to the Madrona Ranger Station and Pools site are currently 
under consideration. The Rincon Valley Subregional Plan propose a number of new trails 
to be located within the private property of the Rocking K Ranch development. Access 
to public lands is a major component of this trails plan. Of particular significance for the 
Madrona site is the plan for the development of the Camino Loma Alta trailhead. The 
public has used this trailhead, at the north end of Camino Loma Alta, informally for years 
as the primary access point to the southern end of the park and the trailhead has been 
open formally for approximately 5 years. The trailhead is on Pima County Right of way 
and currently allows parking for up to 20 cars, 5 trailers, and a turnabout. The Rincon 
Valley Subregional Plan includes a connection from the Camino Loma Alta trailhead to 
the Manning Camp Trail through the Madrona Ranger Station. This trail is drafted as a 
component of the Arizona Trail and serves as its new access point to the park. The new 
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trail section includes a trailhead being developed at the Hope Camp site. This trail section 
is less than three miles from trailhead to the Madrona Ranger Station and would provide 
easy access for public recreation at the pools and ranger station. 
 
Negotiations made during the Rincon Valley Subregional Trails Plan allow for a future 
trailhead to be developed at the end of the X-9 road outside of the residential community. 
This trailhead is proposed for development by Pima County Trails as an additional no-fee 
access point to the southern edge of the park. Direct access to the Madrona Pools and 
ranger station from this trailhead is unlikely due to the private lands any new trail would 
have to cross. The trailhead is designed to link with the existing Rincon Creek Trail at a 
point outside of the X-9 community. Increased access to this trail could result in greater 
interest in the Madrona site. 
 
Impacts 
The character and integrity of the Madrona Pools site is of great importance to Park 
Service managers and ecologists alike. These traits also make the site at greater risk to 
impacts from recreation use. Having been off-limits for so long, the site represents an 
ecological integrity not encountered in more accessible sites. Being off-limits has not 
removed the site from recreationists awareness, with hiking clubs continually requesting 
access since the closer in the 1960’s. 
 
Impact as destination site 
 
The Madrona Pools site is a choice destination for recreation users. The basic feature of 
the pools having water and a natural setting makes it unique to the majority of 
surrounding landscape. The trip-planning phase of most recreation users seeks to identify 
such resources, as destinations and points of interest, and make selections based on them. 
As a rule, destination sites experience a concentration of impacts due to greater numbers 
of users and longer exposure to the site. Such impacts are also tolerated by users to a 
greater degree than is normally experienced in a recreation setting. The presence of the 
Madrona Ranger Station also promotes a more social, higher intensity use, due to the 
expectations of facilities (public or not) and security. 
 
The nature of recreation impacts on the Madrona Pools site is obviously linked to the 
type of access and the management prescription used for the site. Current access levels 
have resulted in no distinct trail forming, litter accumulation, or marking of the site. The 
opening of closer trailheads would put significantly greater demands on the site than are 
currently experienced both from shear numbers as well as a change in the type of 
recreation use. More recreation users would inevitably result in trail proliferation, trash 
accumulation, and residual traces or marking from their use. Easer access to the site could 
result in users seeking a more social experience than the solitude and pristine nature of 
most of the pools. Picnickers, social group recreation (family groups, clubs), and a-social 
recreation (nudists, parties, vandalism) are more motivated by ease of access than other 
users and would change the social character of the site. Recreation use of the Madrona 
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Pools site could be expected to focus around the water as a resource. The use of the pools 
for swimming, wading, and washing is a significant expectation for recreation users. 
 
Impact from gateway communities 
 
Gateway communities affect how much impact is experienced on public lands regardless 
of the level of legal access. The historical relationship between the residents of gateway 
communities and land managers tends to be adversarial. When access to public lands is 
denied or limited, the public views the situation as discriminatory. The adversarial 
relationships between recreation users and land managers can result in uncontrolled 
access, trail proliferation, or increased impact. 
 
The planned community being developed on the Rocking K Ranch, directly adjacent to 
the park’s southern edge, represents a gateway community to the Saguaro National Park. 
Current plans call for at least 24000 homes to be constructed as part of the Rocking K 
Development. This community will place additional pressure on the Rincon Valley 
recreation resources in general and the park’s southern access in particular. Residence 
will be in close proximity to the park boundaries and will intensify the use within the 
public lands. Any trail leading to Madrona Pools could easily be expected to experience 
200-300 visitors in a given day. The more accessible destination sites like Madrona 
Pools and Madrona Ranger Station are to the local residence, the more impacts can be 
expected. Gateway community residents are more likely to attach expectations of social 
settings, like neighborhood parks, to destination sites even when they are within 
designated wilderness. 
 
Gateway community access will also impact visitation from users outside of the 
community. Popularity of trails is often connected to word of mouth, and use can be 
expected to increase for both local and non-local users proportionally. People already 
cross from the X-9 properties on to the Madrona Pools area, a notion that if better known 
would likely increase use of the X-9 access road and resident-management conflict. 
 
Discussion 
 
Currently, a number of trailhead access points and connecting trails options exist for 
opening the Madrona Pools site. The manner in which recreation use is facilitated 
through these access points will determine the impact experienced at the pools. Too 
limited access could result in a backlash from the gateway community in the form of 
dispersed access; trail proliferation and impacts from covert use. Open access with close 
trailheads could result in rapid degradation of the ecological character of the pools. What 
management prescriptions, in regard to access and site facilities, are used needs to be 
linked to justifiable expectations about the pools ability to absorb user impact. 
Observations and recommendations about the pools ecological condition need to be 
linked to accurate understanding of the sites use levels, current and projected. 
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Monitoring 
 
A system of monitoring current use of the Madrona Pools site is needed to develop a 
baseline awareness of the site. Such a baseline would allow for a comparison of 
ecological conditions as recreation access changes. Additionally, an initial database might 
indicate the scale of use that the current site conditions support. 
 
Database requirements: 
 
Inventory of planned Park Service personnel access to the site. 
The Madrona Ranger station is currently used as an access point for fire crews, 
backcountry resupply, and research groups. These groups likely represent the 
predominant use of the site but the numbers are not currently known. Additional 
reference to dates and general time of occupation will link this information to 
sensor data. 
 
Remote monitoring of access to the pools. 
 
Trail counter systems should be placed at the entrance points to the pools to 
capture times of peak use. This data can then be correlated with management 
access and discrepancies noted. Two sensors are the minimum requirements for 
this operation. 
• 1 Scottech 9050 peizo sensor pad with HOBO event data logger. Located 
at the beginning of the trail to the pools shortly after the water tank. This 
sensor measures direct contact of a person overtop, is unnoticeable, and 
designed to operate for a number of years without replacement. The pad 
system is optimally designed for narrow trail placement and will capture 
only human sized use. 
• 1 Trailmaster IR active sensor. Located along the creek down stream from 
the pools and upstream of the Manning Camp Trail crossing. This sensor 
can be used to capture use that originates from the trail as exploratory or 
avoidance of the ranger station complex. The active IR system can cover a 
larger section of dispersed access, approximately 30 meters, making it 
ideal for placement in the lower creek area. 
Predictive ability will improve if two additional sensors are used to discern 
direction of travel or origin of travel. 
• 1 Scottech 9050 piezo double sensor pad with HOBO event data logger. 
Located along the Manning Camp Trail immediately west of the 
Chimenea Creek crossing. The double pad configuration is used to capture 
the wider trail at this point. 
• 1 Scottech 9050 piezo double sensor pad with HOBO event data logger. 
Located along the Rincon Creek Trail immediately east of the trailhead. 
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Liability Limitation 
 
As the access to the Madrona Pools site increases, the potential for injury related 
to the pools, water, or slipping on slick rock increases. The expectation of parks 
and other public lands to be “safe places” creates a tort law precedence requiring 
managers to warn users about potential dangers. National Parks like Grand 
Canyon and Yosemite have limited their potential liability by placing signage at 
attractive nuisances like waterfalls, slick rock, and even waterless trails. Any 
increased public access to the pools needs to include signage, warning users of 
potential dangers like slick rock around the pools (see example 1,2). 
• Signs should employ standard pictographic symbols to represent dangers 
when possible. 
• Signs need to be placed at common access points as well as at the most 
significant risk sites. 
 
Recreation use of the Madrona Pools site is likely to increase dramatically regardless of 
the management prescriptions implemented for its protection. Public interest for the site 
is only going to increase as residential developments encroach closer on the Park’s 
southern edge. This predictability in interest present the opportunity for well thought 
access design that meets the expectations of recreation users and the preservation needs 
of the ecosystem. Limitations in funding and complications in developing trailhead 
connections provide some time before increased access the pools is a reality. However, 
once the construction of the gateway communities commences, regular high-volume 
traffic will be experienced on Saguaro Park’s southern boundary regardless of whether 
the National Park Service plans for it. 
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APPENDIX B- 
 Monitoring and Estimating Visitor Use at the Madrona Ranger Station and 

Surrounding Landscape 
Chris!Sharp!!

Randy!Gimblett!

University!of!Arizona!

School!of!Natural!Resources!

!

Introduction:!

Visitation!to!Saguaro!National!Park!has!increased!more!than!50!percent!since!the!
1988!GMP!from!2,118,500!visits!in!1990!to!3,424,000!in!1999.!Park!use!is!expected!
to!continue!to!increase!at!about!the!same!rate!in!the!near!future!as!Tucson!attracts!
more!visitors!and!residents.!Last!year,!Saguaro!National!Park!(SNP)!was!named!by!
Tucsonans!as!the!best!place!to!take!outUofUtown!guests!to!see!the!desert,!and!this!
trend!is!likely!to!continue.!Within!SNP!there!are!many!historic!and!cultural!features!
that!speak!to!past!use!and!are!worthy!or!preservation.!The!Madrona!Ranger!Station!
for!example,!has!been!an!important!part!of!the!park!history!and!operations!for!
decades.!Its!role!in!the!future!will!be!expanded!dramatically!to!include!
interpretation!and!resource!protection!as!the!population!of!the!Rincon!Valley!grows!
and!access!to!this!part!of!the!park!is!improved.!The!Chimenea!Creek!riparian!
corridor!is!likely!to!be!a!very!popular!destination!for!local!residents!and!traditional!
visitors.!The!intensity!of!use!around!the!Madrona!area!will!experience!will!
dramatically!increase.!If!the!park!is!not!able!to!maintain!a!residential!and!
administrative!site!here,!resources!will!be!severely!degraded!and!significant!
operational!inefficiency!will!result.!In!addition,!the!corridor!leading!to!the!Madrona!
Ranger!Station!is!shared!between!humans!and!wildlife.!As!the!Arizona!Trail!and!
proposed!adjoining!trail!systems!continue!to!be!developed,!the!threat!to!the!natural!
resources!surrounding!Madrona!and!in!particular!to!the!wildlife!is!extreme.!While!
preserving!and!expanding!valuable!wildlife!habitat!is!one!method!to!protect!species!
diversity,!controlling!and!monitoring!visitor!use!is!equally!important.!With!neither!
of!these!methods!in!place,!the!threat!to!wildlife!at!the!moment!is!very!real.!

!
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The!purpose!of!this!report!is!to!estimate!the!amount!of!visitor!use!that!is!currently!
occurring!at!the!Madrona!Ranger!Station!and!in!particular!the!Madrona!pools.!!The!
following!questions!guide!this!study:!

1. Where!and!to!what!degree!are!visitors!currently!using!the!Madrona!Ranger!
Station!and!surrounding!area?!

2. What!are!the!actual!and!project!peak!visitation!periods?!
3. What!seasonal!time!periods!are!sensitive!in!terms!of!human!interactions!on!

wildlife!populations!in!Madrona!Ranger!Station!and!surrounding!area?!
4. What!are!the!mitigation,!protection!and!habitat!restoration!actions!that!can!

be!used!to!reduce!impact!on!wildlife!and!their!associate!habitat!while!
allowing!visitor!access!to!the!area?!

!

Methods!!

1. The!methodology!for!this!study!utilizes!a!combination!of!automated!visitor!
counter!pad!devices!in!conjunction!with!observation.!Automated!
technologies!are!used!for!deriving!information!on!time!of!arrival!at!
trailheads!or!key!access!points,!movement!patterns!and!overall!numbers!of!
visitors!entering!the!Madrona!Ranger!station.!Three!locations!were!selected!
to!efficiently!capture!the!majority!of!access!and!use!temporal!patterns.!

a. Located!at!the!beginning!of!the!trail!to!the!pools!above!the!Madrona!
Ranger!Station,!shortly!after!the!water!tank!(This!counter!was!
replaced!September,!2004!so!data!is!unavailable!at!this!writing).!

b. Located!along!the!Manning!Camp!Trail!immediately!west!of!the!
Chimenea!Creek!crossing.!The!double!pad!configuration!is!used!to!
capture!the!wider!trail!at!this!point!(Manning!Camp!Trail).!

c. Located!at!the!Rincon!Creek!Trail,!adjacent!to!the!intersection!point!
with!the!Ranger!Station!access!road!(Rincon!Creek!Trail).!

!!

2. Wildlife!surveys!will!be!conducted!with!park!staff!to!provide!information!on!
dominant!species,!habitat!requirements,!seasonal!patterns!of!movement!and!
other!biological!information!critical!to!understanding!species!diversity!in!the!
area.!This!seasonal!data!will!provide!the!team!with!information!to!examine!
the!interactions!of!visitors!with!wildlife!throughout!the!year.!

!

3. All!visitor!survey!and!wildlife!information!will!be!entered!into!a!database!for!
analysis.!Analysis!will!be!performed!both!to!understand!the!attitudes!of!
visitors!toward!wildlife!and!issues!associated!with!habitat!expansion!and!
protection.!This!analysis!in!conjunction!with!the!spatial!patterns!of!both!
wildlife!and!human!movements!will!enable!the!team!to!develop!mitigation!
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and!restoration!strategies!to!protect!the!resources,!wildlife!and!enhance!the!
visitor!experience.!

!

4. A!restoration!plan!will!then!be!developed!and!components!implemented!as!a!
demonstration!project.!

How Many Visitors Entering/Exiting the Madrona Ranger Station? 
STIL!counter!pads!were!used!a!Madrona!Ranger!Station!to!estimate!the!amount!of!
visitor!use!that!is!occurring!over!a!designated!sampling!period.!To!estimate!visitor!
use!levels!using!counter!devices!there!are!a!set!of!steps!that!need!to!be!followed.!
Due!to!some!anticipated!inaccuracies!of!the!counting!devices!such!as!visitors!not!
directly!striking!the!pad!and!not!being!recorded,!it!is!important!to!first!calculate!the!
average!inflation!factor!that!were!used!to!calculate!the!total!estimated!use.!The!
average!inflation!factor!is!usually!expressed!as!a!ratio.!For!example!if!the!number!of!
observed!hikers!over!a!designated!sample!period!is!100!and!the!actual!recorded!
counts!are!68,!then!the!monitor!accuracy!captured,!expressed!as!a!ratio!is:!1/1.47!=!
0.680!or!68%!of!all!users!that!passed!by!this!location.!!

!

Given!this!inflation!factor!and!other!problems!related!to!acquiring!a!representative!
sample,!to!estimate!the!total!visitor!use!and!compute!an!approximate!95%!
confidence!interval!(CI)!for!this!value!the!following!relationships!are!used:!T!is!the!
total!estimated!use;!NS!is!the!total!number!of!days!in!the!sampling!period;!n$is!the!
total!days!monitored;!ŕ!is!the!average!ratio!(inflation!factor),!t!is!the!total!monitor!
count;!Var!is!the!variance;!SE!is!the!standard!error:!B!is!bound;!CI!is!confidence!
interval.!The!following!formulas!are!used!to!calculate!visitor!estimates.!

!

Formulas$for$Calculating$Visitor$Use$Estimates$

Step!1)!T!=!(NS!/n)!*!(!ŕ!)!*!(!t!)!

Step!2)!Var!(!ŕ!)!=!SE![(!ŕ!)]2!!!!!!!

Step!3)!Var!(T)!=!(NS!/n)2!*!(!t!)2!*!Var!(!ŕ!)!

Step!4)!B=!2*! Var!(T))!

Step!5)!CI=!T!+!B!

!
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The!following!is!an!example!of!how!to!calculate!visitor!use!estimates!for!Site!X.!!If!a!
counter!was!installed!and!100!visitors!were!observed!traveling!across!the!pad!over!
a!specified!sampling!period.!All!times!were!recorded!for!these!observations!and!the!
data!from!the!counters!were!downloaded!and!compared!to!the!observed!data.!The!
actual!count!from!the!counter!was!68.!A!value!can!be!computed!for!this!comparison!
and!expressed!as!a!ratio!such!as!1/1.47!=!0.680!or!expressed!another!way,!68%!of!
all!users!that!passed!by!this!location!were!captured!on!the!counter.!Using!the!total!
number!of!sample!days!for!the!entire!study!was!75,!the!total!number!of!days!of!
actual!monitoring!was!55,!and!the!standard!error!for!the!monitor!is!0.189,!using!the!
total!monitor!visitor!count!over!the!monitoring!period!of!5000,!an!estimate!of!
visitor!use!can!be!calculated.!!Given!these!parameters!the!following!calculations!
were!made!to!estimate!visitor!use!at!the!95%!confidence!level.!!

$

Step!1)!(75/55)!*!(1.47)!*!(5000)!=!9,996!

Step!2)!(.189)2!=!(0.0357)!

Step!3)!(75/55)2!*!(5000)2!*!(0.0357)!=!1,659,157!

Step!4)!2!*! 1,659,157!=!2!*!1288!=!2,576!

Step!5)!9.996!+!2,576!=!7,420,!12,572!

!

The!total!estimate!use!for!Site!X!was!9.996!and!approximately!95%!confident!that!
the!true!total!number!of!visits!is!between!7,420!and!12,572.!

Estimated Use Levels at Madrona Ranger Station 
Table!1!illustrates!the!beginning!and!ending!of!the!sampling!periods,!the!number!of!
days!the!counters!actually!recorded!data,!the!total!number!of!monitoring!days!in!the!
sampling!period,!the!number!of!arrivals!from!the!all!counters!and!counts/day.!The!
actual!visitor!days!was!calculated!by!dividing!the!number!of!arrivals!by!two!to!more!
closely!reflect!double!counting!of!visitors!who!entered!and!exited!the!area.!So!rather!
than!double!count,!the!arrivals!were!divided!in!half.!This!does!not!guarantee!the!
visitors!who!entered!the!area!exited!from!the!same!location,!but!it!does!provide!a!
more!realistic!picture!of!actual!visitor!use!numbers.!Table!1!provides!an!assessment!
of!the!number!of!visitors!who!arrive!or!depart!from!the!Madrona!Ranger!Station.!
The!sampling!period!began!January!3,!2004!and!continued!on!through!until!
September!2,!2004.!Monitoring!is!still!ongoing.!The!total!number!of!days!that!
counters!were!actually!in!the!field!varied!from!242!on!the!Manning!Camp!Trail!to!
111!on!the!Rincon!Creek!Trail.!The!total!number!of!visitors!that!were!recorded!
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entering!or!exiting!Madrona!Ranger!Station!again!varied!from!the!Manning!Camp!
Trail!(523)!to!as!little!as!42!on!the!Rincon!Creek!Trail.!

!

!Location!

Sampling!Period!

Begin!!!!!!End!

Number!of!
Monitoring!Days!

(n)!
Total!Number!of!

Days!(Ns)!
!Number!of!
Arrivals!

Average!
Counts/Day!

!Manning!Camp!Trail! 1/4/2004! 9/2/2004! 119! 242! 523! 4!

!Rincon!Peak!Trail! 2/4/04! 5/25/05! 75! 111! 42! 1!

Table!1:!Counter!data!for!Madrona!Ranger!Station!for!2004!

!

!Location!

Sampling!Period!

Begin!!!!End! Estimated!Visitor!Use!

95%!Confidence!Level!

Low!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!High!!

!Manning!Camp!Trail! 1/4/2004! 9/2/2004! 782! 581! 983!

!Rincon!Peak!Trail! 2/4/04! 5/25/05! 46! 34! 57!

Table!2:!Visitor!Use!and!associated!estimate!within!the!95%!confidence!level!

!

Estimated!visitor!use!levels!were!calculated!taking!into!account!error!rates!in!the!
counter!pads!and!in!recording!visitors,!the!discrepancy!between!the!number!of!
monitoring!days!and!the!number!of!actual!days!the!counters!were!in!the!field.!Table!
2!illustrates!these!use!estimates.!Using!the!calculations!described!previously,!
estimates!vary!between!782!on!the!Manning!Camp!Trail!to!less!that!50!on!the!
Rincon!Creek!trail.!Given!this!estimate!use!level,!low!and!high!estimates!were!
calculated!at!the!95%!confidence!levels!that!range!between!581!to!983!or!slightly!
less!than!1000!visitors.!The!Rincon!Creek!Trail!in!contract!to!the!other!two!trails!is!
used!such!as!small!amount!but!the!upper!estimates!are!estimated!at!about!57.!!

!

A!detailed!analysis!of!all!counter!data!can!be!found!in!Figures!1!thru!4.!Figure!1!
illustrates!the!visitor!use!levels!at!Madrona!Ranger!Station!throughout!the!entire!
sampling!period.!February!is!clearly!the!month!that!receives!the!most!frequency!of!
use,!with!over!170!visits!on!the!Manning!Camp!Trail.!As!would!be!expected,!when!
the!desert!begins!to!heat!up!in!March!and!April,!visitor!use!levels!begin!to!decline,!
tailoring!off!to!less!than!50!visits!in!the!month!of!August.!This!is!a!recreation!
visitation!pattern!commonly!seen!in!arid!or!semiUarid!environments.!Comparing!the!
outputs!for!each!counter!can!provide!an!estimate!of!the!differences!between!
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administrative!and!other!public!use.!Some!of!this!use!can!be!accounted!for!by!
researchers!and!administrative!trips!using!the!Manning!Camp!Trail!on!route!to!
Manning!Camp.!!

!

Figure!1!–!Visitor!use!levels!by!Month!for!the!sampling!period!in!2004!

!

Figure!2!provides!an!assessment!of!the!visitor!use!levels!presented!by!weekday.!
Interesting,!midweek!is!a!time!when!the!heaviest!use!levels!are!observed.!The!heavy!
use!on!Wednesdays!can!be!explained!by!administrative!and!research!trips!coming!
and!going!during!that!day.!This!finding!suggests!that!there!is!currently!more!use!of!
the!Madrona!Ranger!Station!area!between!park!administration!and!researchers!
than!visitors!who!typically!do!not!have!time!to!visit!such!areas!until!the!weekend.!
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!

Figure!2!–!Visitor!use!levels!by!Weekday!for!the!sampling!period!in!2004!

!

Figure!3!U!Hourly!Assessment!of!Visitor!use!levels!for!the!sampling!period!in!2004!
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!

Perhaps!the!most!interesting!finding!of!this!study!is!the!distribution!of!visitor!use!
over!a!day.!Figure!3!provides!an!assessment!of!the!hours!of!the!day!on!the!average!
throughout!the!sampling!period!that!visitors!are!using!the!Madrona!Ranger!Station.!

!

!

Figure!4!U!Visitor!use!levels!by!week!for!the!sampling!period!in!2004!

!

The!first!part!of!Figure!3!reveals!a!pattern!of!recreation!use!commonly!seen!in!arid!
environments!where!there!is!a!clear!pattern!of!early!morning!arrivals,!peaking!
midmorning!and!then!dropping!off!mid!afternoon.!Unusual!is!the!amount!of!use!
occurring!between!the!hours!of!four!and!eight!to!ten!o’clock!at!night.!While!most!
visitors!would!be!leaving!the!area!during!the!hot!times!of!the!day,!this!resurgence!of!
visitation!can!be!explained!by!researcher!and!administrative!trips!that!prefer!to!exit!
the!area!later!in!the!evening!when!it!is!cooler!to!travel.!Because!is!it!difficult!to!
detect!a!variety!of!visitor!use!types,!one!cannot!say!for!sure!what!type!of!visitation!is!
occurring!at!this!time!of!day.!!

!
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Summary 
It!is!clear!from!an!examination!of!the!visitor!use!data!presented!in!this!report!that!
the!area!adjacent!to!Madrona!Ranger!Station!is!experiencing!a!noticeable!amount!of!
use!even!through!the!Ranger!Station!is!not!officially!open!to!the!public.!The!
estimated!visitor!use!levels!for!this!area!provide!a!baseline!for!examining!the!
seasonal!pattern!and!intensity!of!use!by!visitors!to!the!area.!It!is!clear!that!a!high!
percentage!of!visitor!use!levels!can!be!accounted!for!by!administrative!and!research!
trips!but!what!is!not!known!is!how!much!of!that!use!is!recreation!or!public!use.!
What!is!interesting!is!that!this!use!is!not!consistent!throughout!the!year!but!peaks!in!
February!and!dramatically!tapers!off!in!the!summer!months.!This!is!important!when!
examining!the!type!of!wildlife!that!frequents!the!area!and!the!potential!for!
disturbance!and!displacement!during!important!mating!or!nurturing!times.!!

!

Most!importantly!the$Madrona$Ranger$Station$is$being$used!or!at!least$humans$are$
traveling$to$or$through$this$destination.!Significant!is!the!fact!that!the!area!is!not!
formally!open!to!the!public,!yet!it!is!experiencing!a!relatively!high!degree!of!use.!
Likewise!important!is!the!late!afternoon!and!evening!use!that!is!being!observed!in!
the!data.!Whether!this!is!local!resident!use!or!others!that!have!found!access!to!the!
pools!this!is!important!to!consider!in!the!longUterm!management!and!protection!of!
the!area.!Most!work!needs!to!be!done!to!examine!this!trend.!

!

This!report!has!provided!an!initial!view!of!the!spatial/temporal!patterns!of!visitor!
use!that!the!Madrona!Ranger!Station!and!associated!pools!receive.!Monitoring!work!
will!continue!during!2004U2005!to!capture!more!specific!information!on!type!of!use!
that!is!occurring!along!these!trails.!As!park!management!begins!to!evaluate!the!
importance!of!the!Madrona!Ranger!station!and!the!associated!ecological!integrity!of!
the!pools,!understanding!the!frequency!and!intensity!of!visitor!use!will!become!
critical.!High!intensity!and!frequency!of!visitor!use!has!the!potential!to!have!severe!
impact!on!the!pools!and!surrounding!area.!More!detailed!studies!need!to!be!
undertaken!to!examine!this!issue.!As!the!planning!continues!in!examining!public!
access!to!the!pools,!monitoring!needs!to!be!expanded!to!ensure!the!protection!of!the!
area!remains!a!priority.!!
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APPENDIX C  

Analysis Of Remote Sensing Imagery And Geospatial Data For 
Identifying Off-Road Vehicle Tracks And Foot Trails In Organ Pipe 

Cactus National Monument.  
Sharp, C. & H. R. Gimblett 

The Desert Southwest Cooperative Ecosystem Studies Unit – University Of Arizona. 
Cooperative Agreement 

 
Introduction!
Between!1999!and!2004,!illegal!crossUborder!activities!in!Organ!Pipe!Cactus!National!
Monument!(ORPI)!increased!dramatically.!!Since!that!time!this!trend!has!continued,!as!
upwards!of!300!people!may!cross!into!the!monument!from!Mexico!on!any!given!day.!!
Previous!to!establishment!of!the!monument’s!vehicle!barrier!much!of!the!illegal!traffic!
moved!through!ORPI!by!motorized!vehicles;!with!most!routes!traveling!in!a!north/south!
direction,!away!from!established!public!and!administrative!roads,!and!through!designated!
wilderness.!!However,!since!completion!of!the!vehicle!barrier,!offUroad!vehicle!traffic!has!
dropped!off!dramatically.!!Foot!traffic!has!now!replaced!vehicles!as!the!more!common!mode!
of!illegal!transportation!in!the!monument.!!Many!foot!trails!and!vehicle!tracks!still!persist,!
the!extent!of!which!can!be!easily!seen!from!aerial!and/or!satellite!imagery.!

Digital!imagery!obtained!through!remote!sensing!can!be!used!as!a!tool!to!document!changes!
over!time!in!the!distribution!and!proliferation!of!offUroad!vehicle!routes!and!trails!in!ORPI.!!
Monument!staff!are!currently!walking!offUroad!vehicle!routes!and!illegal!trails!and!mapping!
the!extent!of!these!using!handUheld!GPS!units.!!However,!with!these!routes!and!foot!trails!
traversing!the!majority!of!ORPI’s!330,000!acres,!it!would!take!years!to!map!every!route!and!
trail!in!the!monument.!Analysis!of!ORPI’s!IKONOS!digital!satellite!imagery!is!timelier!and!
will!provide!monument!staff!with!the!extent!and!length!of!vehicle!routes!and!foot!trails.!!
Also,!by!comparing!digital!imagery!collected!over!the!course!of!seven!years,!ORPI!staff!will!
be!able!to!determine!if!the!distribution!and!number!of!illegal!routes!and!foot!trails!has!
changed!in!response!to!law!enforcement!activities!and!monument!infrastructure.!!Analysis!
of!this!imagery!will!also!provide!information!on!illegal!routes!and!trails!in!areas!that!are!
currently!inaccessible!to!all!nonUlaw!enforcement!personnel!due!to!safety!concerns!in!these!
areas.!

Working-Hypotheses-and-Project-Objectives-!
Building!on!the!Sam!Drake!Report!(Use!of!Remote!Sensing!Techniques!to!Quantify!Border!
Impacts!at!Coronado!National!Memorial!and!Organ!Pipe!Cactus!National!Monument)!the!
scope!of!this!project!was!limited!in!expectations!of!accuracy!and!complete!inventory!of!
trails.!Pervious!work!showed:!a!high!degree!of!user!specificity!where!some!users!identified!
trails!not!observable!by!others;!Very!limited!effectiveness!in!imagery!enhancements;!errors!
of!commission!were!very!high,!including!many!areas!not!actually!trails.!!!

Working!hypotheses:!

1) ORPI!has!four!sets!of!digital!satellite!imagery!spanning!six!years!and!covering!all!or!
portions!of!the!monument.!!
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2) A!percentage!of!trails!and!vehicle!tracks!are!visible!in!the!imagery!and!can!be!
collected!as!a!snapshot!in!time!of!trails!for!repeated!sets!of!satellite!images.!

3) A!current!inventory!of!visible!trails!could!be!compared!to!ground!verification!for!an!
understanding!of!overall!accuracy.!

4) Digitizing!trails!from!older!satellite!images!would!allow!an!analysis!of!change!in!trail!
networks!over!time.!

5) If!a!conservative!approach!is!used!to!digitize!the!trails!in!the!imagery!then!future!
efforts!could!continue!the!capture!of!the!trails!network!and!detect!change!over!time.!

Project!objectives!were!to:!

1) Acquire!the!available!imagery!and!existing!trails!inventory!from!ORPI!Park!
databases.!

2) Acquire!a!new!(current)!set!of!satellite!!imagery!of!the!total!ORPI!boundary.!
3) Hand!digitize!the!trails!visible!in!all!available!imagery!sets.!
4) Compare!digitized!trails!with!field!transects!and!the!ORPI!trails!database.!
5) Compare!trails!network!from!older!and!newer!imagery!to!evaluate!change.!

Study-Area!!

-

Located!near!the!geographic!center!of!the!Sonoran!Desert,!ORPI!shelters!a!uniquely!
rich!complement!of!flora!and!fauna.!A!number!of!species,!including!the!organ!pipe!cactus!
(Stenocereus!thurberi)!and!senita!cactus!(Pachycereus$schottii),!reach!their!northern!
distributional!limit!within!the!monument.!ORPI!was!designated!an!International!Biosphere!
Reserve!by!UNESCO!on!October!26,!1976!based!on!its!significance!as!a!site!for!research!on!a!
representative!biological!region!of!the!world.!Approximately!94!percent!(312,600!acres!out!
of!a!total!330000!acres)!of!this!remote!monument!was!also!federally!designated!as!
Wilderness!on!November!10,!1978!based!on!its!untrammeled!wilderness!character.!This!
included!the!presence!of!four!federally!listed!endangered!species:!the!Sonoran!pronghorn!
(Antilocapra!Americana),!lesserUlong!nosed!bat!(Leptonycteris!curasoae),!Quitobaquito!
pupfish!(Cyprinodon!eremus),!and!Mexican!spotted!owl!(Strix!occidentalis!lucida).!!
!

Imagery!Description!!

Originator:!USDAUFSAUAPFO!Aerial!Photography!Field!Office!
!
!!!!!!!!Publication_Date:!20080109!
!
!!!!!!!!Title:!NAIP!Digital!Ortho!Photo!Image!
!
!!!!!!!!Geospatial_Data_Presentation_Form:!remoteUsensing!image!
!
!!!!!!!!Publication_Information:!
!
!!!!!!!!!!Publication_Place:!Salt!Lake!City,!Utah!
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!
!!!!!!!!!!Publisher:!!USDAUFSAUAPFO!Aerial!Photography!Field!Office!
!
!!!!Description:!
!!!!!!!!This!data!set!contains!imagery!from!the!National!Agriculture!Imagery!Program!
(NAIP).!!NAIP!acquires!digital!ortho!imagery!during!the!agricultural!growing!
seasons!in!the!continental!U.S..!A!primary!goal!of!the!NAIP!program!is!to!enable!
availability!of!ortho!imagery!within!one!year!of!acquisition.!NAIP!provides!four!main!
products:!1!meter!ground!sample!distance!(GSD)!ortho!imagery!rectified!to!a!
horizontal!accuracy!of!within!+/U!5!meters!of!reference!digital!ortho!quarter!quads!
(DOQQ's)!from!the!National!Digital!Ortho!Program!(NDOP);!2!meter!GSD!ortho!
imagery!rectified!to!within!+/U!10!meters!of!reference!DOQQs;!1!meter!GSD!ortho!
imagery!rectified!to!within!+/U!6!meters!to!true!ground;!and,!2!meter!GSD!ortho!
imagery!rectified!to!within!+/U!10!meters!to!true!ground.!!The!tiling!format!of!NAIP!
imagery!is!based!on!a!3.75'!x!3.75'!quarter!quadrangle!with!a!300!meter!buffer!on!all!
four!sides.!!NAIP!quarter!quads!are!formatted!to!the!UTM!coordinate!system!using!
NAD83.!!NAIP!imagery!may!contain!as!much!as!10%!cloud!cover!per!tile.!

Methods-

The!following!description!is!intended!to!guide!another!investigator!in!what!techniques!were!
used!to!capture!the!trail!networks!from!the!satellite!imagery.!

Imagery!provided!for!this!project!was!Orthorectified!and!Georeferenced,!ready!for!analysis!
prior!to!the!researchers!acquiring!it.!!

Visual-Interpretation-and-Digitizing-Trails-

Purpose:!to!identify!and!document!roads!and!trails!within!the!boundry!of!ORPI!from!
imagery.!
Data!used:!2002!Quickbird!satellite!imagery!(entire!monument)!
2002U2003!IKONOS!satellite!imagery!(entire!monument)!!
2004U2005!IKONOS!satellite!imagery!(southern!portion!along!the!border!only)!
2006!aerial!photography!DOQQ!(entire!monument)!
2007!NAIP!satellite!imagery!(entire!monument)!
!
ORPI!Staff!provided!trails!files:!shape!files;!trails_work,!ORV_masterset,!rec_trails,!
uda_satellite_trails,!!

Software!Used:!ARC!9.2!and!ArcCatalog!!

Output:!vector!files!2007digtrails,$for!the!2007!imagery,$Ikonos_2002,!for!the!Ikonos!and!
aerial!photos.!

For!this!project!ARC!9.2!GIS!software!was!used!to!visualize!and!manage!satellite!imagery.!A!
project!workspace!was!created!including!select!satellite!imagery,!existing!roads,!place!
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names,!and!geological!features!(DEM,!USGS).!The!images!were!then!viewed!at!various!
resolutions!to!see!and!record!trails!as!georeferenced!attributed!records.!These!records!can!
be!viewed!as!a!map!overlay!and!queried!to!display!based!on!criteria!of!image!used,!
resolution!viewed!at!and!spatial!attributes!(location,!length,!proximity).!

The!initial!stage!or!proof!of!concept,!looked!at!a!section!of!ORPI!adjacent!to!the!“Lukeville!
Triangle”.!This!stage!was!intended!to!determine!the!scale!viewing!necessary!to!effectively!
capture!trail!sections.!All!visible!trails!were!recorded!prior!to!comparing!to!the!trail!
database!provided!by!ORPI!staff.!Three!useful!scales!were!determined,!>1:5000!for!
undocumented!established!vehicle!tracks,!>!1:3000!for!recent!vehicle!tracks!and!
established!foot!trails,!<1:2000!limits!of!detection!for!continuous!trail!sections.!This!process!
was!followed!by!a!highUresolution!examination!of!two!test!areas!to!compare!how!my!
interpretation!of!trails!compared!with!that!of!ORPI!staff.!Use!of!false!color!display,!making!
us!of!near!IR!bands,!was!also!tested!without!noticeable!improvement.!!

From!the!initial!test!the!process!was!modified!to!allow!for!more!structure,!as!well!as!an!
awareness!of!visualization!limits.!A!grid,!5km!by!5km,!was!overlaid!and!cropped!to!the!ORPI!
boundary.!Each!grid!was!visualized!at!the!maximum!discernable!resolution,!about!1:3000!
for!the!NAIP!imagery!and!about!1:2500!for!the!IKONOS.!NAIP!imagery!was!modified!in!the!
layer!properties!to!increase!contrast!+20%!and!decrease!brightness!by!15U20%.!Arc!layer$
properties!was!also!used!to!panUsharpen!the!image!using!a!uniform!distribution!of!visible!
bands.!!

Linear!features!(trails)!were!marked!in!each!frame!(screen!image!at!maximum!resolution,!
typically!200U300!meters)!they!occurred!by!a!point!on!a!point!file.!At!the!completion!of!each!
5!km!x!5!km!grid!the!trails!were!digitized,!adjusting!resolution!to!best!connect!continuous!
features.!Trails!that!continued!across!grid!lines!were!linked!using!the!extend!function!for!
continuous!trail!sections.!This!process!was!done!discretely!using!only!the!2007!data!to!
make!the!2007digtrails!file,!the!Ikonos!data!set!used!all!pre!2006!imagery!to!produce!a!
mosaic!for!best!accuracy.!Each!set!was!independently!visualized!to!insure!temporal!
presence.!Comparison!to!existing!trail!files!was!completed!after!the!point!file!completion.!!

PreUexisting!trails!sections,!from!the!ORPI!data,!were!snapped!to!the!2007!NAIP!point!file!
data!where!the!overlay!was!consistent.!!The!same!process!was!used!with!the!older!IKONOS!
images,!snapping!points!to!the!2007!NAIP!trails!file.!Some!georectification!was!used!in!the!
IKONOS!images!where!minor!shifting!allowed!multiple!trails!to!be!snapped.!This!was!
intended!to!allow!for!trend!analysis;!trails!that!were!obviously!the!same!might!be!digitized!
slightly!differently!voiding!an!automated!overlay!analysis.!!

Field-Methods-In-ORPI-

The!intention!of!transect/!ground!verification!was!to!coincide!with!the!acquisition!of!the!
new!satellite!imagery!and!provide!accuracy!estimates.!!Transects!that!coincided!in!season!
and!immediately!followed!the!satellite!overUflight!would!maximize!the!similarity!in!ground!
efforts!with!imagery!analysis.!The!2007!NAIP!imagery!was!acquired!from!another!agency,!
providentially,!and!without!reUtasking!the!satellite.!The!exact!overUflight!was!not!known!till!
after!receiving!the!image.!This!prevented!focusing!the!transects!to!coincide!with!the!images.!
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However,!all!ground!transects!were!conducted!after!the!overUflight,!meaning!that!trails!
observed!in!imagery!would!have!already!occurred.!

Three!general!areas!were!chosen!for!the!transects,!walked!spring!and!fall!of!2008.!All!
transects!were!conducted!eastUwest!and!westUeast!to!intersect!the!maximum!northUsouth!
trails.!Most!transects!were!conducted!from!a!road!intersection,!traversed!on!foot!to!a!set!
distance,!then!reversed!after!offsetting!the!route!in!a!north/south!distance!.5!to!1!km.!This!
method!was!designed!to!obtain!repetitive!results!for!in!terrain!that!appeared!complex!in!the!
imagery.!

Ajo!Mountain!route,!covering!an!area!in!the!eastern!edge!of!ORPI,!a!4.6km!route!and!then!
repeated!in!reverse!offset!by!1U.5!km.!

Puerto!Blanco!route!leading!east!of!the!central!highway!85!and!south!of!Puerto!Blanco!
Drive,!a!3.5!km!route!and!then!repeated!in!reverse!offset!by!1U.5km.!

Dos!Lomitas!route!starting!1km!north!of!the!U.S.!Mexico!border!at!the!dos!lomitas!feature,!
traveling!east!5.4km.!

Tools!used!for!transects!included!DGPS!receiver,!clipboard!and!tape!measure.!Maps!were!
also!carried!for!navigational!aid.!

Little!field!data!was!found!of!use!in!determining!current!use!level.!Since!only!the!intersect!of!
the!eastUwest!transect!with!a!northUsouth!trail!was!used,!very!little!area!was!available!for!
analysis.!Trash!found!was!all!of!a!type!easily!windUblown!and!uniformly!sun!damaged.!
Tracks!were!all!nonUdistinct!given!the!long!spells!of!dry!weather!prior!to!all!fieldwork.!Trail!
width!varied!greatly!in!25m!sections!viewed,!so!as!to!prevent!labeling!whole!trail!sections!
as!single!use,!recovering!vehicle!track,!or!major!use!sections.!All!transects!were!conducted!
during!periods!of!extended!dry!weather.!

Results-

Despite!a!sober!understanding!of!the!limitations!of!image!analysis!and!the!difficulties!faced!
by!previous!investigators,!the!output!of!this!study!is!very!limited!in!scope!and!applicability.!
Difficulties!in!coordinating!timing!of!images!and!fieldwork!was!minor!compared!to!the!basic!
task!of!accurately!depicting!foot!trails!from!satellite!images.!Large!trails!and!entrenched!
trails!showed!up!well!but!often!only!for!short!sections,!starting!up!again!further!north.!
Efforts!to!observe!and!digitize!the!intervening!space!proved!impossible!regardless!of!scale.!

The!accuracy!of!the!data!produced!by!the!digitizing!process!was!a!known!problem!at!the!
start!of!this!project.!The!transect!or!ground!truthing!process!is!intended!to!provide!some!
quantifiable!data!about!accuracy.!In!this!case,!because!of!the!time!lapse!between!image!and!
ground!verification,!uncertainty!has!been!added!to!this!measure.!The!transects!varied!in!
accuracy!from!39%!to!66%!(table!1)!with!much!fewer!incidents!of!commission!than!in!the!
previous!study.!

Route Name Rt. Length 

Transect 
Trails 
observed 

Photo Trails 
Observed 

% spatial 
agreement 

Commission 
error 
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Ajo Mtn. 1 4.6km 9 6 66.66667 0% 
Ajo Mtn. 2 4.3km 4 3 75 0% 
Puerto Blanco 
West 3.5km 22 17 59.09 3 
Puerto Blanco 
East 3.4km 33 19 51.51 2 
Dos Lomitas 5.4km 64 30 39.0625 5 
Table-1.-(‘Commission-error’-lists-the-number-of-trail-intersects-observed-in-photo-image-but-not-observed-during-the-
transect).--

The!two!data!sets,!for!pre!2006!and!NAIP!2007,!show!some!expected!change!and!a!general!
expansion!in!trail!networks.!Early!efforts!to!classify!trail!class!were!dropped!with!the!
preponderance!of!identifiable!trails!that!shifted!scale!in!very!short!distances.!However,!
trends!in!trail!patterns!are!readily!observable!in!both!densities,!proximity!to!features!in!
ORPI,!and!proliferation.!

!

!

!

! !

!

!

!

Table-2.-(‘Trails-Set’-is-the-shapefile-name-of-the-digitized-trail-segments-database,-‘Number-of-Trails’-is-the-count-of-
independent,-nonPoverlapping-trail-segments,-‘%-Same’-is-the-calculation-of-spatial-coPoccurrence-or-overlap,-using-
ArcTools-calculations)-

The!simple!explanation!of!the!findings!from!this!study!is!that!trails!are!increasing.!This!may!
be!true!for!total!length,!number!of!trail!sections!or!just!in!the!visibility!of!existing!trails.!
Because!of!the!complexity!of!the!task!of!digitizing,!the!differences!in!images!used!for!
different!data!sets!and!the!changing!real!world!conditions,!the!root!cause!is!hard!to!pin!
point.!Overlay!analysis!is!useful!in!seeing!trends!in!the!change!between!data!sets.!Looking!at!
the!trail!maps!provided!(fig!2!&!3)!you!could!observe!an!increase!in!trails!numbers!and!
complexity.!The!map!of!the!more!recent!imagery!(fig.!3)!has!both!greater!trail!density!and!
more!trail!continuity,!south!to!north.!

Trails!Set!
Number!of!
trails!

Total!Trails!
Length,!km! %!Same!

2007! 1426! 1590.82326! 0.53085554!

2002!Ikonos! 1233! 1487.46035! 0.600162206!
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!

Figure-2-&-3.-

Density!analysis!was!performed!using!the!ARC!line!density!tool!to!graphically!analyze!
pattern!aspects!of!the!trails!data.!Trail!density!is!a!surface!generation!function!that!will!
calculate!a!magnitude!value!of!a!unit!area.!In!effect!this!identifies!regions!of!relative!greater!
density!for!each!of!the!trail!databases!analyzed.!For!this!analysis!the!units!chosen!produce!a!
map!with!values!of!meters!of!trail!per!square!kilometer.!The!maps!were!most!clear!using!a!
natural!breaks!(Jenks)!classification!to!display!the!meters!of!trail!per!square!kilometer!
area(fig.!4!&5).!In!both!the!NAIP!2007!trail!data!and!the!IKONOS!distinct!clusters!of!trails!
were!identified.!Also,!for!both!sets!the!trail!clusters!occurred!at!approximately!the!same!
loci,!reproducing!the!patterns.!Four!(4)!distinct!clusters!can!be!identified!in!the!data!sets;!a!
Lukeville!cluster,!a!dos!Lomitas!cluster!(both!on!or!about!the!U.S.!border),!a!central!loci!
between!Cone!Peak!and!Tillotson!peak,!and!a!more!elongated!concentration!on!the!western!
edge!of!the!park.!!A!similar!process!was!executed!using!the!Kernel!function,!producing!same!
loci!for!clusters!with!less!defined!edges.!
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!

In!an!effort!to!link!some!of!the!obviously!patterned!trail!dispersion!within!the!ORPI!
boundary,!a!number!of!chi2!orℵ2!values!were!calculated!for!the!trail!occurrence!(appendix!
A).!!In!this!analysis,!ℵ2!tests!the!null!hypothesis!of!a!random!relationship!between!the!tested!
factor!and!trail!dispersion.!In!effect,!if!the!calculated!ℵ2!is!greater!than!the!tabular!value!for!
the!correct!degrees!of!freedom!then!the!tested!hypothesis!(that!no!relationship!exists)!is!
disproved.!The!relationship!of!soil!type!and!trails!was!tested!to!address!whether!different!
soil!types!may!effect!detection!or!even!route!choice!for!UDAs.!ℵ2!values!exceeding!the!p!
value!for!.999!were!calculated!using!both!the!2007!trails!map!and!the!Ikonos!map.!Further!
looking!at!the!values!individually,!the!To!soil!type!(Torrifluvents)!had!extremely!high!
correlation!for!both!data!sets.!ℵ2!values!were!also!calculated!for!distance!functions;!
distance!from!ORPI!boundary!and!for!the!distance!from!the!U.S.!/Mexico!border.!The!ℵ2!for!
the!distance!from!the!border!are!significant!for!both!data!sets!at!p!of!.999.!The!ℵ2!for!the!
distance!from!the!ORPI!boundary!for!the!Ikonos!data!set!was!significant!at!the!.995!level!but!
not!above,!indicating!a!slight!chance!that!the!null!hypothesis!might!be!true.!!The!2007!data!
was!significant!to!the!.999!levels.!!

Discussion-

!The!data!produced!in!the!two!data!sets!represents!a!solid!tool!for!use!in!determining!
change!like!trail!proliferation!and!user!impact!in!ORPI.!The!limits!of!using!the!satellite!
imagery!for!trail!digitization!were!known!going!into!this!investigation.!In!comparison!to!the!
earlier!investigation!by!Dr.!Drake,!this!study!has!traded!some!of!the!ability!to!capture!all!
trails!for!a!much!lower!commission!error!rate.!!In!effect!this!represents!a!courser!scale!map!
of!trails!in!ORPI.!
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The!issue!of!repeatability!of!this!data!has!been!foremost!in!the!design!of!this!investigation.!A!
number!of!issues!will!obviously!affect!repeatability;!satellite!image!quality,!display!
equipment,!individual!user!experience!and!environmental!conditions!in!ORPI.!Analysis!
using!these!data!sets!has!to!incorporate!the!limitations!of!the!method!and!uncertainty!in!the!
process.!Of!greatest!significance!is!the!quality!of!the!NAIP!2007!image,!a!number!of!factors!
make!it!less!than!desirable!for!this!investigation;!zones!of!blurry!or!clouded!image!(possibly!
a!result!of!weather!conditions)!a!pixilization!effect!that!prevents!zooming!in!to!make!full!use!
of!the!sub!1m!resolution,!timing!of!image!that!does!not!take!advantage!of!any!conditions!
that!highlight!trails.!Other!satellite!images!from!the!ORPI!files!have!a!variety!of!resolution!
and!orthorectification!issues!that!make!a!trails!database!made!from!any!one!set!of!images!
consistently!biased.!However,!combining!image!sets!limits!the!ability!to!measure!change!
over!time.!

The!Sonoran!desert!environment!for!which!ORPI!is!such!a!significant!example,!recovery!
happens!very!slowly!if!at!all!without!restoration!efforts!(Allen,!1995).!Looking!at!the!simple!
tabular!results!of!the!trails!data!sets!this!is!confirmed!by!an!increased!number!of!trail!
sections!and!trail!miles.!However,!looking!at!that!same!data!you!see!only!60%!of!the!older!
Ikonos!data!is!represented!in!the!newer!2007!data.!It!is!hard!to!fathom!how!40%!of!the!
trails!in!the!Ikonos!data!set!have!spontaneously!restored!themselves.!This!is!a!logical,!if!
nonUstatistical,!conformation!of!the!limitations!of!the!imagery!based!data.!

The!density!maps!add!to!the!complexity!of!the!data!quality!issue.!The!reproduction!of!trail!
densities!in!both!time!stages!suggests!that!a!use!pattern!is!present!and!confirmed.!If!
localized!distortion!were!a!significant!factor!in!the!images!then!we!would!expect!a!greater!
shift!in!the!density!patterns.!Further,!the!density!pattern!of!use!loci!fits!with!local!expert!
identification.!This!is!an!indication!of!the!consistency!of!the!method!despite!limitations!of!
the!data.!

The!density!map’s!consistent!patterning!is!probably!the!single!most!useful!tool!in!this!
analysis;!Further!investigation!of!UDA!impacts!can!use!the!density!map!to!define!impact!
zones!and!link!to!other!variables.!Using!the!density!map!to!make!zones!of!use!allows!for!a!
stratified!sampling!of!useUbased!variables.!A!stratified!random!sampling!of!UDA!encounters,!
erosion!rates!or!recovery!rates!would!provide!a!data!set!useable!for!multiple!investigations!
and!has!more!potential!for!accuracy!and!completion!than!other!systematic!approaches.!An!
objective!tallying!of!UDA!visits!is!a!necessary!component!of!any!linkage!between!use!and!
environmental!impact.!

Analysis!using!these!data!sets!is!most!strong!when!analysis!does!not!require!comparing!the!
differing!sets.!The!ℵ2!tests!showed!significant!spatial!correlation!with!soil!type!and!the!
border.!The!soil!type!issue!bears!further!investigation,!is!the!ℵ2!a!function!of!detection?!In!
which!case!some!soil!types!might!allow!for!satellite!imagery!analysis!others!might!not.!Or!it!
could!be!a!function!of!distribution,!in!which!case!it!is!less!instructive.!ℵ2!is!strictly!corollary!
and!will!not!answer!this!question!of!cause.!The!obvious!issue!of!trail!proliferation!proximal!
to!the!border!is!something!to!note!in!restoration!efforts.!The!density!maps!are!likely!useful!
in!identifying!trail!proliferation!on!an!area!scale!rather!than!a!trail!by!trail!analysis.!Density!
analysis!may!also!allow!for!greater!change!detection!over!time,!in!that!area!based!analysis!
could!adjust!for!minor!georectification!issues!better!than!trail!overlay.!
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These!data!sets!are!intended!as!a!part!of!future!analysis;!the!fundamental!question!of!
whether!the!limitations!of!this!technique!outweigh!the!costs!and!dangers!of!more!precise!
methods!remains.!The!level!of!resolution!produced!in!the!trail!data!has!not!allowed!a!
change!analysis!related!to!management!actions;!has!the!vehicle!fence!changed!use!patterns?!
has!increased!DHS!presence!created!more!or!bigger!trails?!This!is!too!crude!a!tool!for!such!
analysis.!But,!the!data!set!is!a!point!of!comparison!that!hopefully!largeUscale!change!or!
impact!might!be!measured!against.!And,!hopefully!further!verification!will!produce!a!
coefficient!by!which!these!trails!maps!might!be!scaled!to!get!the!true!level!of!impacts!

!

!

!

Appendix!A.!Chi!Squared!Calculations.!

2002 Trails and distance from ORPI Boundry   
      
distance area % of total Trail count expected chi2 
0-5km 694539618 0.519071165 831 790.5453845 2.070185913 
5-10km 431161450 0.322232844 424 490.760621 9.081781072 
10-15km 199469813.3 0.14907577 257 227.0423977 3.952820889 
15km on 12872271 0.009620221 11 14.65159677 0.910082307 
      
sum 1338043152  1523  16.01487018 
      
    deg of free 3 

    
chi 2 for 
.995 12.84 

      
      
2007 trails and distance from ORPI Boundry   
      
distance area % of total Trail count expected chi2 
0-5km 694539618 0.519071165 962 897.4740445 4.639241617 
5-10km 431161450 0.322232844 465 490.760621 1.352206283 
10-15km 199469813.3 0.14907577 287 227.0423977 15.83366853 
15km on 12872271 0.009620221 15 14.65159677 0.008284749 
      
sum 1338043152  1729  21.83340118 
      
    deg of free 3 

    
chi 2 for 
.995 12.84 

      
      
distance from border and 2002 trails data   
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distance area % of total Trail count expected chi2 
0-5km 263805686 0.200329789 446 262.632353 128.0257119 
5-15km 412069718 0.312919106 431 410.2369486 1.05086659 
15km on 640981603 0.486751105 434 638.1306984 65.29907137 
      
sum 1316857007  1311  194.3756498 
      
    deg of free 2 

    
chi 2 for 
.995 10.6 

distance from border and 2007 trails data   
distance area % of total Trail count expected chi2 
0-5km 263805686 0.200329789 526 262.632353 264.1049995 
5-15km 412069718 0.312919106 451 410.2369486 4.050406393 
15km on 640981603 0.486751105 456 638.1306984 51.98244086 
      
sum 1316857007  1433  320.1378468 
      
    deg of free 2 

    
chi 2 for 
.995 10.6 

!
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APPENDIX D 

ASSESSING BORDER-RELATED HUMAN IMPACTS AT ORGAN PIPE 

CACTUS NATIONAL MONUMENT 

Christopher Sharp and Randy Gimblett 

In a Nutshell 

● Beginning in the late 1990s, impacts to protected lands along Arizona’s border with 

Mexico began increasing due to border enforcement strategies employed elsewhere. 

These impacts have been documented and studied at Organ Pipe National Monument in 

south-central Arizona.  

● The various users of protected land along the border (undocumented immigrants, drug 

runners, law enforcement personnel, citizen watch groups, humanitarian aid 

organizations, recreationists, land managers) have characteristic patterns of use that can 

be quantified.  

● These impacts have increased, and are cumulative and interrelated in scope and scale. 

● Because quantified significant impacts-on designated Wilderness, biological diversity, 

hydrological function and other natural assets-are in direct conflict with original 

protection mandates, difficult questions arise for land managers about acceptable limits of 

change.  

● Some natural resource management solutions will rely on better coordination between 

law enforcement and land management agencies.  
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● Decisions about future management need to address the interrelated impacts of 

enforcement as well as undesirable activities. 

 Introduction 

Lands adjacent to the U.S.-Mexico border are undergoing dramatic changes in 

their social and environmental history. Undocumented immigration, especially the most 

recent wave of people entering the United States through Mexico, is a complex topic that 

has dominated regional and national-level political discussions for the past decade or 

more. The biophysical impacts from unauthorized traffic through Organ Pipe Cactus 

National Monument (ORPI), which shares 30 miles of the international border between 

Arizona and Sonora, demonstrate that public lands are at the center of this issue (see map 

in Piekielek, this volume).  

In recent years, ORPI and other public lands have become increasingly popular 

locations for drug smugglers and undocumented aliens (UDAs) crossing from Mexico 

into the U.S. In the mid-1990s, U.S. Border Patrol and U.S. Customs increased 

enforcement activities in more accessible urban areas of Arizona (e.g., Douglas and 

Nogales). These efforts ultimately diverted large numbers of UDAs and drug smugglers 

into more remote areas, including several national park units. A dramatic increase in 

resource impacts has resulted from illegal entry, law enforcement, and homeland security 

initiatives along the U.S.-Mexico border. These impacts threaten the unique flora and 

fauna of transboundary ecosystems such as the Sonoran Desert. In addition, these impacts 

have posed a considerable challenge to land stewards charged with developing 

conservation strategies and managing these unique and sensitive areas. While evidence of 
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impacts at ORPI exists, little work has previously been done to determine if a consistent 

and predictable pattern of use and impacts can be established. 

This chapter presents observations of human impacts at ORPI between 2004 and 

2007, and provides insights that may be applicable to other border protected lands facing 

similar impacts. It begins with a background discussion of previous human impacts 

research on protected areas and a description of the study area. It then reports on primary 

results from the authors’ study at ORPI. It concludes with a broad discussion of the 

implications of growing human impacts on conservation and protection of natural 

resources on this and other public lands. 

Background 

Human Impacts in Protected Areas 

In resource management terms, visitor impact denotes “any undesirable visitor-

related biophysical change of the wilderness resource.”1 Previous research on recreation 

has established that visitors to protected areas impact four primary ecosystem 

components: soil, vegetation, wildlife, and water.1 Impacts on a single ecological element 

can have cascading effects on the ecosystem. For instance user-created trails or campsites 

may cause landscape fragmentation, potentially interfering with movement of some 

animal species. Localized disturbances can disrupt wildlife, damage sensitive habitats, 

and cause erosion. Stream sedimentation from trail and campsite erosion can reduce the 

quality of aquatic habitats for insect and fish populations. In addition, the presence of 

visitors may displace wildlife from essential habitat. Some studies have also shown that 

impacts perceived by subsequent visitors degrade the quality of their experience. 
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Critically, the biophysical impacts of human uses are not evenly dispersed across 

landscapes. They can occur very quickly with even low levels of use and, in ecosystems 

such as the Sonoran Desert, recovery can be very slow.  

For managers of protected areas, problems have long existed in establishing 

standards for acceptable impact levels and for appropriate activities within particular 

settings.2 For managers along the U.S.-Mexico border, these problems are coupled with a 

growing concern about how best to understand and minimize impacts associated with 

illegal or unauthorized uses. 

Site History of Organ Pipe National Monument 

Protected areas such as ORPI, Coronado National Monument, Coronado National 

Forest, and Buenos Aires and Cabeza Prieta National Wildlife Refuges comprise the 

majority of land along the U.S.-Mexico border in Arizona. Located near the geographic 

center of the Sonoran Desert, ORPI shelters a rich complement of flora and fauna. A 

number of species, including the organ pipe cactus (Stenocereus thurberi) and senita 

cactus (Pachycereus schottii), reach their northern distributional limit within the 

monument. ORPI was designated an International Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO in 

1976 based on its significance as a representative biological region of the world. 

Approximately 94% (312,600 out of 330,000 acres) of this remote monument was also 

federally designated as Wilderness in 1978 based on its untrammeled character and the 

presence of four federally listed endangered species: the Sonoran pronghorn (Antilocapra 

Americana), lesser long-nosed bat (Leptonycteris curasoae), Quitobaquito pupfish 

(Cyprinodon eremus), and Mexican spotted owl (Strix occidentalis lucida).3  
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The USBP estimated in 2002 that an average of 300-500 people per day entered 

the U.S. illegally through ORPI. However, according to area non-governmental agencies 

this estimate may represent less than half of the actual total. Combined with park 

visitation, which exceeds 295,000 individuals per year, this significant, additional use 

represents the potential for an exponential increase in impacts to park resources.4  

In past years, the barbed-wire fence marking the international border along the 

southern boundary of ORPI failed to effectively prevent people from illegally entering 

the U.S. there. In 2006 the National Park Service (NPS) constructed vehicle barriers 

across ORPI’s international border. Although the vehicle barriers significantly reduced 

off-road vehicle traffic in many areas, they could not prevent cross-border foot traffic.  

Networks of foot trails formed in a pattern running from south to north throughout 

ORPI. Fires lit by UDAs for warmth or as rescue beacons sometimes result in wildfires. 

Large volumes of abandoned personal belongings and debris accumulate along travel 

routes, at overnight sites, and around water sources. Some individuals paint or inscribe 

graffiti on rocks and cactus. Direct impacts to resources from these activities include 

erosion, vegetation damage and complete vegetation loss in some areas, water 

contamination, wildlife disturbance and mortality, archeological resource damage, and 

damage to monument infrastructure. Indirect impacts can include changes in overall 

surface hydrology, groundwater depletion, and habituation of wildlife to trash dumps.1 

This situation has posed considerable challenges to ORPI’s land stewards. In 

response, in 2004, ORPI launched an interdisciplinary effort to develop inventory and 

monitoring processes to qualitatively define border impacts. This team is also developing 
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methods to manage and mitigate the associated operational and environmental impacts. In 

2005, ORPI developed a 5-year strategic plan and an official resource management goal 

to address border impacts. Both identified the need to ensure that the natural and cultural 

resources of the monument are protected and restored through science-based decision-

making processes. In effect, ORPI has refocused its entire resource management program 

to address border impacts.  

Study of Direct Impacts and Patterns of Human Use in Organ Pipe National Monument 

Methods 

While a number of studies document human impacts in ORPI, no study has set 

out to identify and understand if a consistent and predictable pattern of use and impacts 

exists. Our study began in 2004 to examine the observable trail proliferation within 

ORPI’s boundary using satellite imagery, ground verification, and expert interviews. 

Observable linear impacts (trails) were recorded and georeferenced throughout the 

monument. The satellite imagery, ground data and interviews were compared to evaluate 

the accuracy of the methods. The study used four different image sets with dates ranging 

from 2002 to 2007 to evaluate changes in impact. The final geodatabase was statistically 

evaluated for trend analysis and pattern recognition. This study’s quantitative assessment 

is the first step in integrating the impacts of users and the behavior patterns associated 

with user distinct groups. Next, we present results from the georeferenced data, followed 

by the description of user groups. 
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Change Detection 

In the face of greater cumulative legal and illegal uses of ORPI resources, the 

question arises, “How much change from natural conditions has occurred, and is it 

acceptable?” To examine the changes, a comparative study of travel routes was 

conducted using four sets of georeferenced satellite imagery over six years. This allowed 

for a greater probability of detection and an understanding of changes in trail 

proliferation over time. 

In 2004 and 2005, recognizing an immediate need to document the extent of 

illegal off-road vehicle tracks and foot trails occurring in ORPI’s wilderness lands, 

monument staff developed a series of protocols to map the distribution of and quickly 

assess impacts to monument resources from these activities. These protocols included a 

survey of the monument’s administrative and public use roads, documenting roadside 

damage and off-road driving incursions. Mapping off-road vehicle routes using GPS 

equipment documented the actual routes of travel. A “rapid assessment tool” was used to 

map and provide a qualitative assessment of impacts along foot trails and some off-road 

vehicle routes. Satellite imagery supplemented the ground-based mapping effort. Figure 

1b depicts the routes that have been detected, along which illegal and law enforcement 

activities occur within ORPI. It is evident in that there is an extensive trail system that 

has developed throughout ORPI, distinct from the trails that are planned and maintained 

by the managers of the monument, seen more clearly in Figure 1a. 

<Figure 1 here> 
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Figure 1: 1a shows official roads and recreation trails within ORPI boundaries. 1b 

overlays official routes with unauthorized routes throughout ORPI.  

From 2004-2005, monument staff documented over 579 km (360 mi)of off-road 

vehicle routes in ORPI by physically walking and mapping individual routes.5 

Approximately two-thirds (385 km, 239 mi) of these routes were created before 2004 

while one-third (194 km, 121 mi) were created during the observation period. Routes 

varied from single- to multiple-use tracks.5 In 2006, monument staff documented over 

500 km (311 mi) of illegal foot trails in ORPI by physically walking and mapping 

individual trails.6 In addition, east-west monitoring transects, covering a total of 117 km 

(73 mi) in the south, central, and north portions of ORPI captured 452 foot trails 

(averaging 3.9 per km), 85 vehicle tracks (0.7 per km), 10 more-established roads (0.1 

per km) traveling in north-south direction, and 386 pieces of trash (3.3 per km). Route 

frequencies were greater for transects located closer to the U.S.-Mexico border (5.6 per 

km) than for interior (4.0 per km) or northern (4.4 per km) transects, suggesting a more 

dispersed pattern of travel by people upon crossing the U.S.-Mexico border as compared 

with their travel in the monument’s interior.7  

Figure 2 illustrates the patterns of user groups over time. Border Patrol, UDAs, 

and smugglers use this area heavily, causing significant impact. The image shows an area 

east of Lukeville, Arizona in ORPI. The U.S.-Mexico border is on the southern (bottom) 

edge of the photo, and dirt roads allow access along both sides of a vehicle barrier. In the 

older image (Figure 2a), significant vehicle impact appears on the western edge. This 

vehicle impact can be linked to Border Patrol enforcement activities.9 This route was 
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used to clear tracks from open ground and trail crossings to count passers-by and access 

illegal users. From the image alone it is not possible to determine which user group 

initiated the tracks in this area, only to estimate the total level of use. The trails along the 

eastern edge of the image fit the pattern of illegal users, conforming to higher 

concealment areas along the riparian zone. Although riparian areas are more susceptible 

to impacts, this user type rarely leaves a trail wider than a single track, which is harder to 

see. 

<Figure 2 here> 

Figure 2. Detection of change in impact over time. Data source: 2a DOD IKONOS 

satellite image 10/25/2003, 2b USDA NAIP program, image dates 6/24/2007 to 

7/01/2007. 

Figure 2b clearly reveals impact change over time. The western section shows 

more open ground and diminished vegetation (dark images on the image). A larger 

number of vehicle-width tracks can also be seen inside of the original impact area. The 

pattern on the eastern (right) edge of the image demonstrates an increase in impact as 

well, with a proliferation of trails functionally duplicating existing trails. These trails 

continue to be narrow and difficult to differentiate from the landscape. Without 

addressing which type of impact is more detrimental to the ecosystem one can still clearly 

differentiate the patterns of impact. 

Numerous regional maps of routes across the border region exist. There are 

historic routes marked by the writings of Padre Eusebio Francisco Kino and Juan Bautista 

de Anza, traditional routes of the Hohokam and Papago known and marked by use, and 
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more modern trade/ wagon routes. All predate current border traffic patterns. The impact 

patterns mapped over ORPI show a distinct pattern of use across the landscape. While 

zooming in on the corridors shown in Figure 2 would illustrate significant variability, 

large-scale patterns of use can be clearly seen. The routes at the western (left) part of the 

image closely conform to the Hohokam shell trail, which in turn is defined by the Bates 

Mountains and Kino Peak to the east. Other concentrations in the center show the 

influence of U.S. 85 as a navigational aid and pick-up/drop-off route. Eastern (right-

hand) patterns coalesce along mountain passes in the Ajo Range leading out of ORPI and 

into the Tohono O’odham Reservation. Natural features like mountain ranges, water 

sources, and human installations like roads and communities seem to drive meta-scale 

human impact patterns. 

Usage Vectors 

As described above, direct impacts from park users can result in a mosaic of 

change to an ecosystem, followed by natural responses to that impact, and the subsequent 

feedback process as other users respond to that impact (see Figure 3). Multiple vectors – 

from recreation users (both rule-abiding and non- rule-abiding), illegal users (including 

UDAs and drug smugglers), and management actions - represent very different patterns 

of impact at ORPI (and lands throughout the border region). These distinct user groups 

are the logical explanation for unique and spatially distinct impact patterns observed in 

the geodatabase. Groups such as humanitarian aid organizations and civilian watch 

groups were also considered in the study, but are currently considered a less significant 

source of impacts. Next, we provide greater detail about each usage type vector, common 
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to borderland protected areas. This aids in our interpretation of the physical impact data 

at ORPI. 

<Figure 3 here> 

Figure 3: Figure 3a-d (clockwise from top) Human impact examples in ORPI. Figure 3a 

is an area of impacts caused by frequent human use and erosion. Figure 3b is an area 

impacted by illegal usage where vegetation has been removed and trash has accumulated. 

Figure 3c shows a single track route likely used for drug smuggling. Figure 3d is a 

staging area for Border Patrol that suffers from severe vegetation loss and soil 

compaction.  

Recreation Users 

Protected area recreation users are known to pursue the individual goals of 

solitude, an aesthetically pleasing landscapes, and adventure.9 Recreation managers use a 

system of signage, access controls, and maintenance to help limit impact from legitimate 

recreation use. Resource managers also regulate access to minimize the potential for user 

conflicts. Conflict occurs when recreation users encounter interference with their goals, 

for example through negative aesthetic impacts to the landscape, or encounters with 

undesired users. Users may then be displaced, seeking recreation experiences elsewhere 

or at other times, resulting in a change to the patterns of resource use and impacts.10 

An assessment of the sources of impacts to natural areas must also address anti-

social or unsustainable recreation types. Some users of public lands seek out isolated 

areas as the setting for dangerous, illegal, or unsustainable activities. These activities 

include trail or road cutting by off-road vehicles, alcohol parties, and recreational 
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shooting of targets. The behavior of these users is marked by a lack of awareness of the 

impact or conflict their activities create. Managers typically use a combination of 

education and enforcement to limit these impacts. Importantly, prohibited activities are 

typically displaced by enforcement rather than eliminated, moving them to less regulated 

or enforced areas. 

Undocumented aliens 

Undocumented aliens (UDA) represent a complex group of borderland users, 

which has a significant impact on wilderness lands. Individual, unaffiliated UDAs exist, 

as do UDAs that are connected to organized operations that move throughout the border 

area. While both types of users have the common goal of crossing the border area 

undetected, their behaviors differ significantly.  

Unaffiliated UDAs traveling singly or in small groups lack specific local 

knowledge of law enforcement, terrain, and resources. These individuals can behave in 

apparently random ways, sometimes damaging resources and endangering themselves in 

order to avoid detection.11 These qualities lead to conflicts with law enforcement officers 

and a fear of the natural environment. Helpful landscape features such as existing trails, 

water sources, and humanitarian aid stations are viewed as potential traps and thus 

avoided. Unaffiliated UDA’s behavior is marked by dispersion of use and a deep lack of 

awareness of the natural resources of the region.  

Organized UDAs have a similar goal to cross undetected but, so long as the 

organization remains intact, behave differently. The guides (known as coyotes) of these 

groups, ranging from 3 to 25 people, typically travel only within a known territory, 
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relying on their familiarity with the route to avoid detection. The natural resource is seen 

as a component of avoiding detection. Viewing the natural resources as useful rather than 

an antagonistic element dramatically changes the organized UDAs’ behavior. Specific 

trails are preferred, chosen for characteristics that hinder detection such as speed of 

travel, avoidance of known hazards, and resources like water or shelter.11 Groups are 

sometimes abandoned by the coyotes, and individuals separated or criminally preyed 

upon. In these situations it is reasonable to expect that people will behave like 

unaffiliated UDAs, with uncertainty and distrust.  

Drug smugglers 

Though one method of drug smuggling is to intermingle with groups of UDAs, 

drug smugglers represent a distinct user group. The high dollar value of drug loads leads 

to a predictable increased effort to ensure success crossing the border. Accordingly, 

smugglers employ strategies such as sophisticated lookout posts, decoy groups, threats, 

and intimidation. Their use of natural resources to conceal smuggling activities exists at a 

higher level than with other users. An effort is made to hide the record of their passage 

and to actively avoid encounters with law enforcement and others during the crossing. 

This appears to be an attempt to maintain clandestine travel routes and conceal the 

volume of actual traffic through the border lands. Law enforcement teams identify drug 

trails on the characteristic use of slick rock or difficult terrain to avoid detection and the 

practice of leaving only narrow tracks to obscure numbers of individuals (see Figure 3c). 

Resource managers and law enforcement agencies 
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The impacts of each of these users on local ecosystems and the larger-scale social 

implications of illegal use of border public lands together inspire a significant response 

from natural resource managers and law enforcement agencies. There is an important 

feedback relationship between illegal uses and law enforcement responses that also cause 

damage. The impacts of both groups are interrelated, although their goals are 

dramatically different. The impacts produced by one group are expected to shift as 

intensity or methods of the other shifts.  

Understanding the priorities of management groups helps to identify the impact 

patterns that their actions produce. Numerous agencies are tasked with law enforcement 

in the borderlands of southern Arizona, including the U.S. Border Patrol, National Park 

Service, U.S. Forest Service, state and federal fish and wildlife agencies, and state, 

county, and tribal police. While agency mandates defining methodology and jurisdiction 

for these groups vary, collectively their goals are public safety and deterrence of illegal 

activity. Since law enforcement is by nature responsive, they are typically forced to react 

to the actions and changes of illegal user groups. Responsive tactics, focused on speed 

and safety, often lead to off-road vehicle use by officers. As a result of this type of 

activity, large tracts of desert are impacted (see Figure 3d).  

Next Steps 

This study effectively captured patterns of user impacts using satellite imagery 

within the boundary of ORPI. However, some of the questions about user type and causal 

relationships in impacts would require real-time observations of ORPI users. The 

borderland user groups described above vary in their interactions with the landscape. 
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Each user group has distinct goals that shape those interactions. For researchers studying 

user impacts, the relationship of each user group to the landscape also shapes the 

expected patterns of impact connected to the user. A robust, unbiased sample of ORPI 

visitors is a practical impossibility given legal, safety and technological constraints. An 

effort to integrate this data with user type data derived from trail observation, trace data 

or other means would add significantly to understanding the patterns observed. 

 

Conclusions: Implications for Future Conservation, Protection and Management of Lands 

along the U.S.-Mexican Border 

While the political boundaries and the rationale for travel across the border have 

changed over time, underlying factors remain constant. This region’s natural resources 

have a limited ability to absorb and recover from the impacts of human use. Human 

impacts continue to proliferate across protected areas such as ORPI. Humans traveling 

across the border region illegally try to avoid detection, creating a dispersed pattern of 

impacts. These impacts range from degradation and loss of desert plant communities to 

large denuded areas with high degrees of soil compaction and susceptibility to erosion. 

Disturbance to threatened and endangered wildlife and higher mortality rates due to 

increased vehicle traffic remain prevalent. Garbage and archeological resource 

destruction remain concerns to land management agencies. Of grave concern is the 

proliferation of trails and travel routes, which help to disperse these primary and 

secondary impacts across the landscape. Clearly such impacts have increased at ORPI in 

a very short time period, leading to a more dispersed and greater overall ecosystem 
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impact that has cascading and devastating effects across the landscape. In sensitive semi-

arid environments such as the Sonoran Desert, these impacts have been observed to be 

extremely slow to recover. Little is known about whether the human-caused impacts 

already observed actually exceed the ecosystem’s ability to recover. Only time and long-

term monitoring can provide a glimpse of these recovery patterns.  

At the time of this writing, many sections of ORPI are closed to the public due to 

security and safety concerns associated with illegal uses and it appears that they will 

remain closed indefinitely. While protection of the public is a justification for these 

closures, resource impacts continue to accelerate due to the illegal use and law 

enforcement response. The public is largely unaware the impacts from these interactions 

and only know only that large areas of the resource are off limits. Notably, in an area 

formally designated as Wilderness, set aside for its primitive wilderness character,, 

unconfined use seems to be in conflict with today’s land management imperatives. The 

notion of using a landscape and leaving no imprint as written in the Wilderness Act is far 

from realistic at ORPI under current conditions.3 

While there has been an increase in impacts along the border from illegal activity, 

the presence of additional law enforcement under Homeland Security initiatives has 

significantly added to these impacts. The impacts are prolific and continue to escalate as 

greater resources outside of the local land management agencies’ such as ORPI’s control 

are added to the border region. While enforcement is needed along the border, a greater 

awareness and understanding of the extensive impacts that can occur as a result is also 

required. 
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 Protected area management occurs within highly politicized contexts where the 

objective of preserving natural areas is frequently affected by the desire to encourage 

recreational use. The decisions about how to manage legal, illegal, and law enforcement 

activities starts with understanding the movement patterns of human traffic, the impacts 

associated with these patterns, and defining realistic goals from which to develop 

management prescriptions. Protected areas along the U.S.-Mexico border face immense 

pressure and threats to their ecological integrity. In addition, wilderness values are eroded 

by the influx of illegal and law enforcement activities. ORPI is just one of the many other 

protected areas feeling this immense pressure. The time has come to ask for what values 

are these areas to be managed. This is a political and value-laden decision that needs to 

be addressed before a unique and biologically diverse example of Sonoran Desert is 

destroyed beyond repair. This can only start with effective cooperation between land 

management and law enforcement agencies working toward a common set of goals 

through creative solutions to natural resource protection in the context of intensified 

human impacts in borderland protected areas. 
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Introduction 
Saguaro!National!Park!is!currently!in!the!process!of!beginning!a!General!
Management!Plan!(GMP)!that!will!guide!resource!and!visitor!use!management!for!
the!next!15U20!years.!!The!park!has!numerous!issues!that!need!to!be!addressed!
during!the!current!planning!process.!!Park!visitation!has!as!Tucson!attracts!more!
visitors!and!residents.!!Last!year,!Saguaro!National!Park!was!named!by!Tucsonans!as!
the!best!place!to!take!out!UofUtown!guests!to!see!the!desert!and!this!trend!is!likely!to!
continue.!

!

There!has!been!an!increased!demand!for!new!types!of!use,!such!as!mountain!
bicycles,!pack!goats,!llamas,!and!baby!strollers!on!trails!and!increased!variety!of!
access!for!the!disabled.!!Further,!more!homes!are!being!developed!on!properties!
that!adjoin!the!park!boundary!that!seek!access!to!the!park.!!There!is!also!concern!
that!current!facilities,!such!as!parking!lots,!picnic!areas!and!visitor!centers,!are!not!
capable!of!adequately!serving!current!and!projected!visitation.!!Resource!
management!issues!in!relation!to!increasing!visitor!use!include!increased!
fragmentation!and!isolation!of!park!habitats,!protection!of!threatened!and!
endangered!species,!and!impacts!on!cultural!resources.!

!

While!these!problems!are!not!insurmountable!there!is!a!need!to!develop!a!more!
systematic!way!to!understand!the!dynamics!of!visitor!use!patterns!throughout!the!
park!in!relation!to!the!increasing!use!and!demand!for!new!access!and!opportunities.!
Information!that!is!necessary!for!managing!visitor!use!in!the!park!is!currently!
lacking.!Understanding!the!spatial!and!temporal!distribution!of!use!is!of!
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fundamental!importance!to!recreation!management!in!Saguaro.!The!kind!and!
amount!of!visitor!use!has!profound!effects!on!the!quality!of!the!natural!resources,!
visitor!experiences!and!facilities!in!the!park.!Therefore,!it!is!critically!important!to!
be!able!to!monitor!the!flow!of!visitation,!in!space!and!over!time,!and!to!be!able!to!
predict!how!distributions!are!likely!to!change!in!response!to!both!management!
actions!and!factors!that!are!not!subject!to!managerial!control.!In!some!situations!
this!is!easily!done.!However,!the!size!of!the!park,!the!complexity!of!traffic!flow,!and!
the!amount!of!access!along!park!boundaries!makes!the!monitoring!and!prediction!of!
use!patterns!very!difficult.!Moreover,!the!importance!of!being!able!to!monitor!and!
predict!visitor!flow!is!particularly!pronounced!in!a!place!like!Saguaro,!where!
biophysical!conditions!and!experiential!conditions!are!highly!sensitive!to!intensity!
of!use.!For!all!these!reasons,!Saguaro!National!Park!is!one!place!where!monitoring!
and!predicting!visitor!flows!is!both!difficult!and!critically!important.!

!

The!purpose!of!this!study!is!to!develop!a!clear!understanding!of!the!spatial!and!
temporal!distribution!of!use!and!visitors!response!resource!management!issues!in!
the!General!Management!Plan!(GMP).!Specifically,!this!study!will!aid!the!GMP!in!the!
following!ways:!!!

• Identification!and!documentation!of!baseline!visitor!use!distribution,!patterns!of!
use!and!attitudinal!data!during!the!data!analysis!phase!of!a!GMP.!

• Improved!ability!to!test!the!feasibility!and!effectiveness!of!GMP!alternatives.!
• Improved!ability!to!articulate!impacts!to!visitor!opportunities!and!experiences!

during!evaluation!of!alternatives.!
!

While!travel!simulation!modeling!is!not!a!new!management!tool,!coupled!with!
information!about!visitor!flow!data!captured!through!inventory!and!monitoring,!it!
can!be!used!to:!!

• Provide!a!better!understanding!of!the!baseline!spatial!and!temporal!patterns!of!
visitor!use.!

• Aid!in!predicting!how!distributions!of!visitor!use!are!likely!to!change!in!response!
to!both!management!actions!and!factors!not!subject!to!managerial!control.!!!

• Allows!for!testing!the!feasibility!and!effectiveness!of!management!plan!
alternatives.!

• Allows!for!monitoring!of!hardUtoUmeasure!parameters!(e.g.!people!at!one!time!at!
a!certain!attraction!or!walking!on!particular!trails)!by!using!easily!measured!
indicators!(e.g.!number!of!cars!entering!the!park!or!parking!at!a!trailhead).!

• Support!the!planning!and!management!of!visitor!use!in!situations!where!
monitoring!and!predicting!visitor!flow!is!difficult.!
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• Improve!communication!of!implications!of!management!prescriptions!to!the!
public!

!

Monitoring Visitor Flows and Patterns of Use in Saguaro National Park 
The!methodology!for!this!research!utilizes!a!combination!of!automated!counters!in!
conjunction!with!diaries/visitor!surveys!and!observation.!Automated!technologies!
used!for!counting!visitors!provided!information!on!time$of$arrival$at$trailheads$or$
key$access$points,$direction,$movement$patterns$and$overall$numbers$of$visitors!and!
special!places!they!visited.!A!visitor!survey!was!implemented!in!this!study!to!obtain!
more!specific!information!on!the!nature!of!the!visit.!This!information!includes!
characterization!of!the!visitor!(i.e.!number$in$party,$mode$of$transportation,$
identification$of$destinations$visited,$duration$and$preferred$travel$route$to$
destination).!The!visitor!survey!also!provided!attitudinal!data!on!preferences,$
experiences$and$satisfaction!levels!resulting!from!the!visit.!All!of!this!data!will!be!
used!to!inform!the!GMP!and!be!used!to!construct!a!simulation!model!to!assess!
baseline!conditions!and!evaluate!future!management!alternatives.!

 
Respondent Universe 
Over!700,000!visitors!converge!on!Saguaro!National!Park!annually.!We!targeted!
adults!over!18!years!of!age,!those!who!visit!the!park!during!the!study!period!and!
those!who!surround!the!park!and!visit!the!park!on!a!regular!basis.!

!

Instrument  
The!visitor-use-survey/diary!instrument!was!designed!to!acquire!information!
about!independent!visitors’!activities,!profiles,!travel!patterns!and!attitudinal!
responses!to!issues!related!to!the!park’s!GMP.!A!detailed-map!of!the!park!was!
included!in!instrument!to!acquire!detailed!spatial!and!temporal!information!on!the!
travel!routes!taken,!destinations!visited!and!an!opportunity!to!capture!information!
on!the!quality!of!the!special!places!visited.!!

!

Sampling plan/procedures  
The!survey/diary!was!administered!from!November!8,!2003!thru!April!30,!2004.!!A!
total!of!47!days!were!sampled!throughout!the!duration!of!the!study.!Periods!during!
weekdays,!weekends,!holiday!weekends!and!entire!weeks!were!randomly!sampled!
throughout!the!study!period.!Volunteers!associated!with!Saguaro!National!Park,!The!
Rincon!Institute!and!students!from!the!University!of!Arizona!distributed!
survey/diaries!at!key!locations!throughout!both!Saguaro!National!Park!East!and!
West.!Trailheads,!visitor!centers!and!randomly!meeting!visitors!along!the!trails!
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were!used!to!intercept!and!distribute!the!instrument!to!each!party!visiting!the!park.!
An!intercept-interview!of!those!visitors!arriving!at!SNP!was!conducted!throughout!
the!sampling!period.!Visitors!were!provided!with!a!brief!explanation!of!the!intent!of!
the!study!and!how!important!their!participation.!Those!who!decided!to!participate!
were!provided!a!mail!back!survey/diary.$

$

In!addition!to!intercepting!visitors!throughout!the!park!and!at!trailheads,!surveys!
were!distributed!using!staff!in!the!visitor!center!at!both!the!east!and!west!units.!On!
the!east!side,!intercepting!visitors!in!the!visitor!center!provided!a!way!to!capture!
those!visitors!who!enter!the!park!and!drive!the!loop!roads.!In!addition,!any!visitors!
who!entered!the!visitor!center!to!obtain!an!overnight!permit!to!camp!in!the!
backcountry!were!issued!a!survey!to!document!their!visit!to!the!park.!Permit!
holders!were!asked!to!indicate!in!the!survey!and!on!the!map!when!and!where!they!
entered!the!park,!number!in!party,!number!of!nights!camped,!destination!and!
duration!of!visit.!!!

!

Expected response rate/confidence levels  
Over!700,000!visitors!come!to!SNP!annually.!A!sampling!strategy!was!be!designed!to!
limit!sampling!error!to!+/U!6%!at!the!95%!confidence!interval;!an!acceptable!level!of!
sampling!error!in!managementUdriven!social!science!research.!The!sampling!
strategy!is!based!on!the!following!equation!to!determine!a!statistically!
representative!sample!size.!!

!

NP(1UP)!

(NU1)(W/Z)²!+!P(1UP)!

Where:!

• N=!the!population!size!
• P=!the!largest!percentage!of!any!category!(50%!is!the!worse!case)!
• W=tolerated!sampling!error!(acceptable!error!rates!are!3!U!3.5%)!
• Z=the!critical!value!for!normal!distribution!(1.96!for!95%!confidence!level)!

!

To!achieve!the!desired!level!of!certainty,!a!minimum!of!783!completed!and!returned!
surveys!were!required!to!obtain!a!statistically!representative!sample!of!visitor!to!
Saguaro!National!Park.!Over!1500!individuals!were!contacted!throughout!the!
sampling!period!to!obtain!a!significant!sample.!
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!

Strategies for dealing with potential non-response bias 
The!nonUresponse!or!participation!rate!is!estimated!to!be!5%.!To!help!ensure!a!high!
response!rate,!interviewers!clearly!indicated!to!the!potential!respondent!that!only!a!
few!minutes!or!their!time!was!required!to!minimize!this!potential.!Since!the!
survey/diary!instrument!was!provided!to!the!visitor!to!take!with!them,!they!will!be!
instructed!to!please!complete!at!least!the!front!cover!and!map!portion!of!the!
instrument!before!leaving!the!park!and!then!were!told!to!mail!back!using!the!return!
envelop!provided!with!the!instrument.!Since!there!are!a!number!of!intercept!points!
in!both!sections!of!the!park,!it!was!important!to!be!consistent!in!intercepting!visitors!
to!reduce!bias.!If!specific!intercept!points!were!missed!more!than!once,!the!research!
team!coordinator!adjusted!the!schedule!to!correct!the!potential!sampling!bias.!!
Because!of!the!number!of!entry/exit!points!in!and!out!of!the!park!and!the!use!of!
volunteers,!it!was!impossible!to!keep!a!log!of!those!who!refused!to!participate!in!the!
study.!

!

Sampling Procedures for Neighborhood Study 
In!addition!to!the!survey/diary!that!was!used!to!capture!information!about!those!
visitors!entering!or!exiting!the!park,!a!study!was!conducted!in!cooperation!with!the!
National!Park!Service!to!derive!and!conduct!a!survey!of!neighboring!residents.!This!
cooperative!study!was!done!with!the!park!to!identify!the!spatial!and!temporal!
distribution!of!neighbors!who!access!informal!points!along!the!park!boundaries!and!
use!this!information!in!conjunction!with!attitudinal!responses!to!management!
issues!to!establish!a!longUterm!visitor!monitoring!program!and!management!
strategies!in!the!GMP.!The!following!questions!have!been!developed!in!cooperation!
with!the!park!and!thorough!a!series!of!the!public!meetings!that!will!guide!this!study:!

• Where,!how!often!and!to!what!degree!do!residents!who!live!adjacent!to!the!
park!boundaries!access!Saguaro!National!Park?!

• What!are!the!popular!destinations!that!these!residents!frequent!and!how!
often?!

• What!are!the!most!popular!activities!of!these!residents?!
• What!are!the!actual!and!projected!peak!visitation!periods?!
• What!are!the!issues!and!concerns!that!local!residents!perceive!as!imperative!

for!the!GMP!to!address!over!the!next!15U20!years!to!allow!continued!access!
without!severely!impacting!the!natural!resources!of!the!park?!

• What!are!the!mitigation,!protection!and!restoration!actions!that!should!be!
used!to!reduce!visitor!impact!on!SNP,!while!still!allowing!visitors!access!to!
the!area?!

!
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The!same!survey!instrument!provided!to!park!visitors!was!used!to!obtain!
information!from!the!park!neighbors.!A!mailUback!survey!was!mailed!to!a!randomly!
selected!group!of!residents!who!live!within!½!mile!of!both!Saguaro!National!Park!
East!and!West.!A!preUpaid!selfUaddressed!envelope!was!included!with!the!survey.!
Approximately!three!weeks!after!the!initial!survey!was!sent,!residents!who!have!not!
yet!returned!their!completed!survey!were!mailed!a!personalized!cover!letter!
reminding!them!how!important!their!input!is!to!the!management!of!SNP!and!
provided!with!a!full!replacement!survey.!Utilizing!this!methodology!is!expected!to!
generate!a!final!response!rate!of!50%!or!greater.!An!analysis!of!nonUrespondents’!
demographic!characteristics!(gathered!from!the!onUsite!contact)!will!be!conducted!
to!examine!for!systematic!nonUresponse!bias.!!

!

Upon!return!of!the!surveys,!respondents!have!been!mailed!a!post!card!thanking!
them!for!taking!the!time!to!fill!out!the!survey!and!providing!them!with!instructions!
on!how!to!obtain!personal!login!and!password!for!a!web!site!that!has!been!
specifically!developed!for!this!study.!Since!it!is!anticipated!that!many!local!residents!
enter!and!exit!the!park!numerous!times!throughout!the!year,!this!additional!
information!was!thought!important!to!the!GMP.!So!residents!will!be!asked!to!
document!any!subsequent!trips!into!the!park!via!the!web.!Surveys!will!be!provided!
online!for!residents!to!fill!out!at!their!leisure!and!an!interactive!mapping!
environment!will!be!provided!for!those!willing!to!mark!out!access!points,!
destinations!and!other!major!spatial!features!that!added!to!their!experiences.!

!

The!goal!of!sampling!is!to!accurately!represent!the!survey!population,!in!this!case!
residents!bordering!Saguaro!National!Park.!Using!a!database!obtain!from!Pima!
County!of!local!residents!the!live!within!½!mile!of!the!park’!boundaries!provides!a!
mechanism!for!calculation!a!statistically!relevant!sample!size.!There!are!2235!
residents!that!live!within!the!½!mile!of!the!park’s!boundaries!during!the!anticipated!
sample!periods!as!a!basis!for!calculations,!the!sampling!strategy!will!be!designed!to!
limit!sampling!error!to!+/U!6%!at!the!95%!confidence!interval;!an!acceptable!level!of!
sampling!error!in!managementUdriven!social!science!research.!To!achieve!the!
desired!level!of!certainty,!a!total!of!433!completed!and!returned!mail!surveys!will!be!
necessary.!The!sampling!will!occurred!from!April!1,!2003!through!June!1,!2004.!!

!!

Monitoring Visitor Flows Using Automated Counters in SNP 
In!addition!to!the!map!and!survey!information!gathered!in!this!study,!additional!
methods!were!sought!to!obtain!accurate!counts!of!visitors!using!SNP.!This!study!
used!two!different!types!of!trail!counters.!A!number!of!STIL-Trail-Counter-Pads--
(totally!hidden!in!the!ground)!and!Infrared-Trail-Counters!(located!above!ground)!
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were!used!to!monitor!visitor!use!levels.!Each!of!these!countering!devices!records!a!
time!and!date!stamp!for!each!event!that!occurs!over!or!through!the!counter!device.!
Events!are!visitors!walking!along!trails.!So!anyone!walking!over!them!is!recorded!
according!to!the!time!and!date!they!stepped!on!the!pad.!The!type!of!trail!counter!
was!selected!depending!on!how!exposed!the!area!was!or!amount!of!protective!
vegetation!cover!existed.!The!more!exposed!areas!would!received!buried!STIL!
counters;!and!trails!with!some!vegetative!cover,!infrared!counters!(See!Figure!1).!

!

LOCATIONS!!!!(East!District)!

Wild!horse!gate!!(2!x!1!counter!pads)!

Cactus!Forest!Trail!(2!x!1!counter!
pads)!

Douglas!Spring!Trail!(2!x!1!counter!
pads)!

Wentworth!Trail!(2!x!1!counter!pads)!

Camino!Loma!Alta!Trailhead!(2!x!1!IR)!

Manning!Camp!Trail!(2!x!1!counter!
pads)!

Rincon!Creek!Trail!!(2!x!1!counter!
pads)!

Cactus!Forest!–!OST!(2!x!1!counter!
pads)!

LOCATIONS!!!!(West!District)!

Sendero!Esperanza!Trail!(1!IR)!

Hugh!Norris!Trail!(2!x!1!counter!pads)!

King!Canyon!Trail!!!(1!IR)!

Gould!mine!(2!x!1!counter!pads)!

Rudasill!Road!(2!x!1!counter!pads)!

Mannville!Road!(2!x!1!counter!pads)!

!
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Figure!1!–!Locations!of!Counters!in!Saguaro!National!Park!

 
!

The!sampling!period!for!the!mechanical!counters!started!in!November!2003!and!will!
continued!indefinitely,!monitoring!use!levels!in!SNP.!Counter!pads!were!
strategically!placed!at!access!points!to!the!national!park.!A!total!of!twentyUfive!
counters!were!installed!during!the!sampling!period!(See!Table!on!the!next!page).!

 
Simulation Modeling to Test the Feasibility and Effectiveness of GMP 
Alternatives 
Understanding!the!spatial!and!temporal!distribution!of!use!is!of!fundamental!
importance!to!those!who!plan!for!and!manage!recreation!use.!The!kind!and!amount!
of!visitor!use!has!profound!effects!on!the!quality!of!the!natural!resources,!visitor!
experiences!and!facilities!in!recreation!areas.!Therefore,!it!is!critically!important!to!
be!able!to!monitor!the!flow!of!

visitation!in!space!and!over!time,!and!to!be!able!to!predict!how!distributions!are!
likely!to!change!in!response!to!both!management!actions!and!factors!that!are!not!
subject!to!managerial!control.!In!some!situations!this!is!easily!done.!However,!the!
ease!of!monitoring!and!predicting!use!declines!as!the!size!of!the!recreation!area!
increases,!the!complexity!of!traffic!flow!increases,!and!the!degree!to!which!traffic!
flow!is!tightly!

controlled by management decreases. Moreover, the importance of being able to monitor and 
predict visitor flow is particularly pronounced in places where biophysical conditions and 
experiential conditions are highly sensitive to intensity of use. 
!

Visitor flow data (pressure sensitive counter pads and survey data) collected and analyzed in this 
study will be used to develop a simulation to evaluate baseline visitor use conditions in Saguaro 
National Park. The simulation system will be used to address issues identified by the park in their 
scooping meetings such as points of overcrowding, bottlenecks in circulation, parking capacity at 
trailheads, conflicts between different user groups and associated environmental impacts, 
distribution of use, and new visitor activities or facilities.  Modeling management strategies will 
for a better understanding of related implications before committing scarce resources to expensive 
construction projects. Alternative scenarios will be developed and run in consultation with 
Saguaro National Park staff and the General Management Planning Team. The merits and 
drawbacks of each alternative can then be examined and compared to current conditions and new 
alternatives will be generated to fine tune the management proposal for public review. Running 
the simulation to test out varying alternatives will provide a way to view management outcomes, 
implement tradeoffs and provide justification for management actions.  
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!

Response Rate for Survey 
Approximately!1500!surveys!have!been!distributed!in!either!SNP!east!or!west.!As!of!
the!writing!of!this!interim!report!the!surveys!as!still!coming!in.!The!response!rate!
for!the!survey!as!listed!below.!As!of!4/12/04!a!total!of!821!surveys!have!been!
returned!that!is!already!above!the!targeted!number!to!make!this!a!statistically!valid,!
representative!sample.!We!anticipate!another!few!hundred!surveys!to!continue!to!
come!in!before!the!end!of!the!sampling!period.!!A!few!factors!may!influence!the!
quantity!of!surveys!and!the!final!results!of!this!study.!They!include!the!complexity!of!
the!survey!distribution,!particularly!those!who!entered!the!visitor!center!and!were!
not!given!a!survey!because!they!were!thought!not!to!be!trail!users!and!the!difficulty!
in!sampling!many!entry!areas!into!Saguaro!National!Park.!

!

Location 
Number-of-Returned-Surveys-

Saguaro!National!Park!East!! 548!

Saguaro!National!Park!West! 273!

Total!(4/12/04)! 821!

Neighborhood! 65!

!

Table 1: Survey Return Rates 
!

The!neighborhood!survey!is!still!in!progress.!The!initial!mailing!of!375!surveys!to!
each!east!and!west!neighbors!was!done!about!six!weeks!ago,!so!it!is!expected!that!
those!numbers!will!be!low!at!the!time!of!this!writing.!!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

!

!

!
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Results for Saguaro National Park East/West 
This!section!will!report!the!results!for!questions!asked!in!the!survey!in!order.!This!
section!is!divided!into!three!sections!the!relate!questions!to:!The!Trip,!About!the!
Experience!and!How!much!of!a!problem!visitors!think!certain!issues!are,!About!the!
Visitor!and!where!they!go!and!the!special!places!or!destinations!they!visit.!

 
About the Trip 

 SAGU East SAGU West 

Mode%of%Travel%
Percent Percent 

Bicycle  1 0 

Bus  0.25 0 

Car/Van  90.5 96.50 

Horse  3.75 1.32 

Other  1 2.63 

RV 1 0 

Walked  2.5 0 

!

Table 1a: Mode of transportation used to travel to Saguaro National Park 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

Recreation%Activity%
Percent Percent 

Backpacking  0.91 1.09 

Cycling  1.22 2.17 

Driving  13.72 14.13 

Foot  14.33 1.09 

Hiking  61.89 75.00 

Horseback riding  7.32 1.09 

Mountain Biking  0.61 1.09 
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Camping 0.00 1.09 

Running  12.20 2.16 

Other 0.00 1.09 

 
Table 2: Recreation Activities of engaged in while visiting SNP? 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

  Gender Percent Percent 

  Females 55.17 51.11 

  Males 44.83 48.88 

 
Table 3: The number of visitors by gender in your party 

.!

SAGU East SAGU West 

8% 5% 

!

Table!4:!The!number!of!stock!that!were!in!your!party!

!

!

 
 SAGU East SAGU West 

  Commercial Operation Percent Percent 

  Canyon Ranch Resort  1.37 0 

  None  96.58 0 

  Other  1.71 0 

  Tanque Verde Guest Ranch  0.34 0 

!
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Table 5: If you used an outfitter, guide or commercial operation on your trip who was it. 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

  Overnight Percent Percent 

  No  73.28 35.95 

  Yes  26.72 64.05 

 

Table 6: Did you stay overnight during the trip? 

 

 SAGU East SAGU West 

%%Accommodation%
Percent Percent 

  Bed and Breakfast  7.84 6 

  Hotel/motel/resort  36.27 56 

  No accommodation  0.98 0 

  Private campground  6.86 6 

  Private home  25.49 22 

  Public lands camping  10.78 8 

 Other  11.76 2 

 

Table 7: Type of Accommodation that was used 

!

About your Experiences 
 SAGU East SAGU West 

  Prime Destination Percent Percent 

  No  23.42 44.73 

  Yes  76.58 55.26 

!

Table!8:!Was!SNP!your!primary!destination?!
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!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

Number of Visits Percent Percent 

 None  0 16 

  1-5 times 21.93 37.33 

  6-15 times 11.23 18.67 

 16-30 times 12.79 5.33 

 31-60 times 14.62 9.33 

 61-100 times 10.97 4 

 100+ time 28.46 9.34 

Table!9:!Number of Previous Visits to the Park!

!

 
Summary of Open Ended Questions 

What did you enjoy most about your visit to Saguaro National Park 
today? 

• Natural!Beauty!!
• Escape!
• Hiking! !
• Peaceful!and!Quiet!
• Scenery!and!Views!
• Solitude!

 

What did you enjoy least about your visit to Saguaro National Park 
today? 

• Lack!of!camping!
• Rough!trails!
• People!disregarding!signs!
• Views!of!Urban!Setting!
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What makes Saguaro National Park special to you and your group? 
• Scenery!
• Solitude!
• Wildness!
• Trails!and!Access!!

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

  Park-Designated Entries Percent Percent 

  No  89.57 95.45 

  Yes  10.43 4.55 

 
Table!10:!Do!you!feel!there!is!a!need!for!more!park!designated!entry!points?!

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 Adequate Parking Percent Percent 

 No  12.75 9.58 

 Yes  81 90.4 

 Not applicable  6.25 2.73 

 

Table!11:!Did!you!find!adequate!parking?!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

 SAGU East 
Big 

Problem Don't Know 
Moderate 
Problem 

Not a 
Problem 

Small 
Problem 

 Issue Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Visitor Center 0.78 31.01 0.78 60.21 7.24 

Finding a parking space 3.54 4.80 8.59 62.88 20.20 

Difficulty finding your way around 
the park  0.51 2.03 3.29 85.82 8.35 

Impacts to scenic views 0.77 6.89 5.36 76.28 10.71 

Visitor created trails  6.19 24.74 15.46 3.09 50.52 

Damage to vegetation 3.06 15.31 8.93 44.90 27.81 

Damage to petroglyphs 2.07 58.66 3.36 30.75 5.17 

Too many people along trails 0.51 3.08 4.88 71.98 19.54 

Too many people along the loop 
drive 0.78 35.25 2.87 48.83 12.27 

Large groups along trails  0.76 6.08 6.08 71.39 15.70 

People making too much noise 0.77 4.08 5.10 73.98 16.07 

Lack of information about 
Saguaro NP 1.02 5.61 3.32 79.85 10.20 

Too costly entrance fee 1.29 12.08 2.57 76.35 7.71 

Facilities in poor condition 0.52 9.87 1.04 83.90 4.68 

!

Table 12: Issues in Saguaro National Park East 
!

 SAGU West 
Big 

problem Don’t Know 
Moderate 
problem 

Not a 
problem 

Small 
problem 

Issue Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Visitor Center 0.00 22.84 0.62 73.46 3.09 
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Finding a parking space 11.11 3.09 3.09 12.96 69.75 

Difficulty finding your way around 
the park 1.23 1.23 4.94 79.01 13.58 

Impacts to scenic views 4.40 12.58 6.92 60.38 15.72 

Visitor created trails 3.11 18.01 6.83 41.61 30.43 

Damage to vegetation 1.89 11.32 10.06 44.03 32.70 

Damage to petroglyphs 5.66 50.31 6.92 22.64 14.47 

Too many people along trails 1.86 1.86 4.35 70.81 21.12 

Too many people along the loop 
drive 0.63 19.50 5.03 57.86 16.98 

Large groups along trails 0.62 8.02 3.09 75.31 12.96 

People making too much noise 1.23 3.09 3.09 79.01 13.58 

Lack of information about 
Saguaro NP 0.63 5.03 3.77 80.50 10.06 

 Too costly entrance fee 0.00 5.06 1.90 91.14 1.90 

Facilities in poor condition 0.63 5.70 3.16 84.81 5.70 

!

Table 12a: Issues in Saguaro National Park West 
 

!

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 Management Strategy Percent Percent 

 Closing visitor created trails  10.92 35.71 

 Reducing visitor numbers in the park  1.02 3.17 

 Placing low level fencing along formal trails  2.39 16.67 

 Educating visitors on the impacts of off-trail travel  85.67 30.16 

 Don’t support any of these management 
strategies 0.34 0.79 

 Don’t know  8.87 13.49 
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!

Table 13: Management Strategies for Reducing Impacts created by Visitor-Created Trails 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 Management Strategy Percent Percent 

 Closing roads to all thru-traffic (non 

 park-related travel)  19.08 22.14 

 Seasonal or temporary closures of roads  7.42 1.53 

 Reducing speeds on roads with  

 design features (e.g. speed bumps)  12.72 6.11 

 Instituting a fee to use all park roads  28.27 48.85 

 Don’t support any of these management  

 strategies  14.13 3.05 

 Don’t know  18.37 18.32 

!

Table 14: Management Strategies for Reducing Impacts created by commuting traffic 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

%Services%and%Amenities%
Percent Percent 

 Picnic areas 79.00 80.00 

 Shade structures 66.00 42.00 

 Parking spaces 68.33 47.00 

 Developed area restrooms 72.33 55.00 

 Educational exhibits/signs 64.33 39.00 

 Campsites 53.67 29.00 

 Backcountry toilets 47.67 31.00 

 Availability of backcountry water 41.67 36.00 
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 Interpretive programs 48.00 65.00 

 Park staff available to answer my questions 82.00 58.00 

 Park literature etc.in multiple language 51.67 40.00 

 Scenic roads 95.00 62.00 

 Scenic road pull-outs 90.67 62.00 

 Access for disabled persons 50.00 32.00 

 Hiking trails 90.00 58.00 

 Mountain biking trails 41.67 0.00 

 Horseback riding trails 50.00 28.00 

 Directional trail signage  80.33 49.00 

 Directional road signage 85.67 0.00 

!

Table 15: Level of Services and Amenities - Leave as they are 

 

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 Level of Services and Amenities - Improve Percent Percent 

 Parking spaces 30.00 0.00 

 Developed area restrooms 21.35 16.00 

 Educational exhibits/signs 30.27 34.00 

 Backcountry toilets 18.38 0.00 

 Shade structures 0.00 16.00 

 Campsites 0.00 11.00 

 Backcountry toilets 0.00 20.00 

 Availability of backcountry water sources 0.00 16.00 

 Hiking trails 0.00 21.00 

 Directional trail signage 0.00 25.00 

 

Table 16: Level of Service and Amenities that need improvement 
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!

 
Didn't Encounter 

Any Didn't mind them Disliked them Enjoyed them 

%

SAGU 
East 

SAGU 
West 

SAGU 
East 

SAGU 
West 

SAGU 
East 

SAGU 
West 

SAGU 
East 

SAGU 
West 

Recreation 
Activity Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Hikers 5.13 19.12 53.85 40.00 0.77 0.98 40.26 39.90 

Mountain 
Bikers 80.81 51.58 11.08 11.12 5.14 2.30 2.97 35.10 

Horseback 
Riders 42.02 53.10 29.79 31.56 6.91 1.20 21.28 14.14 

Vehicle Drivers 60.94 45.10 30.47 23.20 5.54 2.40 3.05 29.30 

National Park 
Service 65.43 23.10 33.95 45.20 0.62 2.20 0.00 29.50 

 

Table 17: Encounters with Others SNP 

!

Open Ended Questions about Management of the Park 
• More!restrooms!
• Add!more!hiking!trails,!limit!horses!and!eliminate!bicycles!
• Better!law!enforcement!
• Restrict!off!trail!use!
• Better!maps!and!trail!signage!
• Nothing!NPS!is!doing!a!great!job!

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

%Entrance%Fee%
Percent Percent 

 Did not pay a fee 67.17 90 

 7-day entrance fee 6.77 0 

 Annual Pass 24.56 10 

 Don’t know 1.50 0 

!
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Table 18: Did you pay a fee when entering SNP?  

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 Willingness to Pay Percent Percent 

 no 50.19 35.95 

 yes 49.81 64.04 

!

Table 19: Willingness to Pay 
!

 

Neither 
agree or 
disagree Disagree 

Strongly 
agree 

Don’t 
know 

Charging Fees in National Parks in East and 
West Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Overall, charging fees to recreate in National Parks is a 
good idea 43.33 6.67 50.00 0.00 

The National Park Service needs to charge fees to 
maintain the quality of services provided to the public 71.43 10.71 14.29 3.57 

The money from fees goes directly into improving park 
services and personnel 30.30 12.12 12.12 45.45 

I understand the reasons behind entrance fees 48.48 3.03 6.06 42.42 

People should be able to recreate in National Parks even 
if they can’t afford to pay the fees 50.00 15.00 25.00 10.00 

I would get less satisfaction from recreation in National 
Parks if I had to pay a fee 44.12 41.18 14.71 0.00 

Charging fees in National Parks leads to over 
development 16.67 16.67 29.17 37.50 

Charging new fees will not have any effect on the way I 
visit this area 23.81 28.57 38.10 9.52 

I will have to plan further ahead when visiting this area if 
new fees are charged 27.27 36.36 36.36 0.00 

I will visit this area less often if new fees are charged 9.52 28.57 42.86 19.05 
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Having to pay entrance fees will reduce spontaneity of 
some of my visits to this area 48.28 10.34 37.93 3.45 

Entrance fees will limit the access of some people to this 
area 54.55 9.09 18.18 18.18 

I am willing to pay fees if new facilities and services are 
offered 41.67 16.67 38.89 2.78 

I will use this regardless of paying fees 38.89 5.56 38.89 16.67 

!

! Table 20: Charging Fees in SNP 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

  Public Transportation Percent Percent 

  Don’t know  13.81 17.14 

  No - unlikely  75.45 72.85 

  Yes - likely  10.74 10 

 
Table 21: If made available, would you use public transportation? 

!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 Country Percent Percent 

 Canada  2.44 2.1 

 England 0.20 0 

 Germany  0.41 2.1 

 USA  96.95 95.1 

!

Table 22: County the respondents live 
!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

 State/Province Percent Percent!
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 Alaska 0 3.70!

 Alberta  0.18 0.00!

 Arizona  66.73 46.91!

 British Columbia  0.54 1.85!

 California  1.99 3.09!

 Colorado  2.53 2.47!

 CT  0.18 1.23!

 Florida  0.54 0.62!

 Georgia  0.62!

 Idaho  0.54 0.00!

 Illinois  2.53 3.09!

 Indiana  0.72 4.32!

 Iowa  0.36 0.62!

 Kentucky  0.18 0.00!

 Maine  0.90 0.62!

 Massachusetts  0.72 0.00!

 Michigan  1.99 4.94!

 Minnesota  1.45 1.85!

 Missouri  1.81 2.47!

 Montana  0.90 1.85!

 New Brunswick  0.18 1.85!

 New Hampshire  0.36 0.00!

 New Jersey  0.18 2.47!

 New Mexico  0.54 0.00!
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 New York  0.90 1.85!

 New Jersey  0.18 2.47!

 New York  1.45 1.85!

 Ohio  1.08 2.47!

 Oklahoma  0.36 0.00!

 Ontario  0.90 0.00!

 Oregon  0.90 2.47!

 Pennsylvania  1.45 0.62!

 Quebec  0.18 0.00!

 South Dakota  0.18 0.62!

 Texas  0.54 0.00!

 Utah  0.54 0.00!

 Vermont  0.90 0.62!

 Virginia  0.72 0.00!

 Washington  1.45 1.23!

 Wisconsin  1.81 1.23!

 Wyoming  0.18 0!

 

Table 23: State of Residence 
 

  Male or Female Visitor Percent 

  Female 47.22 

  Male 52.78 

 

Table 24: Male or Female Visitors!

!
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 SAGU East SAGU West 

%Are%you%Hispanic%or%Latino?%%
Percent Percent 

 No  98.37 99.38 

 Yes  1.63 0.62 

 

Table 25: Are you Hispanic of Latino 
!

 SAGU East SAGU West 

%Race%
Percent Percent 

 American Indian or Alaska  0.93 0.63 

 White  99.07 98.1 

 

Table 26: What is your race!

!

 SAGU East SAGU West  

 Level of Education (years) Percent Percent 

1 0.25 0.00 

6 0.25 0.00 

7 0.74 0.00 

12 6.14 4.29 

13 4.91 2.45 

14 11.06 9.20 

15 6.14 3.07 

16 33.42 20.25 

17 12.78 12.88 

18 24.32 16.56 

19 0.00 8.59 
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20 0.00 22.70 

! 

Table 27: Level of Education 

!

!

!
1.!Least!
Important!

2.!Not!so!
important!

3.!Somewhat!
important!

4.!
Important!

5.!Most!
important!

Important-Value- Percent! Percent! Percent! Percent! Percent!

Adventure! 13.09! 9.45! 26.91! 25.45! 25.09!

Culture! 47.85! 23.93! 16.56! 4.29! 7.36!

Culture!and!
history! 42.08! 15.85! 22.40! 10.93! 8.74!

Exercise! 3.65! 2.68! 7.30! 19.46! 66.91!

Facilities! 45.41! 13.04! 19.32! 11.11! 11.11!

Friends! 14.58! 5.56! 11.11! 19.44! 49.31!

Get!away! 7.12! 8.41! 21.04! 26.21! 37.22!

!Nature! 9.81! 12.45! 23.77! 24.53! 29.43!

Quiet!Place! 0.92! 3.46! 10.62! 28.41! 56.58!

Scenery! 0.91! 0.68! 4.77! 19.32! 74.32!

Seek!shade! 35.11! 19.11! 23.11! 11.56! 11.11!

Similar!values! 22.86! 6.12! 19.59! 21.22! 30.20!

Wilderness! 4.29! 2.57! 12.86! 23.71! 56.57!

!

Table 27a: Factors contributing to Special Place Assessment for SNP East and West 

!
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!
Slightly!
Attain! ! ! !

Greatly!
Attain!

Importance 
Value Percent! Percent! Percent! Percent! Percent!

Adventure! 5.56! 6.94! 18.06! 25.00! 44.44!

Culture! 30.77! 10.26! 17.95! 10.26! 30.77!

Culture!and!
history! 16.00! 18.00! 20.00! 18.00! 28.00!

Exercise! 1.98! 0.99! 6.93! 15.84! 74.26!

Facilities! 41.46! 12.20! 7.32! 9.76! 29.27!

Friends! 5.63! 1.41! 8.45! 15.49! 69.01!

Get!away! 4.05! 10.81! 22.97! 21.62! 40.54!

Nature! 3.28! 6.56! 27.87! 18.03! 44.26!

Quiet!place! 1.72! 2.59! 13.79! 27.59! 54.31!

Scenery! 1.68! 1.68! 2.52! 16.81! 77.31!

Seek!shade! 18.60! 4.65! 11.63! 13.95! 51.16!

Similar!values! 12.70! 4.76! 11.11! 17.46! 53.97!

Wilderness! 5.00! 3.75! 12.50! 20.00! 58.75!

 

Table 27b: Factors contributing to Special Place Assessment for SNP East!

!

Saguaro National Park East – Neighborhood Study 
At!the!publication!of!this!interim!report!there!were!only!three!neighborhood!
surveys!back!from!Saguaro!West!so!this!analysis!is!based!on!only!the!a!small!sample!
of!SNP!east!neighbors.!

!
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Mode of Travel Percent 

Bicycle 8.33 

Car/Van 36.11 

Horse 22.22 

Other 2.78 

Walked 30.56 

!

Table 28: Mode of Transportation used to travel to SNP 
!

Recreation Activity Percent 

Backpacking 2.78 

Cycling 5.56 

Driving 13.89 

Foot 50.00 

Horseback riding 22.22 

Mountain Biking 5.56 

 

Table 29: Recreation activities engaged in while visiting SNP 
!

Gender Percent 

Males 48.39 

Females 51.61 

!

Table 30: How many people by gender in your personal group today 
 

• No Stock Responses 
• No Outfitters Responses 
• No overnight stay responses, as it is not applicable for Park neighbors!

!
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Primary Destination Percent 

No 3.03 

Yes 96.97 

Table 31: What SNP your primary destination 
!

Number of Visits Percent 

1-5 5.56 

6-15 5.56 

16-30 5.56 

31-60 19.44 

61-100 16.67 

100+ 47.22 

Table 31: Number of visits by park neighbors 
!

Like most about your Visit to SNP-

beautiful weather and scenery!

beauty!

beauty of the area!

beauty, see saguaros!

Being outside, the scenery!

being able to go on horseback!

Nature, views, setting!

openness lack of the city!

openness, mountains, views, cactus, animals!

Peace and quiet serenity!

peacefulness!
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Like most about your Visit to SNP-

Quiet - natural setting!

Quiet nature observation!

remoteness!

riding horse!

scenery!

scenery and cactus!

Scenery and water station!

scenery, quiet peacefulness!

scenic views and wildlife!

solitude, views, water in streams, birds and animals!

The cactus forest trail seeing 4 deer!

The ease of access, the trail system, the ability to experience a natural experience!

The experience of solitude and natural beauty and wildlife!

The geocache on this trip!

The land/animals!

The open space and no commercial ventures in or near the park!

The scenery, quietness and views of the mountains!

the trails!

The walk!

the weather!

unspoiled nature!

views, quiet, full moon, we walk the monument (to picnic area) during full moon!

We were showing off fhe desert to a visitor!
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Like most about your Visit to SNP-

wilderness experience!

wildlife vegatation scenes quite time!

!

Table 32: Open-ended response to what the visitors liked most about their visit 

 

 

 

 

!

What did you like least about your visit to SNP-

Automobile exhaust!

big hill!

Can’t identify anything in particular!

current fee versus yesteryear free entrance!

having to leave!

horse shit!

horses are doing quite a job on the trails!

horses on same trails as foot hikers!

hot in summer!

I have no complaints. Its beautiful with great facilities. I do wish that dogs were allowed!

I cannot take my DOGS!

knee deep in horse trails!

lack of wildflowers due to draught!

limited paths for Mt. Bikes!
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What did you like least about your visit to SNP-

more people than last time we were here.!

n/a!

na!

No biking on trails!

none!

nothing!

paying to get in!

people shooting guns in the Nat'l Forest.!

sunburn!

the entrance!

the steps on the trails, even on level areas!!

the trash on the trail!

the type of trail construction, stone steps and lack of trail maintenance.!

the visitor center closed too early!

there aren't many trail accessible form the trailhead I live closest to.!

Table 33: Open-ended response to what the visitors liked least about their visit 

!

More Entry Points Percent 

No 82.3 

Yes 4.41 

Not applicable 13.3 

 
Table 34a: More Entry Points into the Park 

!

Find Adequate parking Percent 
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No 5.56 

Yes 44.44 

Not applicable 50.00 

-

Table 34b: Did you find adequate parking 
!

Issue Big problem 
don't 
know moderate 

not a 
problem small 

 Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Visitor Center 0.00 34.29 2.86 57.14 5.71 

Finding a parking space 2.78 8.33 5.56 75.00 8.33 

Difficulty finding your way around the 
park 0.00 0.00 0.00 91.43 8.57 

Impacts to scenic views 0.00 8.57 2.86 71.43 17.14 

Visitor created trails 8.57 11.43 5.71 57.14 17.14 

Damage to vegetation 2.94 11.76 5.88 41.18 38.24 

Damage to petroglyphs 5.88 41.18 8.82 38.24 5.88 

Too many people along trails 2.86 0.00 8.57 80.00 8.57 

Too many people along the loop drive 0.00 0.00 8.82 76.47 14.71 

 Large groups along trails 0.00 0.00 8.82 76.47 14.71 

People making too much noise 5.71 0.00 8.57 68.57 17.14 

Lack of information about Saguaro 
NP 0.00 0.00 12.12 75.76 12.12 

Too costly entrance fee 11.76 14.71 2.94 58.82 11.76 

Facilities in poor condition 3.03 6.06 3.03 72.73 15.15 

!

Table 35: How much of a problem are the following issues 
!

Management Strategy Percent 
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Closing visitor created trails 9.09 

Don’t know 3.03 

Don’t support any of these management strategies 6.06 

Educating visitors on the impacts of off-trail travel 78.79 

Reducing visitor numbers in the park 3.03 

 
Table 36: Management strategies for reducing impacts created by visitor created trails 
!

Management Strategy Percent 

Closing roads to all thru-traffic (non park-related travel) 8.82 

Don’t know 5.88 

Don’t support any of these management strategies 26.47 

Instituting a fee to use all park roads 29.41 

Reducing speeds on roads with design features (e.g. speed bumps) 29.41 

!

Table: 37:  Management Strategy for Reducing Impacts created by commuting 
traffic 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

!

 Add more Don’t know Leave as is Reduce amount 

Service and Amenity Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Picnic areas 19.35 12.90 61.29 6.45 
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Shade structures 34.38 12.50 53.13 0.00 

Parking spaces 21.88 9.38 65.63 3.13 

Developed area restrooms 27.27 6.06 63.64 3.03 

Educational exhibits/signs 41.94 3.23 51.61 3.23 

Campsites 15.63 21.88 59.38 3.13 

Backcountry toilets 16.13 16.13 58.06 9.68 

Availability of backcountry water sources 37.50 21.88 34.38 6.25 

Interpretive programs 20.00 33.33 46.67 0.00 

Park staff available to answer my questions 15.63 25.00 59.38 0.00 

Availability of park literature/exhibits in 
multiple languages 9.68 35.48 54.84 0.00 

Scenic roads 0.00 12.50 87.50 0.00 

Scenic road pull-outs 0.00 12.50 12.50 75.00 

Access for disabled persons 0.00 41.94 58.06 0.00 

Hiking trails 28.13 6.25 65.63 0.00 

Mountain biking trails 32.26 9.68 38.71 19.35 

Horseback riding trails 35.48 9.68 32.26 22.58 

Directional trail signage 40.63 3.13 56.25 0.00 

Directional road signage 13.33 10.00 76.67 0.00 

!

Table 38: Level of Services and Amenities 
 
!

 
Didn’t Encounter 

Any Didn’t Mind Them Disliked Them Enjoyed Them 

Encounters Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Hikers 14.71 52.94 32.35 0.00 

Mountain Bikers 48.39 29.03 9.68 12.90 
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Horseback Riders 31.25 25.00 6.25 37.50 

Vehicle Drivers 54.55 30.30 9.09 6.06 

National Park Service 
Personnel 50.00 21.88 0.00 28.13 

The number of parties 
picnicking within sight and 
sound of your picnic site 64.00 36.00 0.00 0.00 

!

Table 39: Encounters with others 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!

What would you ask the National Park to Change?-

add a few more trails on south side of park!

Allow biking on trails!

Allow dogs!

Allow my dog on trails!!

Any expanded facilities and parking should only be done at the main visitor center *not* at the 
end of broad way or speedway, or other park trailheads.!

better trail maintenance!

charge smaller fees for people that walk, larger fees to vehicles!

Expand mountain bike use to horse trails!

Improve trails!

Keep bikes on trails separate from horses not cactus fores trail!

Keep the trails rough - dont want my experience to be like walking at Udall park.!

Maintain the trails better and open more trails!

More signs in park, when passing oncoming horse need to get off trail to pass other horse - need 
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What would you ask the National Park to Change?-

off trail area so horse can pass!

protect air quality and water resources!

reduce horse trails!

reduce noise, particularly in early mornings!

reopen dirt trail to bikes!

spruce up east park facilities vs spending all money on west!

Try to educate more people on "how" to truly enjoy nature!

!

Table 40: Open-Ended Responses to what the visitor would ask the National Park to change 
 

 Did you pay an Entrance Fee to Enter SNP Percent 

Did not pay a fee 57.14 

Pass (Golden Eagle Pass, Golden Age Pass, Golden 
Access Pass, Annual Saguaro National Park Pass, 
National Park Pass 40.00 

Don’t know 2.86 

!

Table 41: Did you pay a fee when entering SNP 
!

  Willingness to pay a Fee on Future Visits Percent 

  No 60.00 

  Yes 40.00 

!

Table 42: Willingness to pay a fee on future visits 
!

!

!

!
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!

!

!

 
Strongly 

agree Agree 

Neither 
agree or 
disagree Disagree 

Strongly 
disagree 

Don’t 
know 

Charging Fees in National 
Parks Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Overall, charging fees to recreate in 
National Parks is a good idea 18.18 15.15 39.39 6.06 21.21 0.00 

The National Park Service needs to 
charge fees to maintain the quality of 
services provided to the public 21.21 18.18 36.36 9.09 12.12 3.03 

The money from fees goes directly into 
improving park services and personnel 36.36 9.09 6.06 12.12 12.12 24.24 

I understand the reasons behind 
entrance fees 33.33 15.15 27.27 3.03 6.06 15.15 

People should be able to recreate in 
National Parks even if they can’t afford 
to pay the fees 31.25 15.63 21.88 12.50 12.50 6.25 

I would get less satisfaction from 
recreation in National Parks if I had to 
pay a fee 24.24 9.09 27.27 24.24 15.15 0.00 

Charging fees in National Parks leads to 
over development 21.21 6.06 12.12 12.12 21.21 27.27 

Charging new fees will not have any 
effect on the way I visit this area 27.27 9.09 15.15 18.18 24.24 6.06 

I will have to plan further ahead when 
visiting this area if new fees are charged 21.21 12.12 18.18 24.24 24.24 0.00 

I will visit this area less often if new fees 
are charged 21.21 15.15 6.06 18.18 27.27 12.12 

Having to pay entrance fees will reduce 
spontaneity of some of my visits to this 
area 37.50 15.63 18.75 9.38 15.63 3.13 
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Entrance fees will limit the access of 
some people to this area 40.63 25.00 18.75 3.13 6.25 6.25 

I am willing to pay fees if new facilities 
and services are offered 15.15 3.03 30.30 18.18 30.30 3.03 

I will use this regardless of paying fees 28.13 15.63 21.88 3.13 21.88 9.38 

 

Table 43: Responses to Charging Fees in SNP 
!

   Public Transportation  Percent 

  No - unlikely 91.18 

  Yes - likely 8.82 

 

Table 43: Would you use public transportation if made available 
!

  Male or Female Visitor Percent 

  Female 47.22 

  Male 52.78 

 
Table 44: Male or Female Visitor 

!

  What year 
were you born? Percent 

 1931 4 

 1932 4 

 1935 4 

 1938 4 

 1942 8 

 1944 12 

 1945 8 

 1948 8 
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 1949 8 

 1950 4 

 1951 4 

 1952 4 

 1953 4 

 1958 8 

 1962 4 

 1963 4 

 1964 4 

 1971 4 

 
Table 45: What year were you born 

!

  Hispanic or Latino Percent 

  No 100 

 
Table 46: Are you Hispanic or Latino 

!

  What is your race? Percent 

 White 100 

 
Table 47: What is your race? 

!

Number of Years 
of Education Percent 

  12 2.10 

  13 6.83 

  14 7.36 

  16 30.82 

  17 8.93 
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  18 12.61 

  19 3.33 

  20 28.02 

 
Table 48: Number of Years of Education 

!

 
!

Summary of the Results for Saguaro National Park 
This!section!of!the!report!provides!a!brief!summary!and!interpretation!the!results!
presented!above.!Tables!1a!through!table!48!provides!a!summary!of!the!statistical!
results!for!Saguaro!National!Park!East!and!West.!Table!29!through!48!is!an!
examination!of!data!collected!from!the!park!neighbors.!Because!at!the!time!of!this!
sampling!only!a!few!surveys!had!been!returned!for!Saguaro!West,!the!results!were!
compiled!only!for!the!east!side.!All!results!will!be!presented!in!the!final!report.!

!

Summary of the Results for Saguaro National Park East 
This!section!of!the!report!will!address!each!of!the!questions!asked!in!the!survey!in!
order.!This!section!is!divided!into!three!sections!the!relate!questions!to:!The!Trip,!
About!the!Experience!and!How!much!of!a!problem!visitors!think!certain!issues!are,!
About!the!Visitor!and!where!they!go!and!the!special!places!or!destinations!they!visit.!

 
About the Trip 

• Over!95%!of!the!visitors!sampled!come!arrive!to!the!park!in!cars.!There!is!
only!a!small!portion!arrive!via!bicycle,!bus!or!reported!on!horseback.!

• Over 61% of the visitors reported either hiking as their activity of 
choice. Other popular activities were running or on foot (27%), 
driving (13%) and horseback riding (7%).  

• An!assessment!of!the!data!on!numbers!of!visitors!in!a!party,!divided!by!
gender!reveals!that!over!85%!of!those!entering!the!park!do!so!in!1U2!
visitors!per!party.!While!female!portions!of!these!groups!are!slightly!
higher!they!are!not!significantly!so.!

• Only!8%!of!the!respondents!reported!having!stock!with!them!on!their!trip!
• Over!97%!of!the!visitors!entering!SNP!do!not!use!outfitter,!guides!or!

commercial!services.!Of!those!that!reported!they!did,!small!number!do!so!
using!canyon!ranch!and!had!stayed!at!Tanque!Verde!Guest!Ranch.!
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• Over!73%!of!the!visitors!did!not!stay!overnight!during!this!trip!!
• Of!those!visitors!that!did!stay!overnight,!36%!reported!staying!either!in!

hotel/motel!accommodations!in!private!homes.!Some!reported!camping!
on!public!lands!but!did!not!report!which!public!land!those!were.!

!

About your Experiences 
• Over!76%!of!the!visitors!reported!that!SNP!East!was!their!primary!

destination.!Some!comments!from!those!who!did!not!suggested!that!they!
discovered!SNP!which!visiting!Tucson!or!were!taken!there!by!friends.!

• Over!15%!of!the!visitors!reported!that!this!was!either!their!first!time!or!
had!been!there!a!few!times!prior!to!the!survey!but!most!of!the!
respondents!have!been!to!SNP!many!times,!including!about!28%!that!have!
been!there!more!than!100!times.!It!is!pretty!clear!that!this!is!a!park!that!is!
used!extensively!by!locals.!

!

• What did you enjoy most about your visit to Saguaro National 
Park today? 
o Natural Beauty and Uniqueness 
o Being minutes away from Tucson and being so remote 
o Good!hiking!and!trails!
o Escape!!
o Peaceful!and!Quiet!
o Scenery!and!Views!
o Solitude!

!

• What did you enjoy least about your visit to Saguaro National Park 
today? 
o Restricted!Access!to!Madrona!
o Crowded!Parking!
o Horses!and!in!particular!manure!on!trails!*!
o Not!enough!offUroad!parking!
o Views!of!Urban!Setting!
o Litter!along!trails!
o Lack!of!facilities!(ie.!toilets,!water!fountains!etc.)!

!

• What makes Saguaro National Park special to you and your 
group? 
o Scenery!
o Solitude!
o Wildness!
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o Trails!!
o Access!
!

Access to SNP 
• 90%!of!the!visitors!responded!that!there!was!no!need!to!more!parkU

designated!entry!points!
• 81%!of!the!respondents!found!adequate!parking!with!13%!suggesting!that!

parking!was!inadequate!at!the!park.!
!

Problems%in%SNP%
• Over!60%!that!too!many!people!at!the!Visitor!Center!is!Not!a!problem!
• Over!62%!Finding!a!parking!space!Not!a!problem!with!20%!suggesting!

that!it!as!a!small!problem!
• 86%!reported!no!difficulty!in!finding!their!way!your!way!around!the!park!
• Over!76%!of!respondents!feel!that!impacts!to!scenic!views!not!a!problem!! !
• Over!50%!of!visitors!felt!that!social!trails!or!visitor!created!trails!are!only!

a!small!problem,!6%!a!big!problem!while!25%!really!did!not!know!
• 44%!of!perceived!damage!to!vegetation!as!not!a!problem!! !
• Over!58%!of!those!who!responded!don’t!know!whether!damage!to!

petroglyphs!is!an!important!management!issue!
• Over!71%!of!the!visitors!do!not!think!that!there!are!too!many!people!along!!
• Crowding!along!the!loop!drive!is!not!a!problem!for!49%!of!the!visitors,!

while!35%!don’t!really!know!!
• Tolerance!level!is!high!for!large!groups!traveling!along!trails!according!to!

71%!of!the!respondents!
• Over!73%!of!the!respondents!to!do!perceive!people!making!too!much!

noise!as!a!problem!! !
• 80%!do!not!perceive!the!lack!of!information!about!Saguaro!NP!as!a!

problem!
• 76%!of!the!respondents!do!not!feel!that!the!entrance!fee!to!the!park!is!a!

problem!
• Over!84%!of!the!visitors!to!SNP!feel!that!the!facilities!are!not!in!poor!

condition!
!

Management Issues 
• Over!85%!of!those!who!responded!to!the!survey!would!support!more!

effective!education!of!visitor!on!the!impacts!of!offUtrail!travel.!!
Approximately10%!suggested!that!they!would!support!closing!visitor!
created!trails.!!
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• 29%!of!the!respondents!support!instituting!a!fee!to!use!all!park!roads!in!
the!park,!while!19%!support!road!closures.!Temporary!or!seasonal!
closures!(7%)!are!also!significant!as!is!the!number!of!respondents!who!do!
not!support!any!of!these!management!strategies!was!14%!and!over!18%!
just!did!not!know.!

!

Services and Amenities 
• Visitors!agree!that!most!of!the!services!and!amenities!in!SNP!East!should!

be!left!as!they!are.!But!four!major!services!or!amenities!have!been!
identified!as!need!improvement.!They!are!as!follows:!
o More!Parking!Spaces!
o More!Educational/Interpretive!signage!
o Developed!Rest!Room!Facilities!
o More!Backcountry!Toilets!
!

Encounters 
• Over!94%!of!respondents!reported!either!not!minding!or!enjoyed!their!

encounters!with!Hikers!
• Over!80%!of!respondents!did!not!encounter!any!Mountain!Bikers!while!

only!16%!would!not!have!a!problem!with!them,!either!if!they!did!
encounter!them!

• Over!42%!of!did!not!encounter!any!horseback!riders!and!if!they!did!over!
51%!reported!either!not!minding!or!enjoyed!their!meeting!them!

• Only!16%!reported!disliking!that!encounter!
• Over!60%!of!those!who!encountered!vehicle!drivers!did!not!mind!them!

and!or!those!that!did!35%!either!did!not!mind!them!or!were!not!impacted!
by!their!presence!

• 65%!of!the!respondents!did!not!actually!see!any!NPS!personnel!but!34%!
agreed!that!if!they!did!they!were!not!bothered!by!them!and!didn’t!mind!
encountering!them!in!the!park!

• No!respondents!reported!any!dislike!for!their!encounters!with!NPS!staff!
• Over!90%!of!those!encountering!other!parties!picnicking!within!sight!of!

sound!had!no!problem!
!

What should the National Park change  
• More!restrooms,!particularly!at!Douglas!Springs!trail!head!
• Add!more!hiking!trails,!limit!horses!and!eliminate!bicycles!
• Add!parking!spaces,!developed!area!restrooms,!park!literature/exhibits!in!

multiple!languages!at!Douglas!Springs!Trail!head.!
• Better!access!to!Mica!Mountain!and!Rincon!Peak!from!Rincon!Valley!
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• Better!maps!and!trail!signage!
• Nothing!NPS!is!doing!a!great!job!
• Access!to!Madrona!
• Shade!structures!over!Picnic!Tables!

!

Entrance fees  
• 67%!of!the!visitors!to!SNP!East!reported!paying!no!fee.!Only!about!25%!

have!an!annual!pass!and!an!additional!7%!paid!the!7Uday!fee.!
• 50%!of!the!visitors!responded!that!they!are!not!willing!to!pay!and!

adversely!50%!said!they!would!be!willing!
• 50%!of!the!visitors!agree!that!charging!fees!is!a!good!idea!
• 71%!do!not!know!whether!NPS!needs!to!charge!fees!
• 70%!has!no!idea!whether!the!money!goes!to!improving!park!services!or!

facilities!
• 90%!of!visitors!do!not!know!where!fees!go!or!the!reasons!behind!

collecting!them!
• 25%!of!the!respondents!agree!that!people!should!be!able!to!recreate!even!

if!they!cannot!afford!the!fees!while!50%!neither!agree!or!disagree!
• 36%!of!the!visitors!agree!that!they!will!have!to!plan!further!in!advance!to!

use!the!park!while!36%!say!that!fees!will!have!no!effect!on!more!advanced!
trip!planning!

• 43%!reported!that!they!will!visit!less!often!if!fees!are!charged!!
• Only!18%!reported!that!entry!fees!will!limit!access!to!some!visitors!but!

over!62%!either!did!not!know!or!neither!agreed!or!disagreed.!
• Only!39%!indicated!they!will!use!the!park!regardless!of!paying!fees!
!

Public Transportation 
• Over!75%!of!the!visitors!reported!that!they!would!not!use!public!

transportation!while!only!10%!indicated!they!would!
!

About You 
• 96% of the visitors are from the USA 
• 66%!of!the!visitors!coming!to!SNP!East!or!from!Arizona!
• 99%!reporting!being!white!with!only!1.6%!Latino!
• Over!50%!of!the!visitors!have!over!16!years!of!education!
!

!

!
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!

!

!

Results for Saguaro National Park West 
This!section!of!the!report!will!address!each!of!the!questions!asked!in!the!survey!in!
order.!This!section!is!divided!into!three!sections!the!relate!questions!to:!The!Trip,!
About!the!Experience!and!How!much!of!a!problem!visitors!think!certain!issues!are,!
About!the!Visitor!and!where!they!go!and!the!special!places!or!destinations!they!visit.!

!

About the Trip 
• Over!96%!of!the!visitors!sampled!come!arrive!to!the!park!in!cars.!A!very!

small!proportion!of!visitors!arrive!via!horse!or!RV.!
• Over!75%!of!those!visiting!SNP!West!come!to!hike.!About!14%!of!those!

visitor!travel!through!SNP!West!in!a!vehicle!and!drive!as!a!recreational!
activity.!

• An!assessment!of!the!data!on!numbers!of!visitors!in!a!party,!divided!by!
gender!reveals!that!over!65%!of!those!entering!the!park!do!so!in!1U2!
visitors!per!party.!While!female!portions!of!these!groups!are!slightly!
higher!they!are!not!significantly!so.!This!is!similar!to!the!findings!in!SNP!
East.!

• Only!5%!of!the!respondents!reported!having!stock!with!them!on!their!trip!
• No!one!reported!using!an!outfitter,!guide!or!commercial!operation!while!

visiting!SNP!West!
• 64%!of!the!visitors!responded!yes!to!staying!overnight!while!visiting!the!

park!
• 62%!stayed!hotels!or!bed!and!breakfast!locally!and!8%!stayed!in!local!

campgrounds.!

 
About your Experiences 

• 55%!of!the!visitors!reported!that!SNP!was!their!primary!destination.!Some!
comments!from!those!who!did!not!suggested!that!they!discovered!SNP!
which!visiting!the!Desert!Museum!or!Old!Tucson!Studios!and!had!not!idea!
that!it!was!there.!

• Over!37%!of!the!visitors!reported!that!this!was!either!their!first!time!or!
had!been!there!a!few!times!prior!to!the!survey!but!most!of!the!
respondents!have!been!to!SNP!several!times,!including!9%!that!have!been!
there!more!than!100!times.!It!is!pretty!clear!that!SNP!West!is!not!as!
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heavily!used!by!what!would!appear!to!be!a!local!public!are!at!least!as!
extensively!as!the!east!side.!

!

What did you enjoy most about your visit to Saguaro National Park today? 
• Natural!Beauty!!
• Escape!
• Hiking! !
• Peaceful!and!Quiet!
• Scenery!and!Views!
• Solitude!

!

What did you enjoy least about your visit to Saguaro National Park today? 
• Lack!of!camping!
• Rough!trails!
• People!disregarding!signs!
• Views!of!Urban!Setting!

!

What makes Saguaro National Park special to you and your group? 
• Scenery!
• Solitude!
• Wildness!
• Trails!and!Access!!
!

Access to SNP West 
• 95%!of!the!visitors!responded!that!there!was!no!need!to!more!parkU

designated!entry!points!
• About!90%!of!the!visitors!responded!that!they!did!find!adequate!parking!

with!over!9%!that!indicated!the!problem!was!an!issue.!
!

Problems%in%SNP%West%
• 73%!that!too!many!people!at!the!Visitor!Center!is!Not!a!problem!
• 70%!reported!finding!a!parking!space!was!a!small!problem!
• 80%!reported!no!difficulty!in!finding!their!way!your!way!around!the!park!

while!13%!suggested!it!was!a!small!problem!
• Over!60%!of!respondents!feel!that!impacts!to!scenic!views!not!a!problem!

but!15%!did!indicate!it!was!small!problem.! !
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• Over!41%!of!visitors!indicated!that!social!trails!or!visitor!created!trails!are!
not!a!problem,!while!36%!suggested!that!is!was!a!small!to!moderate!
problem.!!

• 44%!of!perceived!damage!to!vegetation!as!not!a!problem!while!32%!
thought!it!was!a!small!problem.! !

• Over!50%!of!those!who!responded!don’t!know!whether!damage!to!
petroglyphs!is!an!important!management!issue!

• 70%!of!the!visitors!do!not!think!that!there!are!too!many!people!along!the!
trails!while!20%!indicated!is!was!small!problem.!

• Crowding!along!the!loop!drive!is!not!a!problem!for!58%!
• Tolerance!level!is!high!for!large!groups!traveling!along!trails!according!to!

75%!of!the!respondents!is!not!a!problem!
• Over!79%!of!the!respondents!to!do!perceive!people!making!too!much!

noise!as!a!problem!! !
• 80%!do!not!perceive!the!lack!of!information!about!Saguaro!NP!as!a!

problem!
• 91%!of!the!respondents!do!not!feel!that!the!entrance!fee!to!the!park!is!a!

problem!
• Over!84%!of!the!visitors!to!SNP!feel!that!the!facilities!are!not!in!poor!

condition!and!do!not!perceive!this!as!a!problem!
!

Management-Issues!

• 36%!of!those!who!responded!to!the!survey!would!support!closing!visitor!
created!trails!to!more!reduce!the!impact!in!the!park.!More!effective!
education!of!visitors!accounted!for!about!30%!of!the!perceived!desires!of!
the!public!while!17%!support!the!use!of!low!level!fencing!to!keep!visitor!
from!wondering!off!trail.!

• Over!49%!of!the!respondents!support!instituting!a!fee!to!use!all!park!
roads!while!about!22%!support!road!closures!to!all!thru!traffic.!!

!

Services and amenities 
• Generally,!visitors!to!Saguaro!National!Park!West!find!a!number!of!

services!and!amenities!up!to!standards.!!
• However,!over!30%!of!those!visitor!also!thought!that!certain!services!and!

amenities!should!be!improved.!They!are!as!follows:!
o More!Shade!Structures!
o Developed!Area!Restrooms!
o Educational!signage!
o Campsites!
o Backcountry!toilets!and!water!
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o Some!hiking!trails!and!directional!signage!
!

• About!20%!also!suggested!reducing!a!few!services!and!amenities.!They!
are!as!follows:!
o Horseback!riding!trails!
o Mountain!biking!trails!
!

Encounters 
• Over!80%!of!respondents!reported!either!not!minding!or!enjoyed!their!

encounters!with!Hikers!
• Over!51%!of!respondents!did!not!encounter!any!Mountain!Bikers!while!

only!40%!would!not!have!a!problem!with!them,!even!if!they!did!encounter!
them!

• Over!53%!of!did!not!encounter!any!horseback!riders!and!if!they!did!over!
45%!reported!either!not!minding!or!enjoyed!their!meeting!them!

• Over!52%!of!those!who!encountered!vehicle!drivers!did!not!mind!them!
while!over!45%!never!saw!a!vehicle!throughout!the!duration!of!their!visit.!

• 23% of the respondents did not actually see any NPS personnel but 74% 
agreed that if they did they were not bothered by them and didn’t mind 
encountering them in the park 

-

What should the National Park change  
• More!restrooms!
• Add!more!hiking!trails,!limit!horses!and!eliminate!bicycles!
• Better!law!enforcement!
• Restrict!off!trail!use!
• Better!maps!and!trail!signage!
• Nothing!NPS!is!doing!a!great!job!

Entrance fees 
• 90%!of!the!visitors!to!SNP!East!reported!paying!no!fee.!Only!10%!have!an!

annual!pass.!
• 64%!of!the!visitors!responded!that!they!are!not!willing!to!pay!and!

adversely!!
• 50%!of!the!visitors!agree!that!charging!fees!is!a!good!idea!
• 71%!do!not!know!whether!NPS!needs!to!charge!fees!
• 70%!has!no!idea!whether!the!money!goes!to!improving!park!services!or!

facilities!
• 90%!of!visitors!do!not!know!where!fees!go!or!the!reasons!behind!

collecting!them!
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• 25%!of!the!respondents!agree!that!people!should!be!able!to!recreate!even!
if!they!cannot!afford!the!fees!while!50%!neither!agree!or!disagree!

• 36%!of!the!visitors!agree!that!they!will!have!to!plan!further!in!advance!to!
use!the!park!while!36%!say!that!fees!will!have!no!effect!on!more!advanced!
trip!planning!

• 43%!reported!that!they!will!visit!less!often!if!fees!are!charged!!
• Only!18%!reported!that!entry!fees!will!limit!access!to!some!visitors!but!

over!62%!either!did!not!know!or!neither!agreed!or!disagreed.!
• Only!39%!indicated!they!will!use!the!park!regardless!of!paying!fees!
!

Public transportation  
• Over 73% of the visitors responded no, they would not use public 

transportation and 10% thought it was likely they would if provided 

 
About You 

• 95% of the visitors are from the USA 
• 46%!of!the!visitors!coming!to!SNP!west!were!from!Arizona.!All!others!

were!spread!out!over!a!variety!of!other!states.!!
• 98%!reporting!being!white!with!less!than!1%!either!American!Indian!only!

Latino!
• Over!76%!of!the!visitors!have!over!16!years!of!education!
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Saguaro East Neighborhood Results 
Tables!29!through!48!examine!the!data!collected!from!the!park!neighbors.!Because!
at!the!time!of!this!sampling!only!a!few!surveys!had!been!returned!for!Saguaro!West,!
the!results!were!compiled!only!for!the!east!side.!All!results!will!be!presented!in!the!
final!report!for!west!following!the!returns!and!statistical!analysis!of!all!reported!
data.!

-

About the Trip 
• Over!36%!of!park!neighbors!visiting!SNP!East!arrived!by!vehicle,!22%!on!

horse!and!another!31%!walked!to!access!the!park.!
• Mode!of!travel!once!inside!the!park!is!diverse!but!over!50%!reported!

traveling!on!foot,!22%!on!horseback!14%!driving.!Mountain!biking!and!
cycling!accounted!for!another!10%!of!the!recreation!activity.!

• Male/female!ratio!48%!female!52%!male!
• Single!males!and!single!females!are!the!most!prevalent,!as!the!number!of!

larger!groups!of!males!or!females!falls!off!(meaning!larger!groups!consist!of!
both!m/f)!

• No!outfitters!were!reported!by!the!neighboring!residents!
• 97%!said!the!SNP!East!was!their!primary!destination.!
• Almost!all!that!responded!did!not!indicate!an!“overnight!stay!during!this!trip”!!

!

About your Experiences 
• 47%!report!having!visited!100!or!more!times,!36!%!said!30U100!or!more!

visits!
• Only!2!responses!did!not!find!adequate!parking,!the!remainder!said!yes!or!

not!applicable!to!finding!adequate!parking.!
!

What did you enjoy most about your visit to Saguaro National Park 
today? 

• Natural!Beauty!!
• Escape!
• Hiking! !
• Peaceful!and!Quiet!
• Scenery!and!Views!
• Solitude!

!
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What did you enjoy least about your visit to Saguaro National Park 
today? 

• Rough!trails!
• People!disregarding!signs!
• Views!of!Urban!Setting!

!

What makes Saguaro National Park special to you and your group? 
• Close!
• Scenery!
• Solitude!
• Wildness!
• Trails!and!Access!

!

Access to SNP 
• 82%!do!not!feel!a!need!for!more!park!entry!points!
• 44%!found!adequate!parking!while!50%!indicated!that!since!they!sought!

other!modes!of!travel!to!the!park,!that!parking!was!not!applicable!
!

Problems%in%SNP%
• Over!57%!indicated!that!too!many!people!at!the!Visitor!Center!is!Not!a!

problem!
• Over!75%!Finding!a!parking!space!Not!a!problem!with!8%!suggesting!that!

it!as!a!small!problem!
• 91%!reported!no!difficulty!in!finding!their!way!your!way!around!the!park!
• Over!71%!of!respondents!feel!that!impacts!to!scenic!views!not!a!problem!

but!17%!indicated!they!thought!it!was!a!small!problem! !
• Over!57%!of!park!neighbors!felt!that!social!trails!or!visitor!created!trails!

are!not!a!problem!while!25%!indicated!it!was!either!a!small!to!large!
problem!

• 41%!of!perceived!damage!to!vegetation!as!not!a!problem!while!38%!
indicated!it!was!a!small!problem.! !

• Over!38%!of!those!who!responded!that!damage!to!petroglyphs!was!not!a!
problem!while!15%!indicated!is!was!a!growing!problem!with!41%!just!did!
not!know.!

• Over!80%!of!the!park!neighbors!do!not!think!that!there!are!too!many!
people!along!the!trails!while!only!8%!indicating!it!was!a!problem.!!

• Crowding!along!the!loop!drive!is!not!a!problem!for!76%!of!the!park!
neighbors,!while!14%!indicated!it!was!a!small!problem!

• Tolerance!level!is!high!for!large!groups!traveling!along!trails!according!to!
76%!of!the!respondents!
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• Over!69%!of!the!respondents!to!do!perceive!people!making!too!much!
noise!as!a!problem!! !

• 75%!do!not!perceive!the!lack!of!information!about!Saguaro!NP!as!a!
problem!while!12%!indicated!it!was!a!small!problem!

• Only!58%!of!the!respondents!do!not!feel!that!the!entrance!fee!to!the!park!
is!a!problem!while!nearly!22%!indicated!that!it!was!a!moderate!to!big!
problem.!

• Over!72%!of!the!park!neighbors!to!SNP!feel!that!the!facilities!are!not!in!
poor!condition!

!

Management Issues 
• Over!79%!of!those!who!responded!to!the!survey!would!support!more!

effective!education!of!visitor!on!the!impacts!of!offUtrail!travel.!!
Approximately!9%!suggested!that!they!would!support!closing!visitor!
created!trails!and!only!3%!indicated!that!reducing!visitor!numbers!was!
appropriate.!

• 29%!of!the!respondents!support!instituting!a!fee!to!use!all!park!roads!in!
the!park!and!29%!suggest!using!design!features!to!reduce!speeds.!Only!
9%!support!road!closures.!Significant!is!that!27%!indicated!that!they!do!
not!support!any!of!these!management!strategies.!

!

Services and Amenities 
• Neighbors!agree!that!most!of!the!services!and!amenities!in!SNP!East!

should!be!left!as!they!are.!But!services!or!amenities!have!been!identified!
as!needing!improvement!and!those!that!need!to!be!reduced.!These!follow!
along!with!the!comments!from!the!public!on!what!they!would!like!to!ask!
the!park!to!change.!!

• Improvement!to!Services:!
o Shade!Structures!
o More!Educational/Interpretive!signage!
o Backcountry!water!sources!
o Mountain!biking!trails!
o Directional!Signage!
o Horseback!riding!trails!

!

• Reduction!in!Services!
o Scenic!road!pullUouts!
o Mountain!bike!trails!
o Horse!riding!trails!

!
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Encounters 
• Over!53%!of!respondents!reported!either!not!minding!or!enjoyed!their!

encounters!with!Hikers!while!32%!reporting!disliking!them!
• Over!48%!of!respondents!did!not!encounter!any!Mountain!Bikers!while!

only!10%!would!have!a!problem!with!them!
• Only!31%!of!park!neighbors!did!not!encounter!any!horseback!riders!while!

62%!reported!either!not!minding!or!enjoyed!their!meeting!them.!Only!6%!
indicated!that!they!disliked!horseback!riders.!

• Over!56%!of!the!neighbors!did!not!encounter!any!vehicle!drivers.!Of!those!
that!did!only!9%!indicated!that!they!disliked!them!while!35%!did!not!care!
one!way!or!the!other.!

• 50%!of!the!respondents!did!not!actually!see!any!NPS!personnel!but!50%!
agreed!that!if!they!did!they!were!not!bothered!by!them!and!didn’t!mind!
encountering!them!in!the!park!

• No!respondents!reported!any!dislike!for!their!encounters!with!NPS!staff!
• Over!64%!of!those!encountering!other!parties!picnicking!within!sight!of!

sound!had!no!problem!and!36%!indicated!they!didn’t!mind!anyway.!
!

• What!should!the!National!Park!change!!
!

add a few more trails on south side of park!

Allow biking on trails!

Allow dogs!

Allow my dog on trails!!

Any expanded facilities and parking should only be done at the main visitor center 
*not* at the end of broadway or speedway, or other park trailheads.!

better trail maintenance!

charge smaller fees for people that walk, larger fees to vehicles!

Expand mountain bike use to horse trails!

Improve trails!

Keep bikes on trails separate from horses not cactus forest trail!

Keep the trails rough – don’t want my experience to be like walking at Udall park.!

Maintain the trails better and open more trails!
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More signs in park, when passing oncoming horse need to get off trail to pass other 
horse - need off trail area so horse can pass!

protect air quality and water resources!

reduce horse trails!

reduce noise, particularly in early mornings!

reopen dirt trail to bikes!

spruce up east park facilities vs spending all money on west!

Try to educate more people on "how" to truly enjoy nature!

!

Entrance fees  
• 57%!of!the!park!neighbors!to!SNP!East!reported!paying!no!fee.!40%!have!

an!annual!pass.!
• 60%!of!the!park!neighbors!responded!that!they!are!not!willing!to!pay!and!

adversely!40%!said!they!would!be!willing!
• Only!33%!of!the!neighbors!agree!that!charging!fees!is!a!good!idea,!while!

over!40%!neither!agree!nor!disagree!and!27%!disagree!
• 20%!do!not!think!that!NPS!needs!to!charge!fees!while!40%!agree!that!this!

is!important!for!NPS!to!do.!Nearly!50%!either!do!not!know!or!disagree!on!
how!the!money!goes!into!improving!park!services.!

• 48%!of!park!neighbors!understand!the!reasons!behind!collecting!entrance!
fees!and!over!24%!have!no!idea!while!27%!neither!agree!of!disagree!

• 46%!of!the!park!neighbors!agree!that!people!should!be!able!to!recreate!
even!if!they!cannot!afford!the!fees!while!25%!disagree,!others!simply!do!
not!know.!

• 40%!of!the!park!neighbors!disagree!that!they!would!get!less!satisfaction!in!
recreation!outings!in!national!parks!if!they!had!to!pay!a!fee.!Over!33%!
agree!while!27%!neither!agree!nor!disagree.!

• 60%!disagree!the!charging!fees!will!lead!to!over!development!in!the!parks.!
Only!27%!agree!with!this!idea.!

• 42%!of!park!neighbors!indicate!that!charging!fees!will!have!an!impact!on!
how!often!they!visit!the!park!while!36%!suggest!it!will!have!no!impact!
whatsoever.!

• 33%!of!the!park!neighbors!agree!that!they!will!have!to!plan!further!in!
advance!to!use!the!park!while!48%!say!that!fees!will!have!no!effect!on!
more!advanced!trip!planning!

• 45%!reported!that!they!will!visit!less!often!if!fees!are!charged!contrasted!
with!36%!that!say!it!will!not.!
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• 65%!of!park!neighbors!reported!that!entry!fees!will!limit!access!to!some!
park!neighbors!but!over!15%!either!did!not!know!or!neither!agreed!or!
disagreed.!

• Over!48%!indicated!that!they!are!not!willing!to!pay!fees!if!new!facilities!
and!services!are!offered!while!30%!neither!agreed!or!disagreed!and!only!
18%!agreed.!

• Only!43%!indicated!they!will!use!the!park!regardless!of!paying!fees!while!
only!24%!suggested!that!they!would!not.!

!

Public Transportation 
• Over!91%!of!the!park!neighbors!reported!that!they!would!not!use!public!

transportation!while!only!9%!indicated!they!would!
!

About You 
• 100% of the park neighbors are from the USA 
• 100%!of!the!park!neighbors!coming!to!SNP!East!or!from!Arizona!
• 100%!reporting!being!white!with!only!no!Latinos!visiting!the!park!
• Over!70%!of!the!park!neighbors!have!over!16!years!of!education!
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Summary of Data Collected with the Counters to Derive numbers on 
where and how many Visitors enter into SNP East and West 
The!counters!have!recording!number!of!visitors!entering!and!exiting!SNP!East!and!
West!for!3U4!months.!The!sampling!using!counters!was!constructed!to!evaluate!
visitor!use!levels!during!the!perceived!peak!season!of!visitation.!Over!53,000!visits!
or!27,000!visitors!have!been!recorded!using!SNP!East!from!a!variety!of!locations.!
Since!most!visitors!have!been!observed!entering!and!leaving!the!trailhead!or!entry!
point!being!recorded!twice,!this!total!number!is!divided!in!half!to!provide!an!
estimate!of!the!total!number!of!visitors!(See!Table!49)!!

!

Trailhead Sampling Period Total Number of Visits 

   

  Saguaro National Park East   

  Old Spanish Trail 11/14/2003-3/29/2004 1596 

  Rincon Creek 2/4/2004 - 2/28/2004 178 

  Tanque Verde Trail Head 2/4/2004-4/6/2004 11352 

  Madrona Ponds 2/4/2004-3/8/2004 455 

  Douglas Springs 2/15/04-3/30/04 10457 

  Broadway 2/15/04-3/30/04 9723 

  Wild horse 2/4/04 - 3/30/04 9436 

  Wentworth 2/15/04-3/25/04 3715 

  Camino Loma Alta 1/6/04- 3/30/04 6295 

  Total Number of Events  53,100/2 = 26,553 

   

  Saguaro National Park West   

  Gould Mine Trail 3/5/2004 - 4/8/2004 2648 

  Hugh Norris 2/22/2004 - 4/5/2004 1919 

  King Canyon 12/15/2003 - 3/28/2004 9614 

  Manville 2/27/2004 - 4/5/2004 117 
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  Rudasill 2/26/2004 - 4/5/2004 142 

  Sendero Esperanza 2/26/2004 - 3/21/2004 1745 

  Total Number of Events  16,185/2 = 8092 

!

Table 49: Counter Data for SNP East and West 
!

It!is!evident!from!the!about!table!summarizing!the!visitor!use!levels!that!Tanque!
Verde!Ridge!trail,!Douglas!springs,!Broadway/Cactus!Forest!Trail!entrance!and!Wild!
horse!entry!points!are!receiving!an!extensive!amount!of!use.!The!trails!leading!in!
and!out!of!these!entrances!are!extensively!being!used!in!the!threeUmonth!sampling!
period.!These!numbers!should!be!divided!in!half!as!most!visitors!return!to!the!
trailhead!from!which!they!departed.!

!

The!Camino!Loma!Alta!trailhead!provides!some!substantial!evidence!to!the!number!
of!visitors!using!SNP!from!the!Rincon!Valley!side.!Open!ended!comments,!
suggestions!to!management!and!numerous!other!questions!in!the!survey!illustrate!
the!importance!of!this!trailhead!for!those!living!in!the!Rincon!valley!and!the!demand!
for!access!from!local!neighbors!that!is!growing.!

!

The!counter!data!collected!over!a!similar!sampling!period!for!Saguaro!National!Park!
West!reveals!approximately!16,185!visitors!or!8092!visitors.!The!number!of!visits!to!
SNP!West!is!much!lower!than!the!east!side.!Table!49!does!illustrate!that!the!King!
Canyon!trail!is!receiving!the!highest!amount!of!use!in!SNP!West.!The!trails!leading!in!
and!out!of!this!entrance!are!extensively!being!used!in!the!threeUmonth!sampling!
period.!!

!

Special Place Assessment in Saguaro National Park West 
Special!place!assessment!provides!information!on!not!only!how!much!use!is!
occurring!and!where!but!what!the!qualities!of!those!special!places!are.!Visitors!were!
asked!to!document!the!special!places!they!traveled!to!as!well!as!the!qualities!of!the!
experiences!sought.!In!addition,!visitors!were!asked!to!indicate!whether!they!could!
acquire!these!experience!qualities!in!these!locations.!This!information!provides!a!
way!to!examine!the!specific!purposed!and!attachment!to!places!and!any!factors!that!
might!affect!visitors!from!not!obtaining!such!experiences.!Figure!2!illustrates!the!
reported!special!places.!
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!

Figure!2!–!Special!or!Important!places!that!visitors!indicated!for!SNP!East!

!

Some!of!these!places!are!simply!areas!that!have!extraordinary!views,!stops!along!the!
loop!road!of!destinations!such!as!Douglas!Spring!campground.!In!addition,!tables!50!!
&!51!provide!some!indication!of!the!reasons!visitors!are!attracted!to!these!places!
and!where!they!can!acquire!those!experiences!during!their!visit.!This!place!
attachment!exercise!is!a!measure!of!the!relative!importance!of!each!of!these!sites.!
Results!illustrate!that!exercise,!quiet!place,!scenery,!wilderness!and!meeting!or!
being!with!friends!are!the!most!important!values!visitors!seek!during!their!
activities.!!

!

Table!50!provides!an!indication!of!the!experience!sought!by!the!visitors!while!Table!
51!illustrates!whether!the!visitor!could!attain!the!experience!while!visiting!that!
location.!If!visitors!sought!a!certain!experience!and!could!not!attain!that!experience!
then!an!examination!of!the!reasons!why!could!provide!some!insight!into!possible!
problems!and!potential!management!issues.!As!can!be!seen!from!Table!50,!visitors!
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for!the!most!part!at!this!earlier!stage!of!analysis!could!attain!the!desired!experience!
at!the!desired!destination.!

!

 
Least 

Important 
Not so 

important 
Somewhat 
important Important 

Most 
Important 

 Experience 
Sought Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

 Adventure 13.33 26.67 26.67 33.33 0.00 

 Culture 25.00 25.00 25.00 25.00 0.00 

 Culture and history 41.67 16.67 8.33 25.00 8.33 

 Exercise 8.00 4.00 12.00 16.00 60.00 

 Facilities 46.15 23.08 7.69 15.38 7.69 

 Friends 0.00 4.76 9.52 28.57 57.14 

 Get away 5.00 15.00 25.00 30.00 25.00 

 Nature 5.56 11.11 27.78 38.89 16.67 

 Quiet Place 0.00 0.00 15.38 30.77 53.85 

 Scenery 0.00 0.00 7.41 11.11 81.48 

 Seek shade 20.00 13.33 33.33 13.33 20.00 

 Similar values 26.67 6.67 13.33 20.00 33.33 

 Wilderness 4.76 0.00 23.81 14.29 57.14 

 

Table 50: Experience attributes sought in special places 

 

  
1. Slightly 

Attain 2. 3. 4. 
5. Greatly 

attain 

 Attain Experience Quality Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

 Adventure 21.43 0.00 35.71 21.43 21.43 

 Culture 50.00 20.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
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 Culture and history 60.00 10.00 0.00 30.00 0.00 

 Exercise 0.00 0.00 5.00 10.00 85.00 

 Facilities 44.44 0.00 11.11 33.33 11.11 

 Friends 0.00 0.00 5.56 16.67 77.78 

 Get away 0.00 0.00 31.25 25.00 43.75 

 Nature 12.50 25.00 25.00 18.75 18.75 

 Quiet place 0.00 0.00 13.64 36.36 50.00 

 Scenery 0.00 0.00 4.55 18.18 77.27 

 Seek shade 7.69 7.69 23.08 23.08 38.46 

 Similar values 30.77 0.00 7.69 15.38 46.15 

Wilderness 2.85 0.00 0.00 30.01 67.13 

 

Table 51: Ability to Attain Experience in special places 

!

Special Place Assessment in Saguaro National Park West 
Visitors!were!asked!to!document!the!special!places!they!traveled!to!as!well!as!the!
qualities!of!the!experiences!sought!in!Saguaro!National!Park!west.!The!results!of!the!
results!of!mapping!these!special!places!can!be!seen!in!(See!Figure!3).!

!
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Figure!3!–Special!or!Important!places!that!visitors!indicated!for!SNP!West!

!

Tables!52!!&!53!illustrate!some!indication!of!the!reasons!visitors!are!attracted!to!
these!places!and!where!they!can!acquire!those!experiences!during!their!visit.!This!
place!attachment!exercise!is!a!measure!of!the!relative!importance!of!each!of!these!
sites.!Similar!to!the!results!for!the!eastside,!exercise,!quiet!place,!scenery,!wilderness!
and!meeting!or!being!with!friends!are!the!most!important!values!visitors!seek!
during!their!activities!to!Saguaro!west.!!

!

Table!52!provides!an!indication!of!the!type!of!experience!sought!while!table!53!
indicates!whether!visitors!could!attain!the!experience!during!their!visit!to!that!
special!place.!If!visitors!sought!a!certain!experience!and!could!not!attain!that!
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experience!then!an!examination!of!the!reasons!why!could!provide!some!insight!into!
possible!problems!and!potential!management!issues.!But!as!can!be!seen!from!Table!
53,!visitors!for!the!most!part!at!this!earlier!stage!of!analysis!could!attain!the!desired!
experience!at!the!desired!destination.!

!

 
1. Least 

Important 
2. Not so 
important 

3. 
Somewhat 
important 

4. 
Important 

5. Most 
important 

 Experience 
Sought Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 

Adventure 13.09 9.45 26.91 25.45 25.09 

Culture 47.85 23.93 16.56 4.29 7.36 
Culture and history 42.08 15.85 22.40 10.93 8.74 

Exercise 5.24 3.85 10.49 27.97 52.45 

Facilities 45.41 13.04 19.32 11.11 11.11 

Friends 14.58 5.56 11.11 19.44 49.31 

Get away 7.12 8.41 21.04 26.21 37.22 

nature 9.81 12.45 23.77 24.53 29.43 

Quiet Place 1.03 3.87 11.86 31.70 51.55 

Scenery 0.97 0.73 5.11 20.68 72.51 

Seek shade 35.11 19.11 23.11 11.56 11.11 

Similar values 22.86 6.12 19.59 21.22 30.20 

Wilderness 4.97 2.98 14.90 27.48 49.67 

 

Table 52: Experience attributes sought in special places 

 
 

Slightly 
Attain    

Greatly 
Attain 

Attain Experience 
Quality Percent Percent Percent Percent Percent 
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Adventure 5.56 6.94 18.06 25.00 44.44 

Culture 30.77 10.26 17.95 10.26 30.77 

Culture and history 16.00 18.00 20.00 18.00 28.00 

Exercise 2.33 1.16 8.14 18.60 69.77 

Facilities 41.46 12.20 7.32 9.76 29.27 

Friends 6.56 1.64 9.84 18.03 63.93 

Get away 4.05 10.81 22.97 21.62 40.54 

Nature 3.28 6.56 27.87 18.03 44.26 

Quiet place 1.85 2.78 14.81 29.63 50.93 

Scenery 1.90 1.90 2.86 19.05 74.29 

Seek shade 18.60 4.65 11.63 13.95 51.16 

Similar values 12.70 4.76 11.11 17.46 53.97 

Wilderness 5.56 4.17 13.89 22.22 54.17 

 
Table 53: Ability to Attain Experience in special places 
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Saguaro National Park East Prototype Simulation 
The!purpose!of!this!section!is!to!report!on!the!preliminary!results!of!a!base!line!
visitor!flow!simulation!from!226!Survey!trips!from!Visitor!Surveys!collected!by!
University!of!Arizona!for!Saguaro!National!Park!East!in!the!period!starting!
November!8,!2003!and!ending!20!April!2004.!

!

The!software!used!to!generate!these!results!is!RBSim!3!(Itami!et!al.!2000;!Gimblett!
et!al.!2000;!2002;!Gimblett!2002).!!This!software!has!been!customized!to!automate!
many!of!the!steps!in!generating!a!simulation!by!reading!data!directly!from!the!
University!of!Arizona!survey!database.!!RBSim!3,!is!a!recreation!behaviour!simulator!
that!integrates!Geographic!Information!Systems!(GIS)!with!simulation!technology.!!
In!the!simulation!for!Saguaro!National!Park,!the!behaviour!of!real!visitors!is!
simulated!from!itineraries!recorded!by!each!party!in!trip!diaries.!!From!the!results!
of!the!simulation,!managers!can!gain!a!valid,!detailed!understanding!of!the!spatial!
and!temporal!patterns!of!visitor!use,!the!levels!and!type!of!contacts!between!
different!parties,!and!peak!times!of!use!over!the!season!or!even!as!detailed!as!hour!
of!a!day.!

!

Simulation Characteristics 
The!prototype!simulation!for!Saguaro!National!Park!East!is!comprised!of!a!travel!
network,!a!set!of!trip!itineraries,!and!the!definition!of!travel!characteristics.!!Each!of!
these!aspects!is!described!below:!

!

Travel Network 
The!travel!network!for!Saguaro!National!Park!East!is!comprised!of!the!road!and!trail!
network!for!the!park!and!adjacent!public!roads.!!This!information!was!derived!from!
GIS!maps!provided!by!Saguaro!National!park.!!The!maps!are!imported!into!RBSim!
and!then!attributed!to!differentiate!roads!from!trails.!!Each!road!or!trail!segment!is!
assigned!a!maximum!travel!speed!and!a!classification!(either!road!or!trail).!!!

!
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Trip Itineraries 
226!trip!itineraries!were!derived!from!trip!surveys!recorded!by!visitors!who!
participated!in!the!University!of!Arizona!visitor!study.!Visitors!are!asked!to!record:!

!

 Date!and!time!of!entry!
 Date!and!time!of!exit!
 Trail!Head!
 Campsites!
 Special!Place(s)!
 Encounters!with!other!visitors!
 Day!Hike!Destinations!
!

The!location!information!for!Trailheads,!campsites,!special!places,!encounters!and!
day!hike!destinations!were!recorded!electronically!by!data!entry!personnel!who!
were!instructed!to!enter!destinations!in!sequence!and!to!digitize!the!approximate!
location!on!the!paper!survey!to!a!corresponding!GIS!map!displayed!on!the!computer!
entry!form.!

The!resulting!database!is!then!loaded!into!RBSim!to!generate!a!‘typical!trip’!for!each!
valid!trip!diary.!!A!valid!trip!diary!must!have!an!entry!and!exit!date!and!time,!a!
trailhead!and!at!least!one!destination.!!RBSim!then!generates!for!each!trip,!an!arrival!
schedule,!and!a!sequence!of!destinations.!

!

 the!survey!ID!
 the!arrival!date!and!time!
 the!trail!head!
 the!series!of!destinations!for!campsites,!favourite!places,!and!dayUhike!

destinations.!
!

Once!all!trip!itineraries!are!loaded!into!RBSim,!an!automatic!process!examines!the!x!
and!y!coordinates!for!each!destination,!groups!them!spatially!according!to!a!user!
defined!radius!(300!metres!in!this!case)!finds!the!central!point!for!each!cluster,!and!
then!queries!the!travel!network!to!see!if!a!point!already!exists!for!that!point.!!If!the!
point!does!exist,!the!program!queries!the!network!for!the!NodeID!and!then!assigns!
this!NodeID!to!all!destinations!belonging!to!that!cluster.!!If!the!point!does!not!exist,!
the!program!inserts!the!new!point!into!the!travel!network,!queries!the!point!for!it’s!
new!NodeID!and!assigns!this!NodeID!to!all!destinations!belonging!to!that!cluster.!

!
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Travel Characteristics 
Each!survey!also!requests!information!about!activities!planned.!!In!many!cases!more!
than!one!activity!is!planned!so!the!visitor!has!multiple!travel!modes!(eg.!walking,!
running,!cycling,!driving,!horseback!riding).!!Each!travel!mode!found!in!the!survey!
was!entered!into!RBSim!and!assigned!a!maximum!speed.!!Because!travel!mode!
cannot!be!associated!with!the!trip!itineraries!each!party!was!assigned!the!first!
activity!that!was!selected.!!This!was!so!the!simulation!results!would!conform!to!the!
same!rules!that!were!used!for!the!statistical!summary!of!the!main!survey.!

!

The!following!table!shows!all!unique!responses!for!the!activities!reported!by!each!
party!

!

TravelMode 

Backpacking 

Cycling 

Driving 

Foot 

Hiking 

Horseback riding 

Mountain Biking 

Running 

!

Table 54: All unique responses for 226 valid survey trips for activity 
!

This!list!was!aggregated!by!first!activity!selected!resulting!in!5!travel!modes!with!
the!corresponding!number!of!survey!trips!shown!in!Table!55.!

!

!

Travel Mode Count 

Bicycle 3 
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Car 18 

Foot 112 

Horseback 11 

Trail Running 17 

Total 226 

!

Table 55:  Travel modes and counts for 226 typical trips simulated for the prototype 
study. 

Typical Simulation Outputs 
Once!each!trip!was!verified!and!the!travel!network!was!edited!and!attributed,!the!
baseline!scenario!of!226!trips!is!simulated.!!The!simulation!was!replicated!(reUrun)!5!
times!in!order!to!average!out!shortUterm!random!effects!generated!by!random!
variables!in!the!simulation.!!RBSim!outputs!detailed!statistics!for!each!party,!for!
each!trail!segment!and!for!each!destination.!!In!addition!postUprocessing!of!the!
output!database!generates!information!about!physical!contacts!between!parties!and!
visual!encounters!between!parties.!

!

Characteristics of simulation 
The!following!is!a!summary!of!the!main!characteristics!of!the!simulation:!

!

Number!of!Trips! 226!

Date!of!First!Trip! November!8,!2003!

Date!of!Last!Trip! April!20,!2004!

Total!days!of!simulation! 164!
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Temporal Outputs 
Figure!4!shows!the!weekly!pattern!of!arrivals!for!the!226!survey!trips.!

!

Figure 4: weekly distribution of 226 survey trips. 
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!

Figure 5. Pattern of weekday arrivals for 226 trips. 
Figure!5!shows!the!number!of!parties!arriving!by!weekday.!!Saturday!is!the!busiest!
day!with!64!(28.4%)!parties,!followed!by!Sunday!47!(20.9%),!Thursday!with!38!
(16.9%),!Friday!with!24!(10.7%),!Wednesday!20!(8.9%),!Tuesday!19(8.4%),!and!
finally!Monday!with!13!(5.8%)!of!the!arrivals.!

!

Spatial Output Summaries 
There!are!four!measures!that!have!been!developed!to!report!use!along!the!trail!and!
at!destinations!throughout!the!simulation.!They!are!as!follows:!

!

Link Use 
Link!use!is!a!measure!of!total!number!of!parties!that!traversed!a!trail!segment!over!
the!period!of!the!simulation!(144!days).!!It!gives!an!indication!of!the!most!heavily!
used!trails!and!provide!guidance!in!determining!trail!classification,!trail!
maintenance,!and!trail!closures.!!Figure!6!shows!that!the!heaviest!used!trail!are!on!
the!northern!section!starting!from!Douglas!Springs!at!the!end!of!Broadway!Avenue!
and!trails!starting!from!the!end!of!Speedway!Avenue.!!Other!heavily!used!trails!
originate!at!the!visitor!center!with!many!visitors!walking!about!a!quarter!of!the!way!
up!Tanque!Verde!Ridge!trail.!
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!

Link Encounters 
A!link!encounter!occurs!when!one!party!meets!another!going!opposite!directions!or!
when!one!party!overtakes!another!party!on!a!trail!segment.!!Figure!7!shows!total!
link!encounters!for!each!trail!segment!over!the!period!of!the!simulation!(144!days).!

!

Average Daily Use Per Node 
This!measure!gives!a!measure!of!the!nodes!in!the!travel!network!that!get!the!highest!
intensity!of!use.!.!!This!is!calculated!by!taking!the!total!number!of!users!and!dividing!
by!the!number!of!user!days!at!the!node.!Figure!8!reinforces!the!pattern!of!user!
shown!for!Link!Use!with!the!busiest!nodes!concentrated!in!the!northwest!quadrant!
of!the!park.!

!

Physical Encounters at Nodes 
This!summary!is!an!indication!of!the!busiest!locations!in!terms!of!number!of!
contacts!between!parties!as!seen!in!Figure!9.!In!this!case!Node!284!is!the!Douglas!
Springs!trail!head.!

!!



Figure'6:'Total'use'per'link.''This'map'shows'the'heaviest'used'links'in'the'network.''This'information'
provides'park'planners'and'managers'with'information'that'can'assist'in'trail'design,'train'maintenance'
and'priorities'relating'trail'closures'or'for'upgrading'trails.'



Figure'7.''Link'Encounters'shows'the'trail'segments'with'contacts'between'parties'over'the'144'day'
simulation'for'266'trips'surveyed.'



Figure'8:'Average'Daily'Use'Per'Node.''This'map'shows'the'total'number'of'parties'(out'of'
266'trips'that'passed'through'or'stopped'at'each'node.'



Figure'9:'This'map'shows'the'node'encounters.'



Saguaro National Park West Prototype Simulation 
The$purpose$of$this$document$is$to$report$on$the$results$of$a$base$line$visitor$flow$
simulation$from$148$Survey$trips$from$Visitor$Surveys$collected$by$University$of$
Arizona$for$Saguaro$National$Park$West$in$the$period$starting$November$20,$2003$
and$ending$April$9,$2004.$

$

The$software$used$to$generate$these$results$is$RBSim$3.$$This$software$has$been$
customized$to$automate$many$of$the$steps$in$generating$a$simulation$by$reading$
data$directly$from$the$University$of$Arizona$survey$database.$$RBSim$3,$is$a$
recreation$behaviour$simulator$that$integrates$Geographic$Information$Systems$
(GIS)$with$simulation$technology.$$In$the$simulation$for$Saguaro$National$Park,$the$
behaviour$of$real$visitors$is$simulated$from$itineraries$recorded$by$each$party$in$
trip$diaries.$$From$the$results$of$the$simulation,$managers$can$gain$a$valid,$detailed$
understanding$of$the$spatial$and$temporal$patterns$of$visitor$use,$the$levels$and$type$
of$contacts$between$different$parties,$and$peak$times$of$use$over$the$season$or$even$
as$detailed$as$hour$of$a$day.$

$

Simulation Characteristics 
The$prototype$simulation$for$Saguaro$National$Park$West$is$comprised$of$a$travel$
network,$a$set$of$trip$itineraries,$and$the$definition$of$travel$characteristics.$$Each$of$
these$aspects$is$described$below:$

$

Travel Network 
The$travel$network$for$Saguaro$National$Park$West$is$comprised$of$the$road$and$
trail$network$for$the$park$and$adjacent$public$roads.$$This$information$was$derived$
from$GIS$maps$provided$by$Saguaro$National$park.$$The$maps$are$imported$into$
RBSim$and$then$attributed$to$differentiate$roads$from$trails.$$Each$road$or$trail$
segment$is$assigned$a$maximum$travel$speed$and$a$classification$(either$road$or$
trail).$$$

$

Trip Itineraries 
148$trip$itineraries$were$derived$from$trip$diaries$recorded$by$visitors$who$
participated$in$the$University$of$Arizona$visitor$survey.$Visitors$are$asked$to$record:$

$



$

$

139$

139$

 Date$and$time$of$entry$
 Date$and$time$of$exit$
 Trail$Head$
 Campsites$
 Favorite$Places$
 Encounters$with$other$visitors$
 Day$Hike$Destinations$
$

The$location$information$for$Trailheads,$campsites,$favourite$places,$encounters$and$
day$hike$destinations$were$recorded$electronically$by$data$entry$personnel$who$
were$instructed$to$enter$destinations$in$sequence$and$to$digitize$the$approximate$
location$on$the$paper$survey$to$a$corresponding$GIS$map$displayed$on$the$computer$
entry$form.$

The$resulting$database$is$then$loaded$into$RBSim$to$generate$a$‘typical$trip’$for$each$
valid$trip$diary.$$A$valid$trip$diary$must$have$an$entry$and$exit$date$and$time,$a$
trailhead$and$at$least$one$destination.$$RBSim$then$generates$for$each$trip,$an$arrival$
schedule,$and$a$sequence$of$destinations.$

$

 the$survey$ID$
 the$arrival$date$and$time$
 the$trail$head$
 the$series$of$destinations$for$campsites,$favourite$places,$and$day[hike$

destinations.$
 $

Once$all$trip$itineraries$are$loaded$into$RBSim,$an$automatic$process$examines$the$x$
and$y$coordinates$for$each$destination,$groups$them$spatially$according$to$a$user$
defined$radius$(300$metres$in$this$case)$finds$the$center$most$point$for$each$cluster,$
and$then$queries$the$travel$network$to$see$if$a$point$already$exists$for$that$point.$$If$
the$point$does$exist,$the$program$queries$the$network$for$the$NodeID$and$then$
assigns$this$NodeID$to$all$destinations$belonging$to$that$cluster.$$If$the$point$does$
not$exist,$the$program$inserts$the$new$point$into$the$travel$network,$queries$the$
point$for$it’s$new$NodeID$and$assigns$this$NodeID$to$all$destinations$belonging$to$
that$cluster.$

$

Travel Characteristics 
Each$survey$also$requests$information$about$activities$planned.$$In$many$cases$more$
than$one$activity$is$planned$so$the$visitor$has$multiple$travel$modes$(eg.$Walking,$
running,$cycling,$driving,$horse$back$riding).$$Each$travel$mode$found$in$the$survey$
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was$entered$into$RBSim$and$assigned$a$maximum$speed.$$Because$travel$mode$
cannot$be$associated$with$the$trip$itineraries$each$party$was$assigned$the$first$
activity$that$was$selected.$$This$was$so$the$simulation$results$would$conform$to$the$
same$rules$that$were$used$for$the$statistical$summary$of$the$main$survey.$

$

The$following$table$shows$the$travel$modes$assigned$to$the$activities$reported$by$
each$party$

$
TravelMode Number of Trips 

Bicycle 4 

Car 35 

Foot 103 

Horse 3 

Trail Runner 3 

$
Table 56: Travel modes assigned to the 148 valid survey. 

$

Simulation Outputs 
Once$each$trip$was$verified$and$the$travel$network$was$edited$and$attributed,$the$
baseline$scenario$of$148$trips$is$simulated.$$The$simulation$was$replicated$(re[run)$5$
times$in$order$to$average$out$short$term$random$effects$generated$by$random$
variables$in$the$simulation.$$RBSim$outputs$detailed$statistics$for$each$party,$for$
each$trail$segment$and$for$each$destination.$$In$addition$post[processing$of$the$
output$database$generates$information$about$physical$contacts$between$parties$and$
visual$encounters$between$parties.$

Characteristics of simulation 
The$following$is$a$summary$of$the$main$characteristics$of$the$simulation:$

Number$of$Trips$ 148$

Date$of$First$Trip$ November$20,$2003$

Date$of$Last$Trip$ April$9,$2004$
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Total$days$of$simulation$ 141$

 
$

$
Figure 10 shows the weekly pattern of arrivals for the 148 survey trips.$
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Figure 11: Weekly distribution of 148 survey trips 
$

.$

Figure$11$shows$the$number$of$parties$arriving$by$weekday.$$Table$57$shows$the$
same$data$with$percent$of$trips$per$week$day.$

$
Weekday Arrivals % 

Monday 11 7.4% 

Tuesday 8 5.4% 

Wednesday 14 9.5% 

Thursday 14 9.5% 

Friday 17 11.5% 

Saturday 49 33.1% 

Sunday 35 23.6% 

$
Table 57:  Pattern of arrivals for 148 trips showing number of arrivals and percent of 

arrivals per weekday. 
$

Spatial Output Summaries 
$

Link Use 
Link$use$is$a$measure$of$total$number$of$parties$that$traversed$a$trail$segment$over$
the$survey$period$(141$days).$$It$gives$an$indication$of$the$most$heavily$used$trails$
and$provide$guidance$in$determining$trail$classification,$trail$maintenance,$and$trail$
closures.$$Figure$12$shows$a$map$ranking$trails$according$to$the$intensity$of$use.$

$

Link Encounters 
A$link$encounter$occurs$when$one$party$meets$another$going$opposite$directions$or$
when$one$party$overtakes$another$party$on$a$trail$segment.$$Figure$13$shows$total$
link$encounters$for$each$trail$segment$over$the$period$of$the$simulation$(141$days).$
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$

Average Daily Use Per Node 
This$measure$gives$a$measure$of$the$nodes$in$the$travel$network$that$get$the$highest$
intensity$of$use.$.$$This$is$calculated$by$taking$the$total$number$of$users$and$dividing$
by$the$number$of$user$days$at$the$node.$Figure$14$is$a$map$ranking$nodes$according$
to$intensity$of$use.$

$

Physical Encounters at Nodes 
A$physical$encounter$at$a$node$is$where$two$or$more$parties$are$at$a$node$at$the$
same$time.$$Figure$15$shows$the$frequency$of$these$encounters$is$very$low.$$$

$$



Figure'12:'Total'use'per'link.''This'map'shows'the'heaviest'used'links'in'the'network.''This'
information'provides'park'planners'and'managers'with'information'that'can'assist'in'trail'design,'
train'maintenance'and'priorities'relating'trail'closures'or'for'upgrading'trails.'
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Figure'13.''Link'Encounters'shows'the'trail'segments'with'contacts'between'parties'over'the'144Cday'
simulation'for'266'trips'surveyed.'
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Figure'14:'Average'Daily'Use'Per'Node.''This'map'shows'the'total'number'of'parties'(out'
of'266'trips'that'passed'through'or'stopped'at'each'node.'
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'
Figure'15.'Encounters'per'party'per'node.'
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Open Ended Comments from Visitors to Saguaro East !

If!you!had!asked!about!trails!I!would!have!encouraged!more!trail!maintenance.!
Increase!ranger!presence!to!fine!abusers!of!resources.!Limit!horse!use,!especially!
of!large!private!groups!like!TV!Guest!Ranch.!

!

It!is!great!that!one!can!enter!the!park!at!Broadway!or!Speedway!and!use!the!trails!
without!change.!However,!the!Nat.!Park!Service!builds!and!maintain!the!trails!so!
would!be!quite!justified!in!making!a!change.!2)!I!note!from!Q4!that!commercial!
outfits!

!

My!survey!map!indicates!2!sequential!days!I!visited!SNP.!They!were!2!different!
experiences!and!the!2/4/04!trip!offered!more!for!me!to!use!in!this!survey.!2.!If!
additional!parking!is!added!@!the!Broadway!Trailhead,!existing!trails!should!be!
used!I!!

!

Congress!should!fully!fund!park!needs.!2.!I!feel!fortunate!having!this!park!5!min!
from!my!house.!3.!My!wife!and!I!do!picnics,!walk,!hike,!take!visitors!on!circuit!road.!
Wonderful!Place!

!

Do!*not*!develop!overnight!camping!sites!for!trailers,!RVs,!etc.!2.!Protect!Rincon!
Creek!water!rights!to!preserve!surface!water!and!wildlife!habitat.! !

First!visit!to!Saguaro!East!in!many!years.!This!visit!was!too!short.!2.!Use!Golden!
Age!pass!so!can't!comment!knowingly!about!fees.!3.!We!are!snowbirds!but!have!
visited!area!before.!4.!Would!love!to!do!many!hikes!here!but!no!longer!physically!
abled!!

!

Horses!cause!a!lot!of!erosion!on!steep!trails!due!to!loosening!of!the!rocks!and!
earth!and!subsequent!rain!causing!the!erosion.!Examples!are!steep!portions!of!
Wildhorse,!Three!Tank,!Bajada!Vista,!and!Carillo!Trails.!If!these!steep!portions!
were!switch!

!

All!of!the!staff!members!that!I!encountered!were!very!helpful!and!very!friendly! !

As!a!/2!year!resident!to!Tucson!and!an!avid!hiker!from!the!Adirondack!Mtn!trails.!I!
must!have!a!knowledgable!person!with!me.!However!I!look!forward!to!when!I!can!

!
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hike!alone.!Please!set!out!markers!that!we!can!folow.!Thanks.!

As!a!local!park!user,!I!appreciate!the!easy!access!to!a!great!hicking!spot.!I!strongly!
recommend!considering!some!sort!of!pass!combined!w/Sabino!Canyon/Madera!
Canyon/!Mt.!Lemmon!as!local!hikers!utilize!all!these!spots!and!it!would!be!easier!
to!have!one!pa!

!

At!a!few!places!where!trails!and!washes!meet,!signage!is!absent!and!the!direction!
confusing.! !

At!Saguaro!Trail!and!gulch!crossing!horses!using!gulch!have!made!it!a!main!trail.!
Really!appreciate!the!people!who!maintain!trails,!work!giving!information,!keep!
the!restrooms!clean,!and!make!a!person!feel!welcome.!

!

Beautiful!Park,!please!continue!to!protect!it!! !

Bicycles!are!the!only!traffic!in!the!park!that!give!us!problems.!Basically!the!
concern!is!safety.!Constructing!a!trail!specifically!for!mountain!bikes!would!
correct!this.!

!

By!visiting!SNP!East,!I!can!better!appreciate!your!problems!in!Fee!
collections/thruItraffic!control!for!SNP!West.! !

Charging!fees!is!reasonable.!These!fees!can!be!used!to!maintain!the!park!and!
information/education!to!visitors.!It!need!not!lead!to!over!development!(more!
parking!lots,!roads,!"stuff")!of!facilities.!Could!be!used!to!raise!salaries!of!staff.!I!
expect!t!

!

Closing!trails!increases!use!of!other!trails.!It!is!a!questionable!practice.!There!are!
better!ways!to!control!trail!erosion!when!the!rock/stain!step!method!being!used!
When!planting!plants!along!trails,!take!into!consideration!how!large!the!plants!will!

!

Congress!should!appropriate!more!money!to!our!national!parks!rather!than!
having!to!charge!high!fees.!My!concern!is!for!people!who!would!not!be!able!to!
afford!them.!I!am!opposed!to!over!development!of!the!parks!(e.g.!Yosemite)!and!in!
favor!of!increased!use!!

!

Definately!keep!open!Speedway!and!Broadway!entrances!to!Saguaro!East!trail!
system!(without!adding!expanded!parking!lots!as!was!once!proposed).!Roadside!

!
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parking!is!adequate!for!hikers!and!horse!trailers.!Keep!these!access!points!free!of!
charge!for!those!!

Depends!on!type!of!improvements.!More!trailIhead!parking,!water!sources!and!
maintained!trails!would!be!good.!Other!buildings,!interpretive!signs,!etc.!would!be!
questionable.!

!

Develop!good!parking!for!all.!Water!and!restrooms!at!entrance.!Keep!interior!of!
park!undeveloped.!Minimize!rock!erosion!contour!on!trails!(I!realize!some!is!
necessaryIhard!on!horses).!Saguaro!east!is!a!treasure!to!all!equestrians.!Many!of!
us!live!he!

!

DO!NOT!GET!RID!OF!HORSE!USE!PLEASE!!!!In!all!honesty,!if!horse!use!is!removed!
from!SNPIE!I!will!no!longer!return!to!Tucson.!Please,!do!not!push!us!out!!!! !

Do!not!over!develop!this!park.!Do!not!allow!business!interests!to!exert!their!effect!
reduce!horse!traffic.!If!fees!are!charged!use!it!to!pay!rangers.!Better,!more!rangers,!
more!trails.!No,!increases!in!structures/facilities!keep!it!wild!!!!Keep!it!pr!

!

Don't!allow!builders!to!take!away!hiking!and!parking!trailheads.! !

Don't!restrict!access!and!make!SNP!another!sabino!canyon! !

Establishing!reasonable!fees!will!allow!the!park!to!maintain!itself!while!reducing!
those!who!aren't!serious!about!enjoying!the!surroundings.!Fees!must!be!
reasonable.!Development!should!be!minimized!in!the!park.!

!

Fees!are!a!sore!subject.!We!no!longer!go!to!Sabino!Canyon,!for!example,!because!of!
the!fee.!I!understand!the!park!service's!problem,!however!I!have!to!believe!that!my!
taxes!have!already!been!paid.!

!

Fees!are!ok!as!long!as!not!used!for!increased!developmentI!maintain!what!already!
exists.!I!do!not!like!the!privitization!of!the!parks!to!concessionariesI!i.e.!the!hotels!
that!exist!in!so!many!of!our!parks.!

!

Good!luck!to!Chris!Sharp!in!your!PhD!dissertation.! !

Great!park.!The!others!that!I!have!been!to!are!equally!as!nice.!Great!and!helpful! !
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staff.!

Great!staff!and!nice!facilities.!Might!be!nice!to!have!portapots!on!some!trails,!but!it!
would!seem!difficult!to!manage!this.!Really!have!no!major!complaints.! !

Greatly!appreciate!the!park.!Also!appreciate!the!unusually!clean!restrooms.! !

Have!not!talked!to!any!regular!user!of!the!park!who!is!NOT!dissatisfied!w/!the!
artificial!steps!embedded!in!the!trails.! !

Hiking!in!nature!is!a!personal!experience!meant!to!be!enjoyed!without!crowds,!
noise!or!pollution.!Too!many!people!destroy!this!experience.!One!solutionI!open!
more!new!areas!to!reduce!this!congestion.!Developers!have!illegally!closed!too!
many!areas.!Go!

!

horse!waste!a!moderate!problem! !

Horses!should!be!banned!unless!owners!collect!their!beasts'!droppings.!Keep!
horses!on!their!own!property.!Maybe!some!trails!could!be!for!horses!to!pay!for!
rides!on!certain!trails.!I'd!pay!to!ride!a!horse!!But,!the!problem!is!that!the!existing!
horses!a!

!

I!am!a!frequent!user!I!or!have!been!I!of!Saguaro!Natl!Park!east!as!I!indicated!in!the!
questionnaire!I!both!as!a!bicyclist!and!on!my!operatic!walks.!(I!used!to!do!more!
serious!hiking,!back!packing!and!mountain!climbing!elsewhere)!the!point!is!that!I!
have!!

!

I!am!staying!nearby!for!a!few!days!and!enjoying!being!able!to!walk!over!here!and!
hike! !

I!am!strongly!opposed!to!further!privatization!of!park!services!or!personnel.!There!
is!no!way!that!a!private,!for!profit!company!could!provide!the!amount!of!
dedication!that!I!see!exhibited!by!employees!of!the!IVPS.!

!

I!am!willing!to!pay!a!fee!but!would!not!favor!excessive!new!development.!I!enjoy!
the!hiking.!It!would!also!be!nice!if!folks!without!the!means!could!enjoy!the!park!
free.!If!there!are!excessive!fees!generated!the!USFS!could!use!the!money!to!acquire!
addition!help.!

!
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I!am!willing!to!pay!an!entrance!fee,!but!I!would!not!appreciate!it!if!when!I!park!on!
Broadway.! !

I!appreciate!people!who!helped!set!aside!these!areas!for!our!enjoyment.!I!certainly!
hope!they!will!be!there!for!my!grandchildren!when!they!are!my!age.!The!federal!
government!(to!whom!we!pay!taxes)!owes!it!to!the!people!and!the!nation!to!
support!and!main!

!

I!cannot!emphasize!enough!the!need!to!keep!access!to!the!natural!desert!free!of!
charge!!Let!those!who!want!more!development!go!to!the!Sonoran!Desert!Museum!
(a!great!place).!If!fees!are!charged!my!ability!to!use!the!park!would!be!cut!off.!

!

I!don't!know!Saguaro!NP!well!enough!to!know!the!services!available.!I!do!believe!
in!interpretation!and!would!help!that!if!fees!are!put!in!place,!these!can!support!
personal!and!nonIpersonal!interpretationIbut!especially!the!opportunities!for!an!
employees!!

!

I!don't!really!advocate!barring!hoses/mules,!but!I!found!the!very!large!group!from!
the!guest!ranch!today!a!little!annoying!because!of!the!smelly!flyIinfested!piles!of!
dung!I!had!to!pass!over!to!get!back!down.!I!don't!know!the!solution!but!would!like!
to!ha!

!

I!enjoy!the!park!as!it!is.!I!would!be!happy!to!pay!an!entrance!fee!to!support!
personnel!and!maintenance,!but!I!wouldn't!like!more!"amenities."!The!park's!
charm!is!it's!naturalness.!So!far!the!more!from!monumentIstatus!hasn't!changed!
that!I'd!hate!to!see!f!

!

I!found!the!park!very!clean!on!this!visit.!I!became!concerned!with!the!condition!of!
cactus!pear!cacti!along!the!trail.!The!horse!trails!should!be!separate!from!foot!
paths.!I!dislike!horse!dung,!I!do!not!dislike!horses.!I!first!came!to!this!park!in!98!

!

I!go!to!the!park!to!hike!and!backpack!and!want!services!only!to!enhance!trail!
maintenance!and!a!solitude!type!experience.!At!the!same!time!I!am!willing!to!
support!limited!enhancements!for!the!casual!visitor,!disabled,!etcI!but!only!to!the!
extent!like!all!

!

I!grew!up!on!a!farm!and!am!not!squeamish;!but!my!idea!of!a!pleasant!wal!in!ANY!
park!does!NOT!include!skipping!around!piles!of!smelly,!flyIridden!feces!and!ditto!
pools!of!urine!!!

!
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I!have!been!concerned!that!so!few!people!sign!in!on!entering!the!park!at!the!
Cactus!Forest!Trailhead.!Is!there!any!method!used!to!discover!the!actual!number!
of!visitors!each!day?!

!

I!have!ridden!for!over!30!years!in!this!area.!Minimum!!per!week!max!6I7!times.!
Always!do!different!trails!and!combinations.!Would!like!to!see!more!high!trails!and!
south!end!or!one!around!entire!monument.!

!

I!hike!for!exercise!and!enjoyment!of!the!desert!and!views!from!the!hills.! !

I!like!to!take!a!short!hike!hr!oftenI!already!pay!Mount!Lemmon!annual!fee.! !

I!live!near!the!park!and!often!visit!for!various!reasons.!One!thing!I!enjoy!is!tape!
recording!birds!in!spring,!but!have!been!on!numerous!occasions!hampered!by!
chainsaw!use!in!the!park.!

!

I!love!SNP!! !

I!love!the!park!system.!WellIyou're!doing!a!good!job.!P.S.!I'm!willing!to!pay!an!
entrance!fee!only!if!I!could!buy!a!season!pass.! !

I!loved!hiking!in!the!park!and!took!some!wonderful!photos.!Thank!you!for!your!
work!to!keep!it!so!beautiful.!I!hiked!every!day!of!my!visit!to!Tucson.! !

I!only!hiked!along!the!Douglas!Spring!trail.!We!hiked!to!walk!with!no!particular!
destination.!Many!questions!are!not!really!applicable!in!my!situation!today.! !

I!really!like!the!park!and!the!way!it!is!managed.!I!like!having!fast!and!easy!trail!
access!(Broadway!and!Speedway!Trailheads)!with!Beaurocratic!meddling.!I!don't!
think!horses!belong!there.!They!really!chew!up!the!trails!(go!out!after!a!rain!and!
check!t!

!

I!think!every!popular!hiking!area!should!have!toilet!facility!at!the!trailhead,!ie.!
Douglas!Springs,!BroadwayICactus!Forest!Trails! !

I!think!keeping!the!park!remote!and!natural!is!most!important.!I!would!rather!see!
limitations!to!the!number!of!visitors!than!destruction!of!land!for!more!facilities.! !
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I!think!that!charging!fees!for!hikers!and!horse!riders!who!enter!park!other!than!by!
present!tall!posts!would!greatly!diminish!park!usage.!I!have!seen!many!people!
ignore!the!registration!ledgers.!Park!usage!is!appreciably!greater!than!ledgers!
indicate.!!

!

I!think!that!more!people!would!willingly!comply!with!the!noIdogsIonItrail!rule!if!
they!understood!why!dogs!aren't!allowed.! !

I!think!this!study!is!a!great!idea!!We!also!appreciated!getting!a!new!wilderness!
area!brochure.! !

I!understand!the!importance!of!charging!access/entrance!fees!to!NPs,!and!overall!I!
certainly!support!paying!the!fees.!My!recreational!use!of!this!particular!area!
(Broadway!Ave.!trailhead!and!assoc!hiking!trails)!is!frequent!and!lowIimpact.!I!run!
outdoor!

!

I!use!it!for!exercise.!I!couldn't!pay!to!jog!out!there.!I'm!usually!only!there!for!an!
hour.! !

I!use!SNP!East.!The!only!visitorIcreated!trails!I!see!are!short!trails!leading!to!a!
view!point.!This!is!a!nonIissue!and!should!not!be!"used"!to!restrict!access.!Please!
connect!Hope!Camp!Trail!with!the!Madrona!Ranger!Station.!Please!allow!public!
access!

!

I!use!the!parks;!Sabino!Canyon,!East!Side!monument,!so!often!that!I!would!simply!
buy!a!pass!if!new!entrance!sites!w/fees!were!created.! !

I!used!these!trails!because!of!their!proximity!to!the!Tanque!Verde!Ranch,!where!
we!were!staying.!We!went!for!an!unguided!day!hike.!We!very!much!enjoyed!using!
the!facilities!and!would!gladly!have!paid!a!fee!to!help!preserve!this!wonderful!
natural!resource!

!

I!visit!and!backpack!in!Arizona!and!Tucson!frequently!and!with!the!increasing!
population!(myself!included)!I!see!a!greater!impact!on!our!wild!places.!I!see!this!in!
my!home!area!of!Acadia!Nat!Park!as!well.!I!can!only!hope!that!any!new!fees!go!to!
protecting!trails.!

!

I!visit!here!about!2!months!each!year!!Use!the!horse!trails!off!speedway!several!
times!a!week.!many!of!these!questions!don't!apply,!as!it!is!a!hike!of!only!2!or!3!

!
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miles.!I!don't!know!how!you!would!charge!for!such!use.!

I!was!looking!forward!to!the!Full!Moon!hikes.!Apparently!you!don't!have!them!this!
year.!The!night!walks!you!do!have!are!filled!so!far!in!advance!it's!hardly!worth!
calling!about.!Perhaps!you!could!add!more.!

!

I!would!hate!to!see!all!trailheads!developed!and!become!another!Sabino.! !

I!would!hope!that!fees!go!toward!reduction!of!human!impact!on!the!park!and!
maintenance!of!established!trails.!I!recognize!that!horses!are!a!traditional!and!
historic!presence!in!the!area,!but!I!included!comments!about!them!because!of!their!
much!greater!impact.!

!

I!would!like!to!keep!the!park!and!services!as!is.!I!do!not!want!to!pay!a!park!fee.!I!
feel!our!taxes!should!cover!any!expenses!if!necessary.!Everyone!should!be!able!to!
enjoy!the!park!for!free.!

!

I!would!like!to!see!more!funding!for!park!maintenance!and!hiring!of!Park!Staff!and!
rangers!to!preserve!and!protect!our!natural!areas.!We!should!add!more!protected!
areas.!

!

I!would!like!to!see!one!pass!good!at!all!N.!Parks,!Forest!trailheads,!BLM.!Also!I!am!
against!renaming!entrance!fees!to!parking!fess!to!circumnavigate!existing!passes,!
such!as!at!Mt!Rushmore.!

!

If!a!fee!system!is!going!to!be!expanded,!create!a!way!for!an!annual!pass!to!all!areas!
in!Southern!Arizona!ie!Mt!Lemmon,!SNP,!Picacho!Peak,!etc.! !

If!you!are!going!to!add!new!fees!or!rates,!please!coordinate!with!the!Forest!Service!
and!get!a!uniform!fee!policy!and!an!annual!pass!good!at!both.! !

In!both!units!there!are!so!many!historical!sights,!most!unknown!to!the!public.!
People!walk!through!and!pass!them!without!realizing!it.!Most!are!never!seen!by!
the!public.!Skirmishes!between!Apaches!and!Spanish!soldiers!and!Apaches!and!
Whites!have!occur!

!

It!is!sad!the!funding!for!the!park!system!has!been!slashed!by!gov't.!Our!parks!are!
our!greatest!treasures,!I!absolutely!disagree!with!our!privatization!efforts.!I!
support!our!rangers!!

!
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keep!it!free!keep!it!simple!keep!it!natural!map!question!caused!undue!stress,!hard!
to!figure!out! !

Keep!up!the!good!work!of!managing!and!preserving!their!wonderful!natural!
resource!! !

Leave!the!park!mostly!as!is,!some!trail!maintenance!is!all!that!is!needed.!I!like!
seeing!horses!in!the!park.! !

live!in!the!area.!went!hiking!as!sabino!canyon!was!closed!I!lions! !

Love!the!monument!but!I!would!like!it!to!stay!the!way!it!is.!Open!it!up!to!more!
people!who!dont!hike!or!ride!horses! !

Many!people!use!the!8!mile!loop!road!in!the!park!for!exercise.!It!would!be!a!benefit!
for!us!to!have!mile!age!markers!at!/2!mile!intervals!so!that!we!can!time!ourselves!
walking,!running,!cycling!and!to!know!how!far!we!have!went.!

!

More!facilities!at!Saguaro!East!would!be!something!I'd!be!willing!to!pay!an!
entrance!fee!for!(or!at!least!more!likely).!Overall,!enjoy!the!trails!though!! !

My!family!and!I!are!already!resentful!of!the!fact!that!our!tax!dollars!alone!do!not!
cover!the!care!and!maintenance!of!our!beautiful,!natural!wonders.!When!we!visit!
our!parks!our!goal!is!to!get!as!close!to!nature!as!possible.!As!such,!we!are!willing!to!
s!

!

My!treatment!at!HQ!was!very!special.!Response!by!staff!was!tailored!to!each!and!
every!visitor.!Thank!you!for!taking!care!of!Manning!camp!and!the!barn.!I!am!
concerned!that!the!family!with!children!we!want!to!educate!might!be!the!ones!not!
to!return!the!s!

!

need!more!neighborhood!access!points!need!to!reopen!old!trails!need!to!add!
washes!to!the!"where!did!you!visit!map"! !

Ineed!more!rangers!out!in!field!enforcing!regulations!Ireduce!numbers!and!miles!
of!trails!in!the!cactus!gardens!! !

Nice!park!!!Today!we!only!walked!for!an!hour.!Sometimes!we!picnic!or!spend!the! !
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day!hiking.!We!are!winter!visitors.!

Nice!to!have!an!access!road!higherI!would!add!additional!fee!to!use! !

No!new!roads!!Improved/modernized!education,!but!no!new!development!outside!
of!upgrading!current!facilities.! !

Normally!I!go!all!the!way!to!Douglas!Springs!but!today!I!needed!to!get!back!to!
town!by!am.!So,!I!had!a!great!workout!! !

One!has!to!be!goodInatured,!intelligent!and!have!the!time!to!complete!this!survey.!
It!is!overly!long!and!complicated.!I!suggest!that!more!and!more!accurate!results!
could!be!obtained!by!simplifying!and!shortening!this!survey.!

!

One!thing!degrading!Saguro!National!Park:!Senior!citizen!volunteers!are!not!
experts.!It!would've!been!nice!to!have!a!professional!park!ranger!available!for!
more!specific!information!regarding!aspects!of!the!park.!Some!questions!your!staff!
could!not!!

!

Our!primary!activity!in!the!park!is!birding!and!photography.!Neither!of!them!were!
addressed!in!this!questionnaire,!but!we!hope!to!come!back!again!and!walk!more!
trails.!It!is!a!beautiful!park.!Not!too!over!developed,!yet!accessible.!

!

Out!route!outline!is!not!exact!because!we!used!the!washes!part!of!the!way.!We!use!
hte!park!to!exercise!our!horses!2!to!3!times!per!week!so!it's!a!very!important!place!
to!us.!

!

overall!visitor!center!staff!very!helpful! !

p!numbers!refers!to!why!I!jogged!there! !

p!refers!to!Douglas!Trail!p2!refers!to!Garwood!Trail! !

p!refers!to!entire!Tanque!Verde!Ridge!Trail!hike! !

p!refers!to!paved!loop! !

P!refers!to!Pink!and!Loma!Verde!Trails,!P2!refers!to!loop!drive!from!visitor!center!
The!presence!of!the!park!would!influence!my!choice!of!where!to!live!in!Tucson!

!
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were!I!to!move!here!

pItrails!in!NW!corner!from!previous!visits!p2IVisitor!Center!from!previous!visits! !

p2!refers!to!trail!west!of!Mica!View!from!Broadway!to!loop!road! !

Park!aperations!should!be!funded!by!general!federal!funds!rather!than!charging.!
We!do!not!support!the!user!fee!concept.!In!such!a!highly!used!area!all!animals!
(including!horses,!dogs)!should!be!banned!from!trail!use.!We!could!have!used!a!
few!major!poi!

!

Park!personnel!were!most!helpful!and!cooperative! !

Periodically!the!horse!riders!run!the!hikers!and!walkers!off!the!trails.!i!guess!there!
will!always!be!a!few!rude!people!but!the!park!is!a!great!place!regardless.! !

Pima!County!has!wonderful!mountains!and!parks!surrounding!it.!The!National!
Parks!need!to!be!preserved.!Taxes!are!paid(small!amounts)!to!mountain!the!
National!ParksIthere!are!also!a!number!of!funds!supported!by!countributions!
which!are!available.!The!mo!

!

Pit!toilets!at!the!trailheads!at!Speedway!or!Broadway!would!be!nice,!but!not!if!you!
are!going!to!charge!an!entrance!fee.!You!should!add!a!parking!lot!for!the!Broadway!
trailhead.!

!

Please!allow!dogs!on!more!trails.! !

Please!consider!using!some!means!to!collect!fees!at!the!Broadway/Speedway!
entrances.!I!think!pleople!should!pay!a!day!fee!there!if!they!do!not!have!an!annual!
pass.!

!

Please!find!a!way!to!save!the!trees!from!the!devastation!by!the!mistletoe.! !

Please!keep!the!availability!of!an!annual!pass.!I!believe!SNP!is!cleaner!than!using!
Mnt!Lemmon!because!access!is!by!foot!or!horse.!I!find!Mnt!Lemmon!to!be!
extremely!littered!even!in!areas!you!would!think!are!remote.!It!seems!people!who!
frequent!SNP!are!

!
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Please!maintain!park!to!create!a!wilderness!experience!for!those!who!visit!as!
pristine!as!possibly!as!possible.!Please,!limit!development!for!human!
consumption,!cars,!bikes,!roads.!

!

Please!stop!the!huge!amount!of!horse!traffic!!They!degrade!the!trails,!make!
messes,!trample!vegetation,!create!lots!of!dust,!and!the!large!groups!won't!let!you!
by,!so!you're!stuck!behind!them.!Thanks!

!

Please,!don't!charge!a!fee!here.!There!are!so!few!places!left!that!you!can!go!
anymore!without!paying!to!enjoy!the!outdoors.!I!don't!feel!the!park!(here)!is!
crowded!enough!to!worry!about!it.!

!

Please,!no!more!"development",!no!RV's,!no!more!auto!traffic.!Today's!visit!was!
just!for!running.!I've!visited!SNPIE!many,!many!times!for!hiking!and!respite!and!
have!traveled!through!most!of!the!park!at!some!time!or!another.!I!appreciate!
having!access!!

!

Ranger!visibility/availability!on!trails!to!help!monitor!appropriate!trail!usage!and!
provide!education!and!information.! !

RE:!Q!9b!and!charging!fees:!Strongly!disagree!that!charging!fees!will!not!have!
effect!"If!I!have!to!pay!each!time"!and!willing!to!pay!fees!"if!dogs!are!allowed."!Will!
use!park!less!if!have!to!pay!fees!per!visit.!You!could!require!extra!fees!for!dogesIII!

!

RE:!Q.!9!B.!Re!entrance!fees!limiting!access:"NE!is!walthy!area".!All!questions!
answered!based!on!having!to!pay!a!cash!fee!fro!entrance;!however,!if!National!
Park!Pass!allowed,!I!would!use!park!the!same!amount.!Other:!The!park!is!great:it!
offers!recreati!

!

Regarding!National!park!fees,!I!understand!how!funding!fluctuates!over!different!
administrations.!However,!I!firmly!believe!an!entry!fee!is!in!appropriate,!unless!it!
is!treated!as!a!validated!(by!the!park!office)!toll!as!described!earlier.!Fees!collected!!

!

Riding!(horse)!in!the!park!has!allowed!my!daughter!and!I!a!safe!place!to!ride.!
Cantoring!in!the!washes!so!she!can!learn!to!ride!better.!Riding!through!rocky!trails!
has!increased!her!self!confidence.!We!do!not!have!access!to!land!like!this!
otherwise.!S!

!

Saguaro!East!is!my!favorite!place!to!run.!I!love!the!beauty!of!the!plants!and!seeing!
(on!occasion)!the!animals.!I!love!going!there!and!meeting!my!friends!or!just!going!

!
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by!myself.!It's!the!solitude!with!nature.!

Saguaro!National!Park!was!one!of!sevaral!destinations!on!a!week!long!hiking!trip.!
Other!destinations/hikes!were!Organ!Pipe,!Maderia!Canyon,!Coronado!Nat!Mnt,!
Chinichuas!and!Cochise!Stronghold.!The!Rincons!gave!us!an!opportunity!to!do!a!
long!hike!in!diff!

!

Saguaro!Park!(east)!is!a!wonderful!place!enjoyed!by!many!people.!It!does!not!have!
to!be!a!wilderness!for!people!to!enjoy!a!wilderness!like!experience.! !

Saguaros!Rule!! !

See!rangers!never!doing!anything!but!riding!around.!Complained!about!absence!of!
water!in!goldfish!tank!to!2,!both!unconcerned.! !

Segregate!horse!parking!from!hiker/jogger/large!group!parking.!More!trailer!
parking.!Hitching!posts.!Trough!water.!Great!park!for!horses!!Thanks!for!asking.! !

Should!consider!strongly!letting!the!steel!tank!be!fixed!by!volunteers/whomever.! !

SNP!is!a!great!place!to!visitI!a!true!gem!and!one!of!our!favorite!places.!I!can't!think!
of!many!things!I!would!recommend!changing.!I!do!have!some!concerns!re:!
Mountain!biking!on!Cactus!Forest!Trail!(section!presently!in!use)!relative!to!safety!
of!hikers!

!

SNP!was!largely!a!wonderful!experience.!I!believe!any!changes!should!only!e!made!
to!repair!and!maintain!what!is!already!there.!Leave!it!as!natural!as!possible!and!do!
not!encourage!more!people!to!use!the!park.!

!

SNPIEast!need!to!be!kept!road!less,!undeveloped,!without!commercial!entities.! !

Some!of!the!signs!seemed!confusing! !

Some!questions!not!worded!well!but!without!knowing!your!purposes!I!can!offer!
no!suggestions!for!improvement!exceptI!define!stock.! !

Stop!cutting!and!spreading!prickly!pear!cactus!and!putting!it!too!root!where!it!
does!not!already!grow!or!this!place!will!not!be!worth!walking!in!in!about!8I!years!
depending!on!rainfall!and!there!is!a!lot!more!P.pear!than!9I0!years!age!and!its!

!
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getting!wo!

Suggest!a!twoIway!drive!around!loop.!If!not!possible,!add!more!"one!way"!signs!on!
road.!I!got!caught!driving!the!wrong!way!on!the!road!! !

Survey!very!difficult!to!understand! !

Thank!you!very!much!for!the!opportunity!to!comment!and!have!input.!My!
comments!about!diversity!are!in!no!way!critical!to!your!staff!I!I!have!always!found!
them!friendly!and!helpful.!Nevertheless,!to!see!no!Hispanics!on!your!staff!in!a!town!
with!a!40%!His!

!

Thank!You!!RE!FeesI!not!sure!what!our!tax!dollars!do!for!Nat'l!Parks/SVCS?!Every!
citizen!should!be!able!to!use!our!parks.!A!small!fee,!affordable,!is!expected.!Will!
Golden!Age!still!apply?!Maybe!parking!fee.!

!

Thanks! !

Thanks!for!maintaing!a!great!recreational!and!learning!environment!!When!I!am!
in!Tucson!I!try!to!visit!the!park!at!least!once!a!day.! !

Thanks!for!the!ground! !

The!douglas!spring!trail,!the!trail!hiked!today!does!not!touch!on!built!picnic!areas!
or!the!circular!drive...many!of!above!responses!were!based!on!prior!hikes!and!
visits.!It!is!an!absolutely!wonderful!park!and!well!managed!

!

The!Golden!Eagle!annual!pass!is!the!best!deal!than!anything.!A!family!would!pay!
that!much!just!going!to!a!movie.!Charge!more!money.! !

The!national!parks!belong!to!every!American.!We!are!all!tax!payers!in!one!form!or!
another.!No!one!should!be!denied!entry!into!his!own!land!becaude!of!a!fee.!All!are!
asked!to!support!the!infrastructure!of!Iraq,!isn't!it!time!to!fund!the!national!park!
sy!

!

the!other!respondent!was!7!yrs!of!schooling! !

The!park!is!a!wonderful!place!to!hike!and!(on!the!loop!road)!ride!a!bicycle!or!take!
a!scenic!drive!to!show!visitors!the!beauty!of!Tucson.!Hope!the!Saguaros!stay!

!
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healthy!and!fat.!!

The!park!is!a!wonderful!treasure!We!must!do!everything!necessary!to!protect!and!
preserve!it.!Thanks!for!providing!a!place!to!ride!horses.! !

The!Park!personnel!are!very!good!!A!far!of!the!bike!riders!ruin!it!for!other!bikers!
by!riding!too!fast.!Almost!racing!at!times.!This!is!not!good!for!horseback!riders!or!
elderly!people!who!are!out!on!a!walk.!2!Guess!that!I'm!a!little!sensitive!after!a!

!

The!park!personnel!that!we!spoke!with!at!the!visitor!center!were!excellent!!They!
were!nice!and!very!helpful!in!helping!us!find!trails!suited!to!our!hiking!level.! !

The!park!should!be!maintained!in!as!close!to!natural!condition!as!practial.!There!is!
no!need!to!build!steps,!plant!cactus,!etc.!Natural!sources!of!water!such!as!springs!
should!be!kept!open!for!animals.!It's!a!beautiful!areaIdon't!let!the!beurocracy!int!

!

The!problem!is!lack!of!sufficient!federal!funding.!I!understand!why!fees!are!
contemplated,!and!I!also!understand!that!it!will!cut!use!of!the!park!by!those!who!
are!less!affluent.!Ideally!I'd!like!the!park!to!stay!as!undeveloped!as!possible!and!to!
admit!a!

!

The!Rincon!Mountains!are!a!spiritual!refuge!for!meI!my!preferred!spot!to!hike,!
meditate,!write,!or!even!to!mourn!the!loss!of!someone!important!to!me.!I!am!
grateful!that!they!have!thus!far!no!sustained!the!touristy!over!development!or!
environmental!degraded!

!

The!Saguaro!national!park!east!and!west!are!true!treasures!!We!are!members!of!
"friends!of!Saguaro!national!park"! !

The!trail!system!in!Saguaro!East!is!outstanding.!Visiting!the!park!is!a!priority!when!
we!come!to!Tucson.!We!do!volunteer!work!for!the!USFS!in!nm!and!have!seen!the!
positive!results!of!user!fees.!

!

There!are!enough!trails!where!some!could!be!horse!only!!The!horses!are!causing!
deep!ruts.!When!it!rains,!the!horse!makes!them!worse!! !

This!is!a!beautiful!park.!Maybe!a!few!less!horses,!as!the!trails!are!getting!a!bit!deep!
(from!horse!travel).!Otherwise!excellent.! !
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This!is!a!horrible!survey,!too!complex.!It!would!be!interesting!to!find!out!the!
percentage!of!returns.! !

This!is!a!very!beautiful!place!to!hike,!and!the!rangers!are!very!caring!about!the!
visitors!who!enter.!We!had!the!opportunity!to!get!facts!and!the!lady!was!extremely!
helpful!and!nice.!The!biggest!problem!for!me!was!the!lack!of!signs!and!the!
confusion!of!!

!

This!study!was!difficult!to!complete.!I!took!a!slow!hike!photographing!lots!of!
wildflowers!and!some!wildlife.!I!would!come!again,!but!the!fact!that!it's!free!and!
close!is!important!to!me.!

!

This!survey!is!a!bit!too!long!and!tedious.! !

This!visit!was!strictly!for!a!specific!hiking!experience!at!the!Broadway!Trailhead!
area.! !

This!was!a!great!idea.!My!regular!use!is!limited!to!running.!But,!whenever!i!have!
outIofItown!visitors,!SNP!is!always!on!the!toIdo!listIThen!i!do!visit!the!center,!pullI
offs!and!manicured!trails.!

!

This!was!the!first!time!I!was!at!SaguaroIEast!and!I!have!already!recommended!it!to!
others.!The!Douglas!Spring!Trail!is!beautiful.! !

To!me!the!National!Park!System!(and!the!people!who!work!in!it)!is!one!of!the!most!
important!things!this!country!has.!As!long!as!they!are!managed!well!no!fee!could!
ever!really!be!too!high.!We!need!to!preserve!them!for!ourselves!and!future!
generations.!T!

!

Trails!are!eroded,!causing!visitors!to!create!parallel!trails,!further!damaging!
vegetation!Trail!signs!need!arrows!to!indicate!trail!at!top!is!the!one!directly!in!
front!of!sign.!Signs!confuse!people!This!is!a!very!involved!survey.!I!doubt!many!
people!!

!

Tucson!is!a!great!place!with!so!much!wonderful!hiking!so!close!by!(also!live!in!
South!Pacific!and!Canada).! !

Unless!the!desert!is!suffering!I!no!fee!and!no!public!transportation!in!the!area.!
Both!takes!away!the!natural!process!of!man!and!nature.!There!are!so!few!pristine!

!
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things!left!in!our!lives.!I!am!not!a!church!going!person!but!the!desert!has!healing!
prop!

Very!nice!park!! !

Volunteer!staff!on!3I8I04!was!very!friendly!and!helpful.!She!was!concerned!about!
park!guests!in!heat.! !

volunteers!who!work!here!are!excellent!! !

Was!a!wonderful,!fulfilling!tripI!was!not!dissapointed!with!the!park.!Beautiful!and!
Breathtaking!! !

was!great!trip,!long!days,!very!nice! !

We!did!not!stop!anywhere!for!any!appreciable!length!of!time.!We!encountered!
about!0!other!people!on!foot.!Pink!Hill!and!the!Saguaro!grove!to!the!north!were!
highlights.!

!

we!didn't!find!anything!wrong!with!the!park! !

We!enjoyed!our!visit!very!much!and!will!come!again!even!if!we!had!to!pay!fees!
then!! !

We!enjoyed!the!park!and!particularly!the!volunteer!park!ranger,!Mac!MacKay,!who!
was!well!infromed!and!presented!the!park!in!an!interesting!and!friendly!way.!We!
don't!think!that!fees!should!be!changed!but!rather!appropriations!by!congress!
should!cover!cos!

!

We!have!been!in!Tucson!since!963!and!hiking!here!since!980!!SoIcalled!human!
improvements!such!as!stone!steps!and!cactus!plantings!seem!to!reduce!the!true!
wilderness!experience!as!do!pedaled!or!motorized!vehicles?!!

!

We!live!within!a!twenty!minute!drive!from!the!park!in!Tucson,!and!this!is!the!best!
reason!to!live!where!we!do...!Thank!you,!National!Park!Service.! !

We!love!the!Park...! !
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We!love!to!hike!Sabino!Cyn.!This!visit!Sabino!was!closed!due!to!Mnt!Lion!Problem.!
We!were!told!of!your!location!and!visited!as!a!result.!Loved!your!park!and!staff.!I!
feel!that!Sabino!has!the!better!scenery!and!paved!walkway!makes!for!better!
"Gawking!A!

!

We!should!not!be!cutting!federal!taxes!and!cutting!support!for!parks.!We!should!
be!spending!a!lot!more!public!money!on!our!public!areas.!Small!user!fees!are!ok!
but!they!should!NEVER!be!the!primary!support!for!our!parks!!There!should!be!a!
number!of!"fre!

!

We!understand!that!you!have!unique!problems!being!so!close!to!the!city.!As!guests!
from!far!away,!we!are!no!t!equipped!to!give!you!knowledgeable!input!on!these!
issues.!Just!keep!the!park!as!lovely!as!it!is.!

!

we!usually!use!the!park!for!fullmoon!light!walks!(unguided)!We!picnic!at!the!
picnic!area.!when!visitors!come!to!town!we!dirve!the!loop! !

We!vacation!frequently!in!Nat'l!Parks!and!spend!3!months!every!year!in!Tucson!
where!we!own!property!and!we!frequent!the!NPs!often!in!this!area.!Hiking!is!our!
reason!for!selecting!Tucson!as!a!winter!home.!Will!be!glad!when!the!mountain!
lions!have!been!ta!

!

we!walk!the!trail!almost!daily!enjoying!the!natural!beauty.!We!feel!so!fortunate!to!
be!living!so!near!the!Park.! !

We!were!not!looking!for!anything!special,!just!a!quiet!place!to!walk!and!talk.! !

While!I'm!willing!to!pay!fees,!I!would!like!to!see!increased!federal!support!for!the!
NPS.!I!DO!NOT!want!to!see!further!privitization!of!our!park!or!their!services.!The!
concessions!in!so!many!parks!are!dismal!!

!

Willing!to!pay!an!entrance!fee!ONLY!it's!an!annual!fee...! !

won't!be!back!unless!you!change!your!stock!policy! !

Would!be!willing!to!lead!a!volunteer!group!to!get!rid!of!the!mistletoe!that!is!killing!
the!trees!in!Saguaro.!I!will!retire!in!May!and!have!plenty!of!time.! !
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Yikes!!I'm!pretty!smart,!an!I'm!pretty!into!cartography!and!geography!and!the!
relationship!between!experience!and!place,!but!I'd!be!amazed!if!you!got!any!
coherent!information!out!of!this!tool.!

!

You!are!doing!an!incredible!job!keeping!up!the!Park.!I've!been!coming!each!spring!
to!Tucson!for!5!years!and!each!year!the!trails!get!better.!Thanks!! !

! !

!
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Other Management Strategies Outlined by the Public for Saguaro 
East 

 

• stay!on!trail!signs!in!problem!areas! • !

• Are!yo!concerned!with!vehicles!or!people!on!foot!or!horses?! • !

• Areas!closed!off! • !

• bonuses!for!staying!on!the!trail! • !

• Clearly!mark!designated!trails.! • !

• close!some!trails!currently!designated! • !

• close!to!horses!and!Mnt.!bikes! • !

• Closing!visitor!created!trails! • !

• consider!accomodating!by!making!them!official!trails!if!possible! • !

• Continue!placing!rock!and!brush!barriers!to!encourage!staying!on!path.! • !

• create!more!trails! • !

• Create!new!trails,!if!possible.! • !

• dead!wood!place!across!entrance!to!these!trails!seems!to!give!visitors!the!
right!message! • !

• Determine!why!people!are!creating!trails!to!certain!areas.!Does/should!the!
park!make!it!an!official!trail! • !

• Do!not!close!any!existing!trails!and!in!fact!open!more!trails!to!disperse!
visitors! • !

• Dont!think!people!understand!impact!I!also!know!enough!after!observing!
for!years!that!most!people!dont!go!very!far!on!foot!so!I!haven't!seen!much!
damage!

• !

• Educating!outfitler!quides!to!interpret!problem!to!clients.! • !

• Educating!visitors!on!the!impacts!of!offItrail!travel.! • !

• Education!is!enlightement.!I!find!most!peple!that!enjoy!nature!has!great!
respect!for!its!survival.!Continue!to!allow!people!their!adventure!in!the!
park!along!with!education.!

• !

• education!is!most!importantI!should!be!note!on!all!maps,!etc.! • !
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• Education!! • !

• Education,!educationIBilingual! • !

• evaluate!visitor!created!trail!for!addition!to!trail!structure! • !

• fencing!could!injure!snakes!and!lizards!if!gauge!is!too!small! • !

• Fine!if!caught.!Rewards!for!reporting! • !

• fine!perpetrators! • !

• fines! • !

• Fines!and!more!rangers.! • !

• fines!and!other!enforcement! • !

• fines!for!violators! • !

• fines,!lifelong!ban!from!park!! • !

• gentle!reminder!signs!at!trail!heads/entry!points! • !

• Get!horseback!riders!to!maintain!the!trails!that!they!destroy! • !

• Get!rid!of!the!horsesIthey!cause!sever!trail!damage,!horse!manure!is!
destroying!the!ecoIsystem!and!many!of!the!people!keep!their!horses!
penned!all!week!in!too!small!pastures!and!then!use!the!NP!as!a!place!to!get!
them!outIit's!become!a!horse!park!

• !

• have!not!seen!any!visitor!created!trails! • !

• Have!volunteers!close!or!limit!the!visitor!created!trails.!Great!opportunity!
for!volunteers!!! • !

• horse!manure!and!resulting!flies!a!problem! • !

• Horse!only!trails.! • !

• Horses!do!the!most!damage!to!trails! • !

• I!don't!see!any!problems!and!I!have!been!using!the!park!for!decades.! • !

• If!visitor!created!trails!actually!go!somewhere!interesting!then!manage!that!
trail.!Otherwise,!people!will!continue!to!use!it.!So!consider!adding!that!trail!
to!the!system.!

• !

• Include!some!trails!into!system!and!educate!with!very!low!impact!signage!
not!to!go!off!trail! • !

• increase!ranger!patrols! • !
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• Install!small!sign!this!is!not!a!trail.! • !

• intensive!vegetation!reestablishment!program! • !

• leave!trails!open!if!it's!not!an!impact!problem!and!if!they!can!be!
maintained.!Obviously!people!want!to!see!something!there!! • !

• Limit!large!hiking!groups!and!number!of!horses! • !

• low!level!Natural!fencing!e.g.!branches!or!rocks!of!vegetation! • !

• lowlevel!fence!needs!to!be!in!conjunction!with!education! • !

• make!more!trails!so!you!don;t!see!as!many!people!when!you!visit!the!park! • !

• Make!new!trails!wherever!people!like!to!walk.! • !

• mark!existing!trails!better!(rocks,!limbs,!etc)! • !

• marking!do!not!use! • !

• Maybe!stones/rocks!rather!than!low!fences! • !

• more!patrols! • !

• More!personnel!to!enforce!and!educate.! • !

• More!signage!prohibiting!such!travel!with!*enforcment*! • !

• only!place!the!fencing!at!the!junction!of!the!visitorIcreated!trail!and!the!
official!trail!and!only!if!tree!branches,!rocks!etc!are!placed!on!the!visitor!
created!trail!for!awhile!after!the!unofficial!trail!starts!

• !

• Park!visitors!are!guests.!Use!methods!to!guests!guests.!If!those!methods!fail,!
try!again!or!give!up.!The!guests!have!spoken.! • !

• Placing!low!level!fencing!along!formal!trails!to!reduce!offItrail!travel.!
Educating!visitors!on!the!impacts!of!offItrail!travel.! • !

• Placing!natural!barriers!(cholla?)! • !

• plant!cholla!and!prickly!pair! • !

• Please!do!not!put!fencing!along!trails!I!it!mars!the!scenery!and!could!cause!
problems!for!passing!other!groups!of!people!and!particulary!for!passing!
horses!

• !

• provide!side!trails!to!ease!congestion!while!main!trail!is!closed! • !

• Ranger!and!volunteer!mountain!and!foot!ptrols!increased! • !

• Reduce!livestock!usage.! • !
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• reopen!trails!that!have!been!closed!for!no!good!reason! • !

• repair!current!trails!that!are!so!eroded,!people!go!around!them!making!new!
ones! • !

• replanting!infill!on!visitor!created!trails! • !

• Restrict!Horse!and!Mountain!Bikes! • !

• reIvegetage!visitor!created!trails!and!build!drainage!structures!so!they!are!
filled!in! • !

• Revegetate!visitorIcreated!trails! • !

• selective!closing!and/or!trail!extension!to!the!valued!site! • !

• shoot!them!(just!kidding!)! • !

• signage!that!says!trail!closed! • !

• Signs!at!dry!creek!beds!indicting!trail!direction.! • !

• Signs!at!trailheads.! • !

• signs!that!say!stay!on!existing!trails! • !

• small!sign!highlighting!why!trail!should!not!be!used! • !

• Some!trails!look!like!Parks!trailsIIlikely!folks!think!they're!on!a!trail!when!
really!they're!a!bit!lost.!Its!happened!3!times!to!me.!Unintentionally!map!
seems!difficult!to!follow.!

• !

• specific!signs/fencing!around!area!of!damage! • !

• spring!guns!(just!kidding)! • !

• Subtle!barriersIrocks,!vegetation!to!signal!no!access!invited.! • !

• Temporarily!close!areas!for!revegetation!(or!wildlife!breeding!habitat)!as!
necessary!(or!chicken!wire!around!sensitive!plants)! • !

• temporary!signage,!not!a!trail...!restoration! • !

• Ticket!violations! • !

• trail!markers!would!ensure!people!staying!on!the!trails! • !

• Trails!established!to!outlook!where!visitors!make!trails.! • !

• try!using!natural!materials!to!keep!people!on!trails,!ie.!rocks,!timber,!etc.! • !

• Use!of!natural!vegetation/rocks!to!close!off!visitorImade!trails! • !
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• Using!nataive!vegetation!to!close!visitor!created!trails.! • !

• Using!roks!and!signs!to!indicate!trails!are!closed.! • !

• utilizing!rangers!and!volunteers!on!trails,!they!are!rarely!seen!now!!! • !

• visitorIcreated!trails!are!probably!partly!caused!by!people!unable!to!follow!
Park's!confusing!trail!signs.!Correct!the!first!problem!and!the!second!might!
disappear!

• !

• Warn!and!possibly!ticket!violators! • !

• warning!signs!to!stay!on!designated!trails! • !

• we!have!often!seen!people!with!dogs! • !

• Why!are!they!going!off![trail]!Ito!look!at!somethingIso!make!a!trail! • !
!

!
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Traffic Suggestions outlined by the Public for Saguaro East  

About!30%!of!our!lifetime!park!time!has!been!spent!in!Saguaro!West.!Don't!think!
people!use!the!Loop!Rd!in!East!for!commuting.!Most!of!the!time!spent!on!the!
West!Roads!has!been!riding!bike!on!Gates!Pass!and!Picture!Rocks!Rd.!So!as!long!
as!we!can!bike!ride.!

!

Addendum!to!option!!would!be!to!toll!all!traffic!entering!w/!ralidation!of!entry!
ticket!provided!at!park!ofc.!and!other!kiosks!(i.e.,!picknick!areas,!etc.).! !

Bus!system!to!take!people!into!the!park.! !

charge!$3!fee!will!reduce!traffic!commuting! !

close!Picture!Rocks!Rd!! !

Close!roads!during!peak!commuting!hours! !

create!a!shuttle!bus!system! !

Cunstruct!bypasses.! !

designating!certain!times!for!vehicle!use!and!certain!times!for!nonvehicular!use.! !

Don't!know!what!roads!you!speak!of.!The!only!road!I!know!is!The!Loop!Road!and!
that!would!not!be!commuter!road.!! !

Don't!restrict!accessIIthose!that!want!a!nature!experience!will!walk!to!get!it.!I!
know!many!places!just!off!the!busy!'loop'!road!that!provide!wonderful!experience!
despite!the!crowds.!

!

Don't!understand!commuting!in!Saguaro! !

Duh!!Improve!the!roads!!Tucson!has!the!worst!road!system!of!any!city!I!have!
been!in.!Don't!just!go!along!with!an!apathetic!road!program,!should!be!setting!an!
example!

!
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during!my!visit!traffic!flow!seemed!fine,!must!watch!for!bicyclists!on!road!! !

educate!with!visual!signs! !

Have!roads!closed.! !

I!don't!see!the!problem!yet,!at!least!not!on!the!East!Side.! !

I!don't!understand!this!question!with!regard!to!SNP!East.!I'm!not!familiar!enough!
with!SNPIEast!to!adequately!respond!to!question! !

I!really!don't!see!the!problem!at!east!park!I!maybe!west?! !

I!would!also!suggest!initiating!a!membership!program!for!Saguro!Natl!Park!
(similar!to!that!of!the!Desert!Museum),!&!requiring!membership!to!grant!access!
to!some!of!the!more!pristine!and!sensitive!trails!in!the!area.!I!myself!would!be!
willing!to!pay!an!an!

!

I'm!not!familiar!with!many!park!roads.! !

Limit!amount!of!cars!in!park!on!road.! !

Limit!number!of!cars!in!the!park!and!post!sign!of!no!stopping!on!road! !

Limited!permit!system!(and!Reservations)! !

Lower!speed!limit!with!ENFORCEMENT!! !

mini!tram!especially!at!Sag.!East!visitor!center.!The!loop!road!could!have!two!
mini!trams!run!every!30!min.!Stops!at!each!trailhead.! !

more!pull!outs! !

more!visitors!means!more!revenue,!IMprove!roads!to!lessen!any!impact!IF!in!fact!
there!is!an!impact!on!park!resources! !

N/A!for!RMD.!Some!or!all!may!be!applicable!to!TMD! !
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no!more!roads!no!more!car!exhaust!! !

! !

No!off!road!vehicles!!PLEASE!! !

No!thruIroads! !

not!aware!that!this!was!occuring! !

Not!sure!what!roadsIdon't!think!park!roads!should!be!used!for!commuters.! !

OrIonly!issue!a!set!number!of!permits!per!day!or!close!roads!on!even!number!
days!and!open!on!odd! !

people!will!decide!when!it's!the!best!time!for!them!to!visit! !

Redesign!roads!so!there!is!no!thru!traffic!possible!or!convenignt.! !

Restrict!horses!to!fewer!trails.! !

Seasonal!or!temp!closures!of!roadsIfor!wildlife!protection!(roadkill!during!toad!
season)! !

Seasonal!or!temporary!closures!of!roads!at!least!ry!first;!perm.!closure!if!impacts!
still!high.! !

Seasonal!or!temporary!closures!of!roads.!Instituting!a!fee!to!use!all!park!roads.! 2!

Seasonal!or!temporary!closures!of!roads.!Reducing!speeds!on!roads!with!design!
features!(eg.!speed!bumps)! !

SNP!West:!Possible!closure!of!dirt!roads!to!commuting!traffic! !

speeding!tickets!may!be!able!to!be!used!as!revenue!for!the!park! !

The!park!is!not!a!shortIcut!! !
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the!road!in!the!west!was!terrible,!we!were!visitors!and!the!commuting!traffic!was!
awful,!Speeding,!passing,!tail!gating,!Iclose!it!or!toll!it.! !

the!west!unit!is!access!to!homes! !

This!applies!to!SNP!West!and!my!experience!there!is!more!limited! !

Trams!or!public!transport! !

Use!$!for!park!managment.! !

Use!of!mass/multiIgrouped!tour!vehicles!with!bioIdiesel!propulsion!or!other!low!
emission!renewable!fuel.!I!have!a!good!deal!of!experience!with!this!and!find!it!a!
positive!approach.!

!

use!undercover!cop!on!roads! !

When!I!first!moved!to!Tucson,!I!drove!to!the!Park!several!times!w/o!ever!getting!
out!of!my!car.!I!simply!enjoyed!the!drive!there.!Never,!ever!turn!people!away!
unless!there!is!intentional!damage!being!caused.!Now!I!love!the!park!and!being!
there.!I!woul!

!

why!dont!we!use!the!roads!outside!of!the!park!to!slow!down!the!impact.!The!vail!
traffic!is!still!coming!down!our!roads!plus!all!fo!th!construction!traffic!morning!
and!night.!

!

!
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Liked Most about Visit to SNP East?  

The!well!informed!service!at!the!information!visitor!center.!)!The!view!  

a!8ft!tall!Saguaro!on!the!Squeeze!Pen!Trail!  

A!great!variety!of!basic!hiking/horse!trails.!  

a!historic!dwelling!site!(homestead)!  

Ability!to!see!various!types!of!desert!vegationIwalking!close!to!everything.!  

availability!of!different!trails!  

Backcountry!Camping!  

beautiful!day,!wildflowers!  

beautiful!desert!scenery!  

Beautiful!desert,!not!too!many!people,!a!not!too!strenuous!trail!and!beautiful!
weather!

 

beautiful!location,!great!weather!  

beautiful!scenery!  

beautiful!scenery!with!good!workout!  

Beautiful!scenery,!good!trails!  

beautiful!vistas,!trails,!and!quiet!  

Beautiful!weather!and!scenery!  
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Beautiful!weather,!chance!to!get!outdoors.!  

beauty!  

beauty!and!quietude!while!hiking!  

Beauty!of!surroundings.!Quiet.!  

beauty!of!the!area!  

Beauty!of!the!Desert,!weather.!The!park!is!my!place!of!prayer.!God!is!there.!  

beauty,!scenary,!exercise!  

beauty,!see!saguaros!  

bein!outside,!the!scenery!  

Being!in!nature,!and!nobody!else!around!at!this!time!in!the!morning,!exercising!
in!erfect!surroundings!

 

Being!able!to!be!in!nature!and!once!far!enough!in!could!not!see/hear!the!city!  

being!able!to!go!on!horseback!  

Being!able!to!ride!my!horse!with!not!being!bothered!by!vehicles!and!dogs.!  

being!away!from!the!city;!nature!  

being!close!to!nature!  

Being!minutes!away!from!Tucson,!but!also!being!so!remote.!  

Being!out!doors,!clos!to!nature!  

Being!out!in!the!beautiful!desert!on!a!gorgrous!day!!  
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being!outdoors,!beautiful!day!  

Being!outside!  

Being!outside!in!a!natural!area.!  

Being!outside!in!the!desert.!  

Being!outside!on!a!trail,!in!a!protected!(free!from!development)!area.!  

being!outside,!walking,!seeing!the!plants!  

Besides!the!walk!in!the!desert,!seeing!a!jack!rabbit.!  

birding!and!hiking!  

Bridal!wreath!was!really!running!  

cactus!  

cactus!are!amazing!best!desert!in!would!  

change!from!Great!Lakes!area!  

clean!air,!cool!temp!  

clean!air,!diverse!vegetation!  

clean!trails,!wildlife!  

coming!within!close!proximity!to!white!tail!deer!  

conversation!with!volunteer!  

Coyote!and!roadrunners.!  
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desert!flora!in!early!spring!  

desert!landscape,!seeing!a!jack!rabbit!  

desert!plants!and!animals!  

desert!scenery!  

desert!surroundings,!mountain!views!  

desert,!animals,!birds!  

desert,!mountains!  

doing!a!trail!run!(ie.,!not!on!pavement!with!car!traffic),!with!a!lot!of!choices!of!
trails,!with!relatively!flat!

 

douglas!springs!trail!  

Easy!to!navigate!trails,!prisine!natural!environment.!  

Encelia!frutesans!  

Escapeing!the!city!and!enjoying!the!desert!and!animal!life.!  

Everything!  

everythingI!view,!cactus,!the!falls,!the!trails!  

Excelent!Hiking.!  

excellent!trails!system!  

Excellent!trails!,!Scenery,!no!crowds!  

Exercise!  
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Fantastic!horse!trails,!great!variety!  

few!people!in!backcountry,!great!weather!  

Few!people.!  

Fewer!people!than!Sabino!trail!isn't!too!steep.!  

Flowers!  

Fresh!air!and!sunshine.!  

Fresh!airIhiking.!  

Getting!away!from!city!congestion!and!noise.!Enjoying!magnificent!desert!vistas,!
birdsong,!desert!vegetation,!all!while!hiking!witha!favorite!companion.!

 

getting!away!from!crowds,!being!in!nature!  

Good!hike!on!trails!that!were!well!marked!and!I.D.!by!the!map!  

good!hiking!trails!  

good!trails!  

good!trails!and!beautiful!views!  

good!trails,!varied!terrain,!cactus!varieties,!and!quantities!  

Good!trailsIgood!weather!  

Great!trail!  

GREAT!TRAILS!  

groomed!path!  
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Hikes!  

hiking!  

hiking!and!nature!  

hiking!for!exercise!  

Hiking!in!beautiful!nature.!  

Hiking!in!the!rincons!away!from!the!sight!of!Tucson!  

hiking!on!the!Tanque!Verde!Ridge!Trail.!Flowers,!birds,!area!in!general!  

hiking!through!the!area!  

Hiking!to!see!the!beautiful!views!  

hiking!trail!  

Hiking!trails!  

hiking!trails!covering!the!beautiful!mountains!  

hiking!trails,!Beautiful!roadway!  

Hiking!trailsIplantsIquiet.!  

hiking!with!interesting!desert!flora!and!great!views!  

hiking,!cactus!  

Hiking,!scenery!  

hiking,!seeing!deer!along!trail!  
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hiking,!seeing!javelinas!in!wild!!  

hiking,!serenity!  

hiking,!views,!wildlife!  

Hiking,!vistas!  

Hiking.!  

horse!trails!  

I!enjoyed!how!peaceful!and!quiet!it!was.!  

I!hadn't!been!on!teh!cactus!forest!trail!in!a!couple!of!years...like!visiting!an!old!
friend!

 

I!have!been!riding!every!week!for!0!years.!  

Immediate!immersion!in!beautiful!desert.!  

Information!signs,!views,!Trails!were!nice.!  

Interesting!plant!and!animal!life!  

it!is!beautiful!and!has!nice!walking!trails.!It!is!also!unlike!anywhere!I!have!ever!
been.!

 

It!is!quiet!and!radio!reception!for!KUAT!FM!is!good.!  

It!was!a!beautiful!day!and!a!lovely!hike.!!  

It!was!a!beautiful!dayIand!what!better!place!to!spend!it?!  

its!away!from!other!people!and!beautiful!  

it's!free,!nice!weather,!no!trash,!landscape!  
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Juniper!Basin!Campground!was!great!  

landscape!beauty!  

Level!hiking!  

Magnificent!senery!  

maintained!trails!  

Manning!Camp!pictures!and!discussions!  

moderate!hike!  

Moist!earth!from!rain!the!night!before,!dew!glistening!on!trees!and!shrubs!  

mostly!just!hiking,!but!the!falls!were!pretty!today!  

My!ride.!  

natural!beauty!  

Natural!beauty,!undeveloped,!peace!and!quiet!  

Natural!Beauty,!well!marked!trails!  

natural!desert!environment!with!little!visible!developement;!people!spread!out!
on!numerous!numerous!connected!trails!

 

Natural!landscape,!weather!  

Natural!setting.!  

nature!  

Nature!Hiking!  
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Nature!Trails!and!Views!  

nature,!native!vegetation,!no!motor!vehicles!  

Nature,!views,!setting!  

nature;!quiet;!beauty;!trails!  

nice!campsite!and!good!trails!  

Nice!gentle!hike!among!the!different!desert!plants!and!nice!views.!  

nice!hike!  

nice!hikeI!saw!no!one!on!the!trail,!lots!of!birds!  

Nice!hiking!  

nice!trail!  

No!pets,!bicycles,!motors,!etc.!quiet,!clean!and!natural!beauty!  

openness!lack!of!the!city!  

openness,!mountains,!views,!cactus,!animals!  

Opportunity!for!solitude!to!exist!with!pristine!nature.!  

peace!  

peace!and!quiet!  

Peace!and!quiet!serenity!  

peace!and!quiet,!weather!  
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peaceful!and!quiet,!natural!scenery!and!views!  

peacefulness!  

Peacefulness,!quiet,!the!beautiful!desert!vegetation!and!birds...!  

plants,!terrain,!wildlife!  

Preservation!of!a!treasure!plant!and!its!habitat,!friendly!staff!  

Proximity!to!home,!clean,!weather,!senery!  

proximity!to!home;!great!mild!weather!today;!the!park's!beauty!  

quiet!  

Quiet!I!peaceful!  

Quiet!and!bleanliness.!  

Quiet!beauty,!nice!trails.!  

Quiet!desert!landscape/saguaros.!  

Quiet!in!the!backIcountry!  

Quiet!nature!observation!  

Quiet!solitude,!pleasant!hike.!  

Quiet,!beauty,!pristine!trails!and!park!  

quiet,!natural,!nonIstrenuous!  

Quiet,!scentry,!good!trails,!well!maintained!trails!and!campgrounds.!  
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quiet,!solitude!  

Quiet,!sound!of!bird!and!water,!flowers!  

quiet,!uncrowded!trails;!birds!and!animals!  

Quiet,!views,!nature!  

Quiet;!solitude,!birds;!javeling;!forgetting!that!there!are!800,000!people!out!
there.!

 

quite,!very!scenic!  

Reaching!the!Douglas!Spring!Campground!and!experiencing!the!views!along!the!
way!

 

remoteness!  

riding!  

riding!horse!  

Riding!my!horse!!  

running!on!trails,!being!out!in!nature!  

Saguaros!and!the!magnificent!views,!wildlife,!and!looking!for!flowers!in!bloom!  

Saguaros,!good!trails,!No!Mountain!Bikes!!  

Saw!!mule!deer.!  

Saw!Buck!Mule!deer!  

Scenary,!silence!  

Scenary,!weather,!trails!  
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Scenery!  

scenery!and!cactus!  

scenery!and!exercising!in!a!natural,!safe,!setting!  

scenery!and!physical!challenge!  

scenery!and!vegetation!  

scenery!and!weather,!trails!  

Scenery!in!nice!day!  

Scenery!lalitude!and!little!running!water.!  

scenery,!exercise!  

scenery,!exercise,!companions,!wildlifeI!deer,!birds,!running!water!  

scenery,!exercise,!photography!  

scenery,!flora,!multiple!trails!seem!more!secluded!  

scenery,!hiking!  

scenery,!native!vegetation,!good!trails!  

scenery,!new!experience!  

scenery,!quiet!  

scenery,!quiet!peacefulness!  

Scenery,!quiet,!wildflowers!cactus!and!mountain!ranges!and!ironwood!trees.!  
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scenery,!views!  

scenery,!weather,!cactus!  

Scenic!views!  

Scenic,!views,!wildlife,!solitude.!  

seclusion!and!natural!beauty!  

seeing!a!coyote!without!it!seeing!me!  

seeing!the!cacti!  

seeing!the!different!flora!  

seeing!the!goldfish!at!!tanks!and!a!herd!(n=8)!of!javelinas!  

Seeing!the!plant!community!and!feeling!the!warm!sun,!while!sharing!this!with!
all!friends.!

 

seeing!the!Saguaros!  

Seeing!the!wide!variety!of!flora!(and!a!little!fauna)!close!up!and!in!their!natural!
habitat.!

 

showng!my!vistors!around!  

small!crowds,!well!maintained!trails,!NO!USER!FEE!!  

solitude!  

solitude!and!views!  

solitude!of!riding!the!washes!  

solitude,!only!saw!!other!people!in!!hrs!  
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solitude,!views,!water!in!streams,!birds!and!animals!  

solitude,!wildlife!  

Solitude.!  

spectacular!views!  

Sunshine,!scenery,!other!visitors!are!friendly!  

Tanque!Verde!Ridge!TrailIhiking!  

The!beautiful!desert!and!views.!  

the!beautiful!Douglas!Spring!TrailI!the!combination!of!vegetation,!rocks,!and!
flowers!

 

The!beautiful!lush!desert!and!mountain!views.!  

the!beautiful!scenery!and!easy!to!follow!trail!  

the!beautiful!trail!  

the!beauty!and!quietness!of!the!area!the!diversity!of!plants!  

The!beauty!and!views!  

the!beauty!of!natur!in!this!desert!environment!(God's!creation!and!reIcreation)!  

The!beauty!of!the!area,!the!animals!  

the!beauty!of!the!desert!and!sky!  

The!beauty!of!the!desert.!The!Rincons.!The!solitude.!  

the!beauty!of!the!land!  
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the!beauty!of!the!landscape!  

the!beauty!of!the!snow!and!the!water!in!the!washes!and!seeing!!mule!deer!  

The!beauty!of!the!terrainI!cacti,!etc.!  

The!beauty,!quiet,!animals,!lcak!of!other!people,!accessibility!  

The!beauty,!quiet.!  

the!beauty,!the!weather,!the!fish!tank!(which!needs!more!water),!Save!the!fish!!  

The!big!Saguaros!  

the!Bridal!Wreath!Falls,!quiet!scenery!  

The!cactus!forest!trail!seeing!!deer!  

The!cactus,!the!sun,!and!the!trails.!  

the!cactuses,!wildlife,!colours,!the!quiet!  

The!change!in!scenery!just!before!Bride!Falls!  

The!changes!in!types!of!vegetation!as!the!trail!gainedIalso!being!able!to!see!out!
along!the!ridge.!

 

The!cool!weather!and!extensive!visibility!  

The!density!of!Cactuses!(cacti(?))!in!the!park!  

The!desert!  

the!desert!in!bloom!following!a!rain!  

the!desert!is!just!coming!to!life!  
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The!desert,!the!weather,!the!trail,!the!company!  

The!diversity!of!botanical!life!richness!for!the!eyes.!Fabulous!wilderness!area!!  

The!drive!thru!the!park!and!varied!cactus.!  

The!ease!of!access,!the!trail!system,!the!ability!to!experience!a!natural!
experience!

 

the!environment!  

the!exercise,!views,!weather!  

The!experience!of!solitude!and!natural!beauty!and!wildlife!  

The!fresh!smell!of!desert!after!the!rain.!  

The!freshness!of!the!surroundings.!  

the!great!variety!of!plants!  

The!happiness!expressed!by!those!I!greeted!on!the!trail.!The!mood!was!pleasantI
indicative!of!the!park.!

 

The!hike!to!Wasson!Peak.!  

the!hiking!  

the!hiking!and!the!awesome!views!of!park!  

The!hiking!trails!and!sites!were!awsome.!  

The!hiking,!the!scenery!  

The!isolation,!quietness!  

The!land,!the!quiet!(!relative!to!the!city).!  
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The!land/animals!  

The!landscape!and!8!deer!we!saw.!  

The!many!large!Saguaros!looking!different!than!Saguaro!West!and!the!
mountains!

 

the!moon!am!  

the!natural!beauty!  

the!nature/the!vegetation/the!views!  

The!open!space!and!no!commercial!ventures!in!or!near!the!park!  

the!opportunity!to!enjoy!the!natural!beauty!in!peace!and!quiet!  

the!park!itself,!the!vegetation,!and!animals!  

The!peace!and!beauty.!  

the!peace!and!quiet!of!walking!a!beautiful!desert!surrounded!by!mnts!!  

the!plant!life!  

the!plants!  

The!quiet!natural!surroundings,!no!motorized!traffic.!  

the!quiet!of!the!desert!with!flowing!water!in!the!washes!  

The!quietIno!dogs,!no!noise.!  

the!Saguaro!!  

The!Saguaros!  
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The!saguaros,!the!petioglyphs,!the!views!and!vistas!!  

The!scenery!and!solitude.!  

the!scenery!and!the!quiet!  

the!scenery!and!vegetation!  

The!scenery!visible!from!the!trail!i!was!running!on.!  

the!scenery/vegetation,!I'm!from!VA!and!I!love!the!desert!and!the!mountains!  

the!scenic!views!  

The!serenity.!The!park's!size!allows!you!to!travel!some!distance!without!running!
into!people!

 

the!solitude!and!natural!beauty!  

the!solitude!of!the!park;!not!too!packed!  

The!sunrise,!quiet,!the!workout!of!going!up.!  

The!surrounding's!beauty!and!the!weather.!  

The!total!experienceIthe!scenery!  

the!trail!  

the!trails!  

The!trails!and!the!views!of!the!desert.!Saguro!Park!provides!an!outstanding!
selection!of!hiking!and!running!trails.!

 

the!undisturbed!natural!state!of!the!environment!  

The!unique!habitat!and!Bird!and!Plant!life!  
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the!unique!landscape!  

The!variety!of!cacti,!the!views.!  

The!view!from!H.!Norris!Trail.!  

the!views!  

the!views!and!excercise!  

The!walk!  

the!weather!  

The!weather!and!scenery!  

the!weather!and!the!beauty!of!the!environment!  

the!weather!and!trails!  

the!weather,!the!scenery,!the!opportunity!to!reconnect!with!wilderness!that!is!
special!and!sacred!to!me!

 

the!well!maintained!trails!  

the!wonderful!lady!that!woke!us!up!before!the!rangers!came!  

Took!a!leisurely!walk!to!enjoy!nature!and!the!beautiful!weather!  

Trail!was!well!marked!and!good!condition!  

trails!  

trails!are!a!good!surface!for!jogging!  

Trails!fro!running,!quiet!and!nature.!  
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trails!were!well!marked!and!well!maintained.!made!for!easy!navigation.!  

trails.!flowers,!show!in!visitor!center!  

Unlimited!riding.!  

unobstructed!views,!clean!environment,!friendly!ranger!  

Unspoiled!desert!open!space!  

unspoiled!nature!  

using!my!new!hiking!stick!on!such!fabulous!trails!  

vegetationa,!geology,!quiet!beautiful!!sceneryI!can't!pick!just!one!thing!!  

Very!pleasant/informative!staff.!Clean!trailsInot!a!lot!of!traffic,!conscientous!
hiking!

 

view!very!few!people!  

view,!exercise!in!beautiful!surroundings!  

viewing!desert!landscape,!particularly!wildflowers!  

views!  

views!from!cactus!forest!trail!inside!the!loop!road!  

views,!quiet,!full!moon,!we!walk!the!monument!(to!picnic!area)!during!full!moon!  

views,!warmer!weather!  

Vistas,!desert!vegetaion,!escape!from!city!  

walking!the!trail!on!a!beautiful!day!  
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walking/birding!  

was!able!to!see!wildlife!and!varying!types!of!cacti!  

water!flowing!@!Bridal!Wreath!Falls!  

water!running,!open!space!  

We!love!the!scenery!as!well!as!the!isolation!so!treasured!in!the!midst!of!a!large!
city!

 

We!were!showing!off!fhe!desert!to!a!visitor!  

Weather!  

weatherI!beautiful!views!  

Weather!nature!  

weatherI!solitude!when!leaving!early!and!past!Bridal!Wreath!Falls!  

weatherI!warm!sun,!quiet!  

weather,!a!chance!to!get!away!from!city!life.!  

weather,!a!run!after!it!rains!is!just!spectacular!  

Weather,!running!trails,!beauty!  

weather,!trails!  

WeatherIwell!marked!and!maintained!trails!  

well!groomed!trailsI!well!marked!excellent!weather!  

well!kept!trails,!spring!flowers!  
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Well!maintained!trail!(King!Canyon).!  

well!marked!and!maintained!trails!  

well!marked!trail,!clean,!great!exercise!and!views!  

well!marked!trails!  

Well!marked!trailsIplenty!of!vegetation.!Close!to!trailIexcellent!weather.!  

Wild!flower.!  

Wild!Horse!Tank!area,!quail,!kestrel!  

wilderness!experience!  

wildflowers!and!flowing!water!  

wildflowers!and!wildlife!  

wildlife!and!plants!  

wildlife!vegatation!scenes!quite!time!  

Wildlife,!beautiful!weather.!  

wonderful!company!in!a!beautiful!place!  

�
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What I liked least about SNP East? !

!empty!beer!cans! !

!people!had!dogs!(on!leash)! !

A!bit!too!warm!! !

a!cactus!rubbing!against!my!leg! !

a!little!crowded! !

Accidentally!getting!cactus!spines!in!my!kinking!pants.! !

all!was!great! !

all!was!pleasant! !

artificial!"steps"!embedded!into!trails,!they!inhibit!the!stride!of!hikers,!runners,!
horses! !

Automobile!exhaust! !

Avoiding!horse!manure.! !

being!too!out!of!shape!to!hike!forever! !

beware!of!pony!poop!! !

bicycles!on!roads! !

big!hill! !

busy!first!mile!of!trails! !
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Cannot!say! !

can't!bring!my!dog!into!park! !

can't!comment! !

Can't!go!to!Madrona!park!base! !

cant!identify!anything!in!particular! !

Can't!think!of!any.! !

Closed!trails!! !

Condition!of!water!tank!with!fish! !

congested/!poor!parking!along!Broadway!Trail!Entry,!horses!on!trails! !

couldn't!take!any!dead!weed!out! !

crowded! !

Crowded!parking!lot!with!a!group!smoking!cigarettes!at!the!trailhead.! !

Crying!children! !

current!fee!vs!yesteryear!free!entrance! !

didn't!see!any!animals! !

difficulty!in!finding!trail!heads! !

dodging!horse!feces!but!this!was!not!a!big!deal! !

Driving!on!Golden!Gate!Rd.! !
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during!hiking,!the!lack!of!trail!markers!at!the!many!indistinct!trail!junctions! !

Dust! !

dust!from!horses! !

everything!about!the!park!is!great! !

Everything!was!great,!no!least!at!all! !

everything!was!very!pleasant!during!our!visit! !

getting!mixed!up!(wrong!turns)!!times! !

Getting!this!survey!since!I!believe!it!to!indicate!the!parks!intent!to!help!rationalize!
taxing!more!to!provide!"improved"!services!I!don't!require!or!desire.! !

gnats! !

gnats,!no!potty!at!trailhead! !

having!to!jump!off!the!trail!for!bicycles!! !

having!to!leave! !

Having!to!walk!in!soft!sand!created!by!equestrian!use.! !

heaps!of!mule!manure!and!urine!pools,!stinking!and!full!of!flies! !

Hearing!gunfire!in!the!distance!at!some!range.! !

Hearing!overweight!kid!complain!about!hiking.! !

heatI!unfortunately!I!can!not!tolerate!hot!sun!for!long! !

heavily!impacted!areas!at!trailhead!(Douglas!Springs)! !
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Hike!was!all!uphill.! !

Hikers!who!don't!ever!yield!to!horses!we!always!yield!to!them!and!it's!harder!to!
move!a!horse!off!of!the!trail.! !

Hiking!in!sand! !

horse!dooIdoo!and!Africanized!bees!(although!they!may!have!been!local!bees)! !

horse!droppings! !

Horse!dung!on!foot!paths.! !

horse!dung!that!filled!the!entire!width!of!the!narrow!path,!just!left!there.!Quite!
rude.! !

horse!feces!on!the!trails! !

Horse!manure! !

horse!manure!on!Douglas!Spring!Trail! !

horse!manure!on!the!trails! !

horse!manure!on!trail! !

horse!manure!on!trails! !

horse!manure!on!trails,!horse!hoof!chewing!up!trails!making!very!sandy!(the!
Shantz!trail)! !

horse!manure!on!trails,!trails!that!need!repair!from!horses!that!knock!down!rocks! !

horse!poop! !

horse!poop!all!over!the!trails! !



!

!
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205!

Horse!poop!everywhere.! !

Horse!poop!on!the!trails! !

horse!poop!on!trails! !

horse!scat!on!the!trail!(but!hardly!a!concern)! !

horse!shit! !

horse!shit!on!the!trails! !

horses! !

horses!and!mule!poop!on!the!trail! !

horses!are!doing!quite!a!job!on!the!trails! !

HorsesI!Dust! !

horses!on!same!trails!as!foot!hikers! !

horses!on!trail!(manure)! !

Horses!using!trails.! !

HORSES!!!! !

hot!in!summer! !

hot!weather! !

how!short!our!visit!had!to!be! !

I!ahve!no!complaints.!Its!beautiful!with!great!facilities.!I!do!wish!that!dogs!were!
allowed! !



!

!
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206!

I!am!old!and!get!tired!too!easily.! !

I!cannot!take!my!DOGS! !

I!didn't!have!a!map!at!the!Speedway!trailhead!and!made!a!few!wrong!turns!getting!
back!to!my!car! !

I!didn't!have!enough!time!to!stay!longer,!and!I!forgot!my!packIonly!water!and!
boots.! !

I!get!tired!of!the!horsesIthey!don't!belong!there.! !

I!love!the!mountains!aroudn!Tucson.! !

I!stepped!in!javalina!poop!! !

I!was!tired!after!hiking!!hours.! !

I!would!like!more!mile!markers!on!the!trails.!Did!the!Hugh!Norris!today.! !

I!would!like!MORE!trails! !

impatient!drivers!behind!on!scenic!loop! !

inability!to!mountain!hike,!canyon,!etc.!Similar!to!Sabino!Cyn! !

It's!all!good.!Sometimes!the!people!on!horseback!can!be!rude,!but!they!are!usually!
ok.! !

it's!getting!too!cold!to!run!in!the!morning! !

Just!didn't!give!it!enough!time.! !

kleenex!litter!on!backcountry!trail! !

knee!deep!in!horse!trails! !



!

!
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207!

Knee!pain! !

Lack!of!enough!water,!but!that's!my!faultIreally.! !

lack!of!facilities! !

lack!of!preparation!did!not!allow!for!enough!time! !

lack!of!restroom!at!trails!beginning! !

lack!of!wildflowers!due!to!draught! !

late!startI!warm!hike! !

Leaving!it.! !

Liked!it!all!! !

limited!parking! !

limited!paths!for!MtBikes! !

limited!time!we!had!to!visit! !

loved!it!all! !

Miseltoe!killing!the!trees.! !

more!hikers!than!usual! !

more!people!than!last!time!we!were!here.! !

Most!of!the!water!evaporated!at!Bridal!Falls.! !

My!big!toe!hurts! !



!

!

208!

208!

My!only!concern!when!hiking!is!snakes.!I!wish!there!were!more!places!with!water.! !

my!tour!guide! !

N/A! !

na! !

natural!response!to!low!precipitation! !

need!for!drinking!water!at!campground!sites! !

no!bathroom!facilities!at!the!Douglas!Springs!Trailhead! !

No!bathroom!facilities.! !

no!bathrooms!by!the!car!parking!lot! !

no!complaints! !

No!diversity!in!Park!staff!&!visitors!I!I!see!only!white!persons.!This!is!a!bad!
reminder!of!our!past! !

no!issues! !

No!negative!experience!today!! !

no!portaIjohn!at!Speedway!entrance! !

no!problems! !

no!problems!at!all!today.!But!on!other!visits,!have!been!startled!on!trails!by!
mountain!bikers!of!high!rates!of!speed.! !

No!restrooms.! !

no!toilet!facilities!at!Douglas!Springs!Trailhead! !



!

!

209!

209!

no!trail!directly!from!parking!lot!to!horse!bypass! !

no!water!at!bridle!wreath!falls.! !

no!water!available!for!horses! !

no!water!in!the!tank!for!the!fish! !

Noisy!large!RV!veicle!that!people!bring!to!get!here.! !

none! !

noon!heat! !

not!as!many!Saguaros!as!SNP!West! !

Not!enough!mile!markers.!There!are!no!reference!points!or!mileage!indicators!
between!trail!intersections.! !

Not!enough!off!road!parking! !

not!enough!parking! !

not!enough!time! !

not!many!places!to!sit!down!on!a!long!hike! !

not!much!wildlife!at!this!time!of!year! !

not!one!thing,!love!the!park! !

Not!seeing!more!wild!flowers.! !

nothin! !

nothing! !



!

!
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210!

nothing!at!all! !

nothingI!it's!all!good! !

nothing!negative! !

nothing!was!unpleasant!or!would!need!to!be!changed! !

Nothing.! !

other!people!acting!unconsciously! !

other!people,!horses!! !

Parking! !

parking!@!visitor!center!and!@!hiking!trailhead! !

parking!and!broadway!congestion! !

parking!availability! !

parking!inadequate!at!Broadway!Trailhead.!No!shade!at!Mica!View! !

parking!is!becoming!a!problem,!question!0!might!be!a!solution! !

parking!is!limited! !

Parking!situation.!No!restrooms! !

Parking!situntion! !

People!leaving!trash!!Need!more!sigs!at!trailheadsI"take!out!what!you!bring!in"!!! !

People!on!bicycles! !



!

!
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211!

people!shooting!guns!in!the!Nat'l!Forest.! !

poor!trails! !

poorly!grated!trails! !

probably!more!visitors!diverted!to!Saguaro!from!Sabino!Cyn!because!of!lion!threat! !

proximity!to!residential!area!of!East!unit! !

rain! !

rain!and!no!shelters!at!camp!sites!some!place!to!cook!in!rain!would!be!nice!
especially!at!Manning!camp! !

rest!facilities!at!campgrounds,!ie!Juniper!Basin!Campground! !

Rest!room!at!the!end!of!the!trail!was!locked.! !

Restroom!at!picnic!ground! !

Rock!steps!built!by!park!service! !

rocks!on!the!trailI!I!know!it!cannot!be!otherwiseI!need!of!trail!markers!for!us!
novices! !

running!on!horseIrutted!trails! !

rutted!trails! !

seeing!ATV!tracks!on!trail! !

sleeping!in!stickers! !

snakes! !

Some!of!the!trails!not!being!maintained.! !



!

!

212!

212!

some!trails!unclear! !

Some!trails!were!closed,!but!no!new!ones!were!opened.! !

some!trails!were!deeply!rutted! !

someone!has!been!cutting!and!spreading!prickly!pear!in!and!around!trails! !

Sometimes!trails!are!very!dusty.! !

steep!climbs! !

stepping!around!horse!manure! !

Stumbling!into!other!people!on!trail.! !

Sun!burn.! !

tail!rutting!and!erosion!due!to!equestrian!traffic! !

That!I!do!not!have!more!days!to!be!here! !

the!afternoon!heat! !

the!cars! !

the!drive!there! !

the!entrance! !

The!guard!giving!us!the!third!degree!inquisition!about!where!we!entered!the!park!
(looking!fro!a!pass).!We!entered!on!Broadway!trailhead.! !

the!heat!and!dryness! !

The!heat!in!summer! !



!

!
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213!

the!heat!of!the!dayI!too!hot!for!March!! !

the!hill!at!mile!! !

The!Hohokan!Drive!was!a!little!bumpy,!but!nothing!to!worry!about.! !

the!horse!poop! !

the!horse!shit,!for!over!00!people!walking!in!horse!shit!for!8!riders,!Is!this!right?!! !

The!horses!we!encountered!on!the!trila.!(Had!to!stop!to!let!the!horses!pass).! !

The!houses!in!view.! !

the!long!drive!to!get!there! !

The!many!piles!of!horse!shit!in!the!middle!of!the!trails,!large!bothersome!groups!of!
people!impeding!our!progress,!the!often!arrogant!"right!of!way"!attitude!of!some!
on!horseback.!Friend!sprained!his!ankle!(which!greatly!lengthened!the!return)!

!

the!park!and!the!zoo!were!splended:!we!should!have!left!out!"Old!Tucson"!! !

The!proximity!of!houses.! !

the!spread!of!houses!across!a!once!open!east!side!basin! !

the!steps!on!the!trails,!even!on!level!areas!! !

the!trash!on!the!trail! !

the!type!of!trail!construction,!stone!steps!and!lack!of!trail!maintenance.! !

the!unusual!heat! !

The!view!over!TucsonIUgly,!dirty!air! !

the!visitor!center!closed!too!early! !



!

!
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214!

The!way!people!parked!in!the!Broadway!Ave.!crossover!at!cctus!forest!trailhead.! !

the!weather! !

there!aren't!many!trail!accessible!form!the!trailhead!I!live!closest!to.! !

there!is!nothing!that!displeases!us! !

There!was!nothing!not!to!enjoy.! !

there!was!nothing!we!didn't!enjoy! !

Tissue!and!bits!of!human!trash!along!back!country!trails! !

too!crowded!on!return!trip! !

too!hot! !

too!hot!by!the!end!of!our!visit! !

too!hot!for!midImarch! !

Too!many!other!people.! !

too!many!others!on!trails!! !

too!many!people!today.! !

too!many!peopleI!too!much!noise,!too!little!courtesy!by!others! !

too!much!horse!dung!along!paths!used!by!those!on!foot!I!and!no!way!to!avoid!it!
without!stepping!into!cactus!! !

Too!short! !

totally!always!enjoy! !



!

!

215!

215!

tourist!foot!traffic! !

trail!runners!and!mule!train! !

trailhead!parking! !

trails!are!marked!ok,!not!great! !

truck/trailer!parking!danger!from!speeding!cars,!so!close!to!speedway! !

Tucson!trafficIhighly!commercial!area!so!close!to!the!wilderness.!Protect!what!
remains!of!your!desertIrandom!and!excessive!residential!development!!Is!scary.! !

uneasiness!in!remote!sections! !

unsure!about!one!trail!junction! !

very!few!places!to!sit! !

view!of!houses! !

visit!was!too!short! !

was!only!able!to!stay!one!hour! !

Water!bars/!stairs!to!tall!for!my!liking.!If!any!reroutes!are!planned,!consider!
switchIbacks!or!better!contouring.! !

we!enjoyed!it!all! !

we!found!your!trail!signs/markers!very!confusing!and!difficult!to!follow.!Got!lost!
briefly! !

We!had!a!hard!time!finding!the!trails!we!were!looking!for!b/c!the!signage!on!the!
trails!was!also!confusing.! !

We!need!rain! !



!

!
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216!

what's!not!to!like! !

windy!and!cool! !

winter!plant!debris! !

wore!the!wrong!clothes! !

!

!



!

!

217!

217!

!

What would you like to ask the National Park to do?  

Steps!are!not!the!answer!! !

0!horses,!less!people! !

5!years!abo!on!a!moonlihgt!hike,!ranges!went!way!too!fast!and!wouldn't!let!us!use!
flashlights!descending!Douglas!Springs!Trail.!Hike!was!7!miles!and!was!obviously!
geared!to!elitist!hiers.!We!never!went!again...!

!

a!couple!more!signs!(elevation!or!distance)!on!Tanque!Verde!trail! !

a!restroom!at!Douglas!Springs!parking!area! !

A!week!ago,!on!a!Sunday,!there!was!a!lot!of!horse!traffic!on!lower!park!trailInot!
appropriate!in!this!area.! !

add!a!few!more!trails!on!south!side!of!park! !

Add!acess!to!visitor!center!from!the!west.! !

add!birding!hike! !

Add!diversity!to!your!staff.!It!is!a!bad!reminder!of!our!country's!past!to!only!
encounter!White!persons!on!your!staff,!please.! !

Add!hiking!trail!next!to!horse!trail.! !

Add!mileage!markers!betweeen!trail!intersections.! !

add!more!entry!points,!add!more!trails! !

add!more!equestrian!trails!or!restore!closed!trails! !

add!more!hiking!areasI!because!now!there!are!too!many!people!on!the!limited!#!
of!hikes!available! !



!

!
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218!

Add!more!hiking!trails,!limit!horses,!eliminate!bicycles.! !

Add!more!land!before!it!is!gone!! !

Add!off!street!parking!at!Broadway!Trailead!located!in!such!a!fashion!that!no!
additional!trails!need!to!be!developed.! !

add!parking!spaces,!developed!area!restrooms!and!park!literature/exhibits!in!
multiple!languages!at!Douglas!Spring!Trail!head! !

add!recycling!containers! !

Add!running!trails! !

additional!parking!at!trail!heads! !

all!of!my!visits!have!been!enjoyable! !

allow!access!from!Madrona!Park!ranger!station! !

allow!dogs! 2!

allow!dogs!on!leash!!!I!am!a!responsible!dog!owner.!RE:!Q!9.!We!should!be!able!
buy!a!pass.!Not!per!visit!but!yes!for!buying!a!pass.!! !

Allow!Mt.!Biking!on!lower!use!trails.! !

Allow!my!dog!on!trails!! !

Any!exapanded!facilities!and!parking!should!only!be!done!at!the!main!visitor!
center!*not*!at!the!end!of!broadway!or!speedway,!or!other!park!trailheads.! !

As!before,!I!would!like!more!(just!a!few)!signs!on!the!trails.! !

As!before,!maybe!have!a!more!advanced!reading!selection...!maybe!a!collection!of!
papers!or!a!web!link!on!local!topics!through!Univ.!of!AZ.! !



!
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219!

ban!horse!from!foot!paths,!it's!not!their!land!it's!for!humans!and!wild!animals! !

Better!access!to!Mica!Mountain!and!Rincon!Park!from!Rincon!Valley.! !

better!maps/signs!with!elevation! !

Better!mapsIsite!marks.! !

better!signage!on!trails! !

better!trail!head!signage! !

better!trail!maintenance! !

block/disguise!short!cuts!inconsiderate!or!uneducated!hikers!use! !

Build!a!campsite! !

buy!more!land!around!the!park! !

change!current!hiking!map!to!a!topo!map;!make!all!trail!junctions!more!distinct!
using!signs!where!neccesary! !

charge!smaller!fees!for!people!that!walk,!larger!fees!to!vehicles! !

Clean!the!fish!tank.! !

clear!trail!markersI!please! !

Close!a!few!of!the!exteraneous!trails!south!of!and!of!speedway.! !

Confine!horses!to!their!own!trails.! !

create!a!loop!trail!into!the!mts!and!back!down!to!the!lowlands!approx!4I5!miles! !

create!trail!Tanque!Verde!to!Mica!Tank! !



!
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220!

didn't!see!signs!for!water.!Educational!material!is!needed.! !

Directional!trail!signage!is!very!confusing!and/or!doesn't!give!with!map.! !

disallow!horseback!trail!access!or!make!the!riders!clean!up!the!horse!poop! !

discourage!cell!phone!usage! !

disliked!manure!but!horses!ok.!Require!horse!manure!to!be!collected!by!owners!
and!packed!out! !

Dk! !

do!more!trail!maintenance!on!trails!damaged!by!horse!and!mule!traffic! !

DO!NOT!OVERDEVELOP!!! !

don't!change! !

Don't!destroy!old!structures,!they!are!past!the!history!of!the!place.! !

dont!know! !

Don't!know! !

Don't!yield!on!preserving!the!landscape/limit!visitors!if!you!have!to! !

Educate!the!day!use!public!on!carry!out!of!debris,!tissue,!gum!wrappers!etc.,!
impose!fines!for!littering!if!caught! !

Enforcement!and!educate! !

enjoy!it!as!it!is! !

enjoyed!it!very!much! !

escalaters!at!steep!area,!more!parking! !



!
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221!

Even!though!the!whole!outdoor!is!a!potty,!maybe!a!porta!potty!at!the!entrance!
strategically!placed!away!from!sight.! !

everyone!very!friendly!and!helpful! !

everything!was!wonderful,!but!it!was!difficult!to!know!where!you!where!headed!
or!what!trail!you!were!on! !

Expand!activities!at!Visitor!Centers!only.!Please!leave!the!rest!of!the!monument!
alone,!except!for!basic!trail!maintenance!and!trail!signs.! !

Expand!mountain!bike!use!to!horse!trails! !

formalize!the!broadway!entrance! !

get!access!on!South!Side!of!Park!at!Madrona!Ranger!Station! !

get!rid!of!the!mistletoeIit's!killing!the!trees! !

Get!volunteers!to!cut!our!the!mistletoe.! !

Good!as!is.! !

Grade!the!dirt!roadIotherwise,!like!the!park!as!is.! !

Have!a!campground!within!the!west!park.! !

Have!benches!for!resting!on!long!trails.! !

have!certain!hours!for!bicycles! !

have!guided!hikes!for!longer!period!of!time! !

have!horse!trails!away!from!hiking!trails! !

Have!more!maps!at!the!Speedway!entrance,!bathrooms!at!the!major!entrances!
(Speedway,!Broadway,!etc),!separate!horse!and!hike!trails! !



!
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222!

have!no!suggestions! !

have!some!trail!maps!at!the!entrances!of!the!trail!heads!at!the!end!of!Broadway!
and!Speedway! !

have!student!and!senior!rates!of!about!$2/vehicle.!I!don't!go!in!fee!area!since!it!
costs!too!much! !

have!toilet!facility!at!trailhead! !

Hike!on!Trails!Only! !

I!like!it!the!way!it!is.! !

I!think!the!horseback!peopel!should!be!better!educated!and!perhaps!restricted!to!
certain!trails.!I!frequently!encounter!rude!people!on!horsback!even!though!I!
always!walk!and!yield!the!trail!hwne!I!see!them.!I!was!once!told!at!the!end!of!
Speedway!that!I!!

!

If!possible!do!something!about!the!horses.!Allow!horses!only!on!their!own!trails,!
sometimes!their!remnants!are!verywhere.! !

Improve!horse!parking!availability!I!more!space,!hitching!posts,!H2O! !

Improve!the!maps.! !

Improve!trails! !

improved!trail!signs,!they!are!poorly!written!and!confusing!to!follow! !

Inceased!signage!to!make!trails.! !

Increase!directional!signs!along!trails;!provide!further!information!about!historic!
sites!along!trails!using!additional!signage!or!by!providing!an!information!booklet.! !

increase!parking!@!visitor!center!and!hiking!trailhead! !



!
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Install!signs!(several!making!it!clear!who!has!the!right!of!way!on!trails!(ex.!
horses,!hikers,!bikers).!Better!yet,!got!rid!of!the!bikers.! !

Interpretive!wayside!at!trailheasd!(didn't!notice!one.!! !

Isolate!horses!from!people!trails! !

It!seemed!wonderful!the!way!it!is! !

It!was!perfect! !

Just!keep!it!the!way!it!is.! !

keep!doing!the!good!job!they!do! !

keep!doing!what!they!are!doing! !

Keep!horses!off!the!hiking!trailsIenforce!better.! !

keep!it!free! !

Keep!on!doing!the!great!work!you're!doing!! !

Keep!the!trails!rough!I!dont!want!my!experience!to!be!like!walking!at!Udall!park.! !

keep!up!the!good!work! !

Land!acquisition/reduce!horses.! !

less!horseback!riding!I!chews!up!the!trails!viz,!wildhorse!bajada!vista! !

less!horses! !

Let!people!keep!hiking!in!natural!settings.! !

like!it!as!is! !



!
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224!

limit!cars! !

limit!horseback!riders!to!separate!trails! !

limit!horseback!riding! !

Lower!fees!for!Tucson!residents.! !

Maintain!its!serenity! !

Maintain!the!trails!better!and!open!more!trails! !

Make!it!easier!to!follow!the!Shantz!Trail!between!Wildhorse!Trailhead!and!Loma!
Verde!Trail:!too!many!side!trails.! !

make!more!trails! !

Make!trail!signs!less!confusing!or!provide!a!clearer!map.! !

Map!availability!at!trailheads!would!be!nice.! !

maps!at!trailhead! !

Markers!after!crossing!dry!creek!bedsItook!wrong!turn!on!pink!hill.! !

more!backcountry!campsites! !

more!backcountry!restroom!facilities! !

more!guided!hikes!and/or!sign!up!board!for!individuals!who!prefer!to!hike!with!
others! !

more!guided!hikes!and/or!signIup!board!for!individuals!who!prefer!to!hike!with!
others! !

more!handicapped!access!picnic!spots!in!SNP!East! !
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more!info!placed!at!the!hotel! !

more!interpretive!signage! !

more!money!and!support!for!park!staff!! !

more!parking!at!visitor!center! !

more!signage!for!trails!and!plants! !

more!signage!on!trails! !

more!signage!to!mark!trails,!signs!w/!info!about!ecosystem!and!cultural!history.! !

More!signs!in!park,!when!passing!oncoming!horse!need!to!get!off!trail!to!pass!
other!horse!I!need!off!trail!area!so!horse!can!pass! !

more!trail!signs! !

More!trail!signs.! !

More!trails.! !

MORE!TRAILS.!If!it!would!provide!more!trails,!I!would!pay.! !

More!water!at!campgrounds! !

more!written!info!about!hiking!trails!characteristics!ie:!difficulty,!elevation!gains,!
views/features! !

N/A! 7!

no!change!that!I!can!think!of!Very!few!people!were!in!the!park!or!on!the!trail!on!
Jan!24.! !

no!changes! 3!
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no!horses! 2!

no!Mnt.!bikes! !

none! !

not!spread!prickly!pear!cactus!all!over!where!it!does!not!belong! !

nothing! !

nothingI!It!was!a!pleasant!experience! !

nothingI!perfect! !

nothing,!it!is!perfect!! !

Nothing.! !

open!stock!trail!to!Wild!Horse!Canyon!to!stock! !

Parking!improved,!restoom!at!entrance!minimize!rock!steps!being!added!to!trails.! !

Pay!your!rangers!more!! !

Place!a!water!fountain!at!Cactus!Forest!Trailhead!entrance.! !

Please!designate!trails!more!clearly!as!for!hikers!only!or!multi!use!(eg.!horses!and!
bicycles)! !

please!don't!change!anything! !

please,!no!more!developement!of!facilities!ie!roads,!shade,!trail!improvement!
steps,!etc.! !

PortaIjohn!at!Speedway! !

Potentially!more!hiking!trails!from!3!tank!up!to!the!next!set!of!hills.! !
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Prevent!development!of!entra!parking!on!Broadway/Speedway!entrances.! !

protect!air!quality!and!water!resources! !

provide!adequate!parking!and!bathrooms!at!trailhead,!reduce!horse!use!on!trail! !

Provide!detailed!info/history!about!flora/fauna!and!geology!of!area!possibly!via!
website!even??!or!on!trails!although!this!would!be!harder! !

provide!more!parking! !

Provide!restroom!at!end!of!SpeedwayI(compast!toilet!and!no!wate!needed.! !

Provide!water!drinking!stations! !

Quit!building!steps! !

quit!planting!along!trails;!no!more!stone!steps! !

Re:Q.6:!trail!workers,!didn't!mind!them!add!maps!at!several!sign!posts!on!trails!
whowing!that!portion!of!route.!Re:!Q.!9a!Would!be!willing!to!use!national!park!
pass,!otherwise!not!be!willing!to!pay!other!fees!

!

reduce!horse!access!to!Douglas!Springs!Trail! !

reduce!horse!trails! !

reduce!noise,!particularly!in!early!mornings! !

reduce!number!of!horses!on!trails! !

reduce!number!of!trails!in!Cactus!Forest! !

Reduced!horse!trails.!Better!trail!maintenance.! !

reopen!dirt!trail!to!bikes! !
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repair!eroded!trails! !

require!that!numbers!of!hikers,!horseriders,!etc!per!group!be!kept!below!a!
certain!number! !

rest!room!near!end!of!Broadway!or!Speedway! !

Restrict!horse!travel!on!easily!erodable!steep!trails.!Also,!I!will!be!willing!to!pay!
an!entrance!fee!by!using!our!yearly!National!Park!Pass.! !

restrict!loop!road!to!hikers!and!bikers! !

Road!to!Madrona! !

rocks!on!flat!land!trails!for!seating! !

safer!parking!at!RMD!road!entrancesIBroadway,!Speedway! !

safer!parking!for!horse!trailers! !

Saguaro!West!roads!were!rough!(on!a!different!trip)! !

separate!(but!equal)!trails!for!horses.!Their!hooves!really!chew!up!the!hiking!
trails,!they!don't!clean!up!after!themselves,!and!contribute!NOTHING!to!my!
aesthetic!experience!at!SNP!!!

!

shade!structures!over!picnic!tables! !

shelter!at!camps! !

signage!to!parking!area!! !

spruce!up!east!park!facilities!vs!spending!all!money!on!west! !

Stop!building!steps!in!parkIleave!natural! !

take!better!care!of!trails,!wildlife!habitats! !
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take!out!the!artificial!Steps!on!trails! !

the!amount!of!horse!poop!on!all!the!trails!is!extraordinary!!Close!some!trails!to!
horses.! !

The!park!is!for!guests!not!vice!versa.! !

the!visit!was!to!short!to!say! !

Trail!degradation!due!to!horses!add!more!trailsIharder!trails.! !

trail!maintenance,!educate!users!to!respect!quiet!and!not!litter! !

trails!a!little!wider! !

Try!to!educate!more!people!on!how!to!truly!enjoy!nature! !

we!were!pretty!satisfied! !

We!were!very!happy!with!this!particular!hike.! !

Widen!trails!a!little!more! !

Wilderness!areas!need!to!be!left!wilderness.!Close!to!civilization,!so!ahead!and!
install!bathrooms!and!easy!nature!placesIuse!volunteers!! !

work!on!Speedway!parking! !

Wouldn't!wnat!all!trilheads!developed.! !

!
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!

Open Ended Comments from Visitors to Saguaro West !

please,!no!further!development!to!the!park!2.!oppose!further!development!in!the!
surrounding!areas!as!this!impacts!views,!traffic,!pollution,!etc.!3.!oppose!proposed!
power!line!by!PNM!from!Palo!verde!Power!Plant!(west!of!PHX)!to!Mexico!(this!
area!is!a!

!

A!topographic!map!of!the!area!would!have!been!helpful! !

Get!rid!of!the!"steps."!Install!real!water!bars!so!water!can!flow!off!the!trail.!You!
many!not!realize!it,!but!water!does!run!down!the!hill.! !

Great!hike!to!the!ridge,!wonderful!view.!Missed!the!rabid!fox!by!an!hour.! !

Great!park!and!personnel! !

had!a!great!time! !

hiking!in!the!west!park!is!a!jewel.!the!trails!around!Wasson!are!outstanding.!As!the!
years!pass!and!population!increases!things!change!due!to!funding(or!lack!of!it).!
Please!don't!change!a!thing!!The!red!hills!center!is!a!great!resources!to!look!up!
plants!and!

!

I!can!afford!fees,!but!National!Parks!should!be!available!to!all!No!matter!what!the!
economic!background.!All!of!us!pay!taxes!and!this!is!a!great!american!asset! !

I!had!a!good!time!camping,!trail!running,!and!hiking.!I!would!pay!the!normal!
National!Park!fee!if!it!was!asked!of!me.! !

I!like!the!park!the!way!it!is.!I!only!want!a!place!to!hike!and!enjoy!the!warm!
weather.!Thanks!for!a!nice!place!to!do!so.! !

I!understand!that!the!NPS!is!fighting!to!maintain!the!National!Parks!and!I!support!
this.!I!am!furious!about!the!lack!of!support!by!the!Federal!Government!particularly!
the!lack!of!judicial!support.!I!am!very!torn!abouyt!how!I!think!things!should!be!
done!a!

!
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I'm!concerned!whether!the!large!number!of!visitors!to!the!park!are!driving!out!the!
wildlife.!I'd!urge!the!National!Park!Service!to!make!protection!of!existing!wildlife!
its!#!priority.!I!think!we!have!taken!quite!enough!of!our!share!of!land.!

!

It's!sad!to!see!Natural!and!beautiful!things!overItaken!by!sprawl.!Parks!are!to!
preserve!the!Natural!world!so!as!to!enjoy!it!for!what!it!is.!It!should!be!a!wild!and!
natural!world!so!peopel!can!see!how!things!were!before!Wal!Marts!and!Walgreens!
became!al!

!

let's!keep!our!natural!forests!and!preserves!"natural"!!I!dislike!spending!fees!to!get!
into!parks.!Too!many!different!kinds!of!park!passes!can't!one!pass!fit!all?! !

Loved!your!park!!Thanks! !

My!exposure!to!the!park!was!far!too!brief!to!answer!these!questions!accurately.!I!
did!so!because!this!was!a!numbered!survey,!but!suggest!you!be!more!
discriminating!in!handing!them!out.!

!

No!more!questionnnaires.!Just!let!the!people!enjoy!what!land!they!have!been!
given.!You!have!to!be!kidding!me?!The!Justice!Department!I!mean!...!do!you!
actually!want!people!to!tell!the!truth!on!this!questionnaire!or!what!you!want!to!
hear?!How!are!you!g!

!

Parks!should!e!paid!for!from!general!tax!fund!and!avaiable!to!all,!rich!an!dpoor.!
Only!if!it!was!very!easy!for!the!poor!to!access!them!free!of!cahrge!would!I!suggest!
used.!!

!

Parks,!trails,!etc.!are!very!important!and!help!to!keep!society!healthy.! !

People!value!our!parks!according!to!the!effort/time/money!required!to!use!them.!
Free!parks!get!treated!like!free!goodsIbadly.!Entrance!fees!are!valuable!(if!the!
money!stays!in!the!ParkIunfortunately,!it!often!does!not).!Annual/family!passes!
reduce!the!!

!

Please!do!whatever!it!takes!to!protect!this!park!and!its!resources!forever.! !

Saguaro!West!is!a!special!place!for!locals!who!love!the!hiking!trails!which!enrich!
our!daily!exercies!regimens.!A!daily!visit!charge!would!put!this!out!of!reach!for!
most!of!us.!

!
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The!beauty!of!this!park!as!a!untouched!landcape.!The!limited!services!&!structures!
are!what!keep!the!park!pristine!and!the!visitors!in!check.!We!loveed!it.! !

The!roads!out!to!Saguaro!West!need!bike!lanes!I!especially!over!gates!pass!are!I!I'd!
be!more!willing!to!pay!fee!if!there!were!bike!lanes.!Other!than!that!I!leave!as!it!I!it's!
awesome.!

!

There!is!a!myth!that!republicans!are!against!public!land!acquisition.!Not!true.!
National!Park!Services!are!well!worth!our!tax!money.!Although!not!much!of!an!
issue!in!Sagauro,!crowded!park!roads!should!be!closed!to!cars!and!a!shuttle!(with!
fee)!should!b!

!

There!is!a!myth!that!Republicans!are!against!public!land!acquisition.!Not!true.!
National!Park!Services!are!well!worth!our!tax!money.!Although!not!much!of!an!
issue!in!Saguaro,!crowded!park!roads!(Cades!Cove!in!Smokies,!etc)!should!be!
closed!to!cars!and!!

!

This!is!a!beautiful!park!which!we!clan!on!scheduling!an!entire!trip!around!the!
Tucson!area!based!on!Saguaro!Nat.!Park.! !

Two!of!us!were!collecting!data!on!27!plants!for!the!Desert!Museums!Phinalogy!
Study.!I!did!not!complete!all!items!because!they!just!didn't!fit!our!experience.! !

we!enjoyed!or!visit!very!much!and!will!come!again!even!if!we!had!to!pay!fees!then!! !

We!hike!the!King!Canyon!trail!frequenty.!We've!also!done!Esperanza!a!few!times.!
These!trails!are!why!we!moved!to!Tucson!when!we!retired.! !

We!loved!spending!a!day!in!your!park.!Don't!change!a!thing!! !

We!went!to!hike!and!enjoyed!both!East!and!west!sections!!Signs!were!more!clear!
in!the!east.!Hikers(?)/people!"wandering"!off!trails!in!the!west!+!problem.!The!
saguaro!is!magnificent!presented!in!natural!environment.!true!beauty!and!we!are!
grateful!to!have!

!

!

Other Management Strategies Suggested  
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by Public for SNP West 
big!fines!if!visitors!are!found!offItrail! !

Continuous!posting!regarding!this!issue!along!trail! !

Convert!to!"park"!trails! !

Create!natural!vegitation!fencingIcactus! !

Enforce!hiking!trail!rulesIhire!more!rangers.! !

give!offItrail!permits!to!photographers,!etc...! !

Imply!fines.! !

like!policy!of!visitor!trails! !

post!signs!against!off!trail!use! !

reduce!number!of!trails/close!some!trails!! !

Trail!signs! !

trails!established!to!outlook!where!visitors!make!trails! !

!

!

Traffic Suggestions by Public for SNP West  

Charge!fee!to!nonIstate!visitors.!  

encorage!commuters!to!use!other!routs!or!design!better!routs!for!alternatives!  

need!to!put!road!around!park!  
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no!change!  

provide!alternative!roads.!  

!
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!

Enjoyed Most about SNP West !

ability!to!hike!in!asenic!and!beautiful!setting! !

accessibility!to!the!trails.!well!marked!trails.!spectacular!views,!wildlife!I!saw!
javalinas!and!coyotes! !

Beautiful!deset!scenery/plant!life! !

beautiful!vistas! !

beauty,!weather,!exercise! !

being!out!of!doors!on!a!beautiful!warm!winter!day! !

being!outsideIgreat!hike!! !

books,!displays,!video! !

Close!to!where!we!are!staying! !

Desert!environment!vegetation,!hiking!and!viewing.! !

desert!museum!and!hiking! !

Desert,!views! !

getting!out!of!the!city! !

Getting!to!the!top!of!Wasson!Peak.!Scenic!views!along!the!wellImaintained!Hugh!
Norris!Trail.! !

God's!Creation! !

good!marked!trails! !
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Good!weather!and!views!from!Hugh!Norris!trail! !

great!hikingIgreat!desert!! !

Great!trails,!few!people! !

Harris!Hawk!Exhibition! !

hike!on!trail!to!see!spring!flowers!and!habitat! !

hiking! !

hiking!and!petroglyphs! !

hiking!in!the!desert! !

hiking!nonIcongested!trails! !

hiking!the!king!canyon!trail! !

hiking!trails!! !

hiking!trails!I!good!shape! !

hiking,!enjoying!the!new!habitat!and!beautiful!scenery! !

Huge!Worris!trail!and!cycling!in!the!park.! !

Hugh!Norris!Trail! !

its!beautiful! !

Jan!0,!windy,!cool,!beautiful!views!all!the!way!up!to!Wasson!Pk.!.!the!visitor!center! !

movie!at!visitor!center! !
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nature's!beauty! !

nice!hike!w/great!views! !

No!ridiculous!little!fees!to!take!a!hike!in!a!National!Park! !

number!of!trails! !

peace!and!quiet!of!being!on!the!trail! !

plants,!animals,!scenery! !

scenery! !

scenery!peace!and!quiet! !

seeing!saguaro!and!other!cacti!in!undisterbed!surroundings! !

seeing!something!found!in!only!one!part!of!the!world! !

Seeing!vistas,!hiking,!fresh!air,!getting!exercise,!visiting!w/family! !

solitude,!flora! !

solitude,!scenery,!weather! !

SolitudeIscenery! !

The!Ambience...!the!vistas!and!the!clean!air! !

The!beautiful!scenery!and!large!amounts!of!saguaros.! !

the!beauty!of!it!all! !

the!beauty!of!the!saguaro.! !
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the!company!of!my!group!and!the!joy!of!seeing!the!petroglyphs! !

the!convenience!of!attaining!a!good!workout!in!a!small!space!of!time! !

the!hike!to!wasson!peak!with!wildflowers!really!starting!to!bloom!especially!the!
poppies! !

the!hiking! !

the!land,!the!quiet!(relative!to!the!city)! !

the!light!on!the!hills,!saguaros! !

the!natural!beauty,!the!variety!of!cactus!life,!the!peacefulness,!the!clean,!well!
maintained!hiking!trail! !

the!nature!the!vegitation!the!views! !

the!peacefullness! !

The!petroglyphs!and!cacti.! !

The!petroglyphs!and!wildflowers! !

the!scenery! !

The!trail!has!been!fixed!up!!!You!may!have!overdone!the!water!barsI!but!they!will!
last!and!they!look!profesionaly!done!with!good!tast.! !

The!trails!and!the!sights.! !

the!view! !

the!views!of!the!mountains!and!valley!from!the!trail! !

the!views,!vegetation,!hike! !
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The!well!maintained!trails! !

The!wellImaintained!hiking!trails.! !

trail!system! !

views! !

views,!rock!formation,!cactus! !

visitor's!center! !

volunteer!I!Bruce!Johnston! !

weather! !

Weather,!view.! !

WellImaintained,!dramatic!trail! !

Wesson!Peak! !

Wildflowers! !

Enjoyed Least about SNP West !

aching!feet! !

all!was!fine! !

better!descriptions!of!the!trails!(i.e.!what!are!the!sights!on!the!trails)! !

Broken!toilet!at!MamIaIgah.! !

can't!think!of!anything!which!belongs!in!this!category! !
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cars! !

Cars!in!Hohokum!Rd!walking!back!from!Dobson!Wash!Trail.! !

cars!on!Hohokam!Rd!walking!back!from!Dobson!Wash!Trail! !

difficulty!parking!at!trailhead! !

dogs!in!park! !

driving!on!rough!gravel!road! !

dust!caused!by!cars! !

enjoyed!all!of!it! !

enjoyed!it!all! !

lack!of!camping!near!easter!section!of!park! !

lack!of!parking! !

leaving! !

lots!of!people!on!the!trail!I!very!windy! !

map!for!hiking!trails!a!little!too!generalized!to!be!clear;!should!have!worn!heavier!
hiking!boots!I!rocky!footing!hard!on!feet! !

missed!turn!(in!car)!leaving! !

missing!sign!when!Dobe!Wash!Trail!leaves!the!wash! !

more!tent!campground!sites! !

My!sunburn.! !
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n/a! !

NA! !

negotiating!the!"no!left!turn"!from!sandario!rd!(south!bound)!to!kinney!rd! !

no!bathrooms!along!trail! !

No!mile!markers!on!trails.! !

no!trailhead!sign!for!King's!Canyon!Trail! !

none! !

not!enough!parking! !

nothing! !

nothingI!all!enjoyable! !

nothing!! !

numerous!people/!highways! !

overlooks!developed!land! !

people!disregarding!signs!@!signal!hill!rocks!!We!pointed!this!out!to!them!!! !

pot!holes!on!Hohokam!Road.! !

Road!condition! !

road!work! !

rocks!on!trail! !
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seeing!human!habitation!to!the!west! !

signage!for!parking!area! !

the!"steps"! !

the!damn!steps!for!the!first!miile!or!so!of!my!hike!(Hugh!Norris!trail).!You!really!
need!to!get!rid!of!those!! !

The!high!cost!of!visiting!the!Desert!Museum,!so!did!not!enter.! !

the!houses!in!view! !

the!park!was!splended;!we!should!have!left!out!"old!Tucson"!! !

The!parking!lot! !

the!signs!were!hard!to!see! !

The!taste!of!water!frm!the!water!fountain! !

the!time!it!took!us!to!get!there! !

The!trail!is!rough!hiking!because!of!the!large!quantity!of!loose!rocks! !

the!views!are!getting!"cluttered"!with!development! !

the!washboard!roads! !

too!little!parking!at!king!canyon!trailhead! !

too!many!tourists!! !

trail!constructionItoo!intense! !

trail!was!too!crowded! !
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trails!very!rocky!and!gravelly! !

trash!on!roadside,!presence!of!LE!Park!Rangers!in!what!appear!to!be!militaryIstyle!
trucks.!this!is!a!park!not!a!prison.! !

Ungraded,!nonIpaved!road! !

Urban!sprawl!which!will!ultimately!surround!the!park,!peoples!disregard!for!
Natural!"things."! !

wind! !

worrying!about!the!security!of!my!vehicle!at!T.H.! !

!

!

!

Open ended Responses to Neighborhood Survey 
!

Responses'to'“What'would'you'ask'the'NP'to'do?’'

Response'

add a few more trails on south side of park!

Allow biking on trails!

Allow dogs!

Allow my dog on trails!!

Any expanded facilities and parking should only be done at the main visitor center *not* at the 
end of broadway or speedway, or other park trailheads.!

better trail maintenance!

charge smaller fees for people that walk, larger fees to vehicles!

dont know!
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Response'

Expand mountain bike use to horse trails!

Improve trails!

Keep bikes on trails separate from horses not cactus fores trail!

Keep the trails rough - dont want my experience to be like walking at Udall park.!

Maintain the trails better and open more trails!

More signs in park, when passing oncoming horse need to get off trail to pass other horse - need 
off trail area so horse can pass!

nothing!

protect air quality and water resources!

reduce horse trails!

reduce noise, particularly in early mornings!

reopen dirt trail to bikes!

spruce up east park facilities vs spending all money on west!

Try to educate more people on "how" to truly enjoy nature!

!

Responses to “other management suggestions” 
Response'

Do not close any existing trails and in fact open more trails to disperse visitors!

Dont think people understand impact - also know enough after observing for years that most 
people dont go very far on foot so I haven't seen much damage!

Get horseback riders to maintain the trails that they destroy!

increase ranger patrols!

low level Natural fencing e.g. branches or rocks of vegetation!

make more trails so you don;t see as many people when you visit the park!

marking do not use!
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Response'

More signage prohibiting such travel with *enforcment*!

Need to more clearly define visitor created trails - all the trails were created by visitors!

Not a problem!

re-vegetage visitor created trails and build drainage structures so they are "filled in"!

Sometimes people dont realize the trails are visitor created and just follow them unknowingly!

Why are they going off [trail] -to look at something-so make a trail!

!

Comments!

Response'

1. Do *not* develop overnight camping sites for trailers, RVs, etc. 
2. Protect Rincon Creek water rights to preserve surface water and wildlife habitat.!

I live near the park and often visit for various reasons. One thing I enjoy is tape recording birds in 
spring, but have been on numberous occasions hampered by chainsaw use in the park.!

I'm a local and ride horse frequently in the Park - I'm hoping an entrance fee wouldn't be charged 
at the trailhead by my residence. I always see resort vehicles parked w/ large vehicles and a 
large group. Perhaps these could help support since they are!

It is sad the funding for the park system has been slashed by gov't. Our parks are our greatest 
treasures, I absolutely disagree with our privatization efforts. I support our rangers!!

Love the monument but I would like it to stay the way it is. Open it up to more people who dont 
hike or ride horses!

Out route outline is not exact because we used the washes part of the way. We use hte park to 
excercise our horses 2 to 3 times per week so it's a very important place to us.!

Please Allow biking on trails!!

The park is a wonderful treasure We must do everything necessary to protect and preserve it. 
Thanks for providing a place to ride horses.!

The Saguaro national park east and west are true treasures! 
We are members of "friends of Saguaro national park"!

This is a horrible survey, too complex. It would be interesting to find out the percentage of returns.!

we usually use the park for fullmoon light walks (unguided) We picnic at the picnic area. when 



!

!

246!

246!

Response'

visitors come to town we dirve the loop!

!

!

!

!

 


